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ABSTRACT 

1 o 15 Mission) was launched at 9:34:OD Eastern 

Complex 39, Pad A. 
1 July 26, 1971, from Kennedy Space Center, 

"The vehicle lifted off on a launch azisrrth of 
90 degrees east of north and rolled to a flight azimuth of 80.088 degrees 
east of north. The launch vehicle successfully placed the manned space- 
craft in the planned translunar coast mode. The S-IVB/IU impacted the 
lunar surface within the planned target area. 

This was the first Apollo Mission to employ the lunar Roving Vehicle 
(LRV) during Extravehicular Activity (EVA). The performance of the LRV 
was satisfactory and resulted in extended EVA, and greatly increased the 
crews lunar exploration capabilities. 

All Mandatory and Desirable Objectives of this mission for the launch 
vehicle were accomplished except the precise determination of the lunar 
impact point. It is expected that this will be accomplished at a later 
date. No failures, anomalies, or deviations occurred that seriously 
affected the mission. 

Any questions or comments Gertaining to the information contained in 
this report are invited and should be directed to: 

Director, George C. Marshall Space Fltght Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 
Attention: Chairman, Saturn Flight Evaluation Working 

Group, S&E-CSE-LA (Phone 205-453-2462) 
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MISSION PLAN 

The AS-510 flight (Apollo 15 Hission) is the tenth flight in the Apollo/ 
Saturn V flight program, the fifth lunar landing mission, and the third 
landin 

! 
planned for the lunar highlands. The primary misslon objectives 

are: a perform selenological ins ection, survey, and sampling of materials 
in the Hadley-Appennine Region; b P deploy and activate the Apollo Lunar 
Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP); c) evaluate-the capability of the 
Apollo equipment to provide extended lunar surface stay time, increased 
Extravehicular Activity (EVA), and surface mobility; and d) conduct 
inflight experiments and photographic tasks from lunar orbit. The crew 
consists of David R. Scott (Mission Cannander), Alfred M. Uorden, Jr. 
(Comand Nodule Pilot), and James 9. Irwin (Lunar Mule Pilot). 

The AS-510 Launch Vehicle (LV) is c-posed of the S-K-10, S-II-IO, and 
S-IVR-510 stages, and Instrunent Unit (IU)-510. The Spacecraft (SC) 
consists of SC/Lunar Module Adapter (SLA)-19, Corrnsnd Module (CM)-112, 
Servjce nodule (SM)-112, and Lunar Module (LM)-10. The UI has been 
modified for this flight and will include the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LBV)-1. 

Vehicle launch from Complex 39A at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is along 
a 90 degree azimuth with a roll to a flight aziwth of approximately 
80.088 degrees measured east of true north. Vehicle mass at ignition is 
6,494,710 ttwn. 

The S-IC stage powered flight is approximately 159 seconds; the S-II stage 
provides powered flight for approxfmately 388 seconds. The S-IVB stage 
bum of approximately 145 seconds inserts the S-NB/IU/SLA/LU/Camwd and 
Service Module (CSW) into a circular 90 n mS altitude (referenced to the 
earth equatorial radiusj Earth Parking Omit (EPO). Vehicle mass at 
orbit insertion is 309,816 llxn. 

At approximately 10 seconds after EPO insertion, the vehicle is aligned 
with the local horizontal. CcuWwus hydrogen venting Ss initiated 
shortly after EPO Insertion and the LV and CM systems are checked in 
preparation for the Translunar Injection (TLI) bum. During the second 
or third'revolution In EPO, the S-IVB stage is restarted and bums for 
approxtmately 356 seconds. This bum inserts the S-IVB/IU/SLA/LH/CSM into 
a near free-return, translunar trajectory. 
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Within 15 minutes after iL1, the vehicle initiates a maneuver to an 
inertial attitude hold for CSM separation, docking, and LM ejection. 
Following the attitude freeze, the CSM separates from the LV and the SLA 
panels are jettisoned. The CSM then transposes and docks to the LM, 
After docking, the CSMiiM is spring ejected from the S-IVB/IU. Following 
separation of the combined CSM/LM from the S-IVB/IU, the S-IVB/IU will 
perform a yaw maneuver and then an 80-second burn of the S-IVB Auxiliary 
Propulsion System (APS) ullage engines to propel the S-IVB/IU a safe 
distance away from the spacecraft. Subsequent to the canpletion of the 
S-IVB/IU evasive maneuver, the S-IVB/IU is placed on a trajectory such 
that it will impact the lunar surface in the vicinity of the Apollo 14 
landing site. The impact trajector;, is achieved by propulsive venting 
of liquid hydrogen (LH2) and dunping of residual liquid oxygen (LOX) 
and by firing the APS engines. The S-IVB/IU impact will be recorded 
by t:le seismographs deplo-yed during the Apollo 12 and 14 missions. 
S-IVB/IU lunar impact is predicted at approximately 79 hours 15 minutes 
after launch. 

Several inflight experiments will be flown on Apollo 15. Several experi- 
ments are to be conducted by use of the Scientific Instrument Module 
(SIM) located in Sector I of the SM. A subsatellite is launched from 
the SIM into lunar orbit and several experiments are performed by it. 
The inflight experiments are conducted during earth orbit, translunar 
coast, lunar orbit, and transearth coast mission phases. 

During the 75-hour 36-minute translunar coast, the astronauts will perform 
star-earth lanbnark sightings, Inertial Measurement Unit (IW) alignments, 
general lunar navigation procedures, and possibly four midcourse corrections. 
At approximately 78 hours and 31 minutes, a Service Propulsion System (SPS), 
Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) bum of approximately 392 seconos is initiated 
to insert the CSM/LM into a 58 by 170 n mi altitude parking orbit. Approx- 
imately two revolutions after LO1 a 22.9-second bum will adjust the orbit 
into an 8 by 60 n mi altitude. The L1 is enteed b, astronauts Scott and 
Irwin, and checkout is accanplished. Buring the twelfth revolution in 
orbit, at 100.14 hours, the LM separates from the CSM and prepares for the 
lunar descent. The CSM is then inserted into an approximafely 60 n mi 
circular orbit using a 3.9-second SPS bum. The LM descent propulsion 
system is used to brake the LM into the proper landing trajectory and 
maneuver the LM during descent to the lunar surface. 

Following lunar landing, three EVA time periods of 7, 7, and 6 hours are 
scheduled during which the astronauts will explore the lunar surface in 
the LRV, examine the LM exterior, photograph the lunar surface, and deploy 
scientific instrmnts. Sorties in the LRV will be limited in radius 
such that the life support system capabi'lity will not be exceeded if LRV 
failure necessitates the astronauts walking back to the LM. Total stay 
time on the lunar surface is open-ended. with a planned maxims of 67 
hours, depending upon the cutcane of current lunar surface operations 
planning and of real-time operational decisions. After the EVA, the 
astronauts prepare the LM ascent propulsion system for lllnar ascent. 
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The CSM performs a plane change approximately 8 hours before rendezvous. 
At approximately 171-7 hours, the ascent stage inserts the LM into a 
9 by 46 n mi altitude lunar orbit. At approximately 173.5 hours the 
rendezvous and docking with the CSM are accanplished. 

Following docking, equipment transfer, and decontamination procedures, 
the LM ascent stage is jettisoned and targeted to impact the lunar surface 
at a point near the Apollo 15 landing site, but far enough away SO as not 
to endanger the scientific packages. During the second revolution before 
transeerth injection, the CSM will perform an SPS maneuver to achieve a 
55 by 75 n mi orbit. Shortly thereafter the subsatellite will be launched 
into the same orbit. Transearth Injection (TEI) is accanplished at the 
end of revolution 74 at approximately 223 hours and 46 minutes with a 
!3g-seco;ld SPS burn. 

During the 71-hour 12-minute transearth coast, the astronauts will perform 
navigation procedures, star-earth-moon sightings, and possibly three 
midcourse corrections. The SM will separate from the CM 15 minutes before 
reentry. Splashdown will occur in the Pacific Ocean 295 hours and 12 
minutes after liftoff. 

After the recovery operations, a biological quarantine is not imposed on 
the crew and CM. However, biological isolation garments will be available 
for use in the event of unexplained crew illness. 
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FLIGHT SlMARY 

The eighth manned Saturn V Apollo space vehicle, As-510 (Apollo 15 Mission) 
was launched at 9:34:00 Eastern Daylight Tina an July 26, 1971. The 
performance of the launch vehicle was satisfactory ahd at the tlllc of 
this report, all MSFC objectives have been successfully accarplished 
except for the precise determination of the lunar impact point. Pmlim- 
inary assessments indicate that the final impact solutlar will satisfy 
the mission objective. 

The ground systems supporting the AS-510/Apo110 15 countdam and launch 
performed satisfactorily. System canponent failures and mlfunctions 
requiring corrective action were corrected during countdown without causing 
unscheduled holds. Propellant tanking was accomplished satisfactorily. 
Damage to the pad, Launch Llabilllcal T-r (LlTT) and support equiprent was 
considered nrinheal. 

The vehicle was launched on an anirwrth 90 degrees east of north. A roll 
maneuver was initiated at 12.2 seconds that placed the vehicle an a flight 
azimuth 80.088 degrees east of north. The trajectory parroters fawn 
launch to Translunar Injection (TLI) were close to naninal. Earth Parking 
Orbit (EPO) insertion conditions were achieved 4.39 seconds earlier than 
nominal at a heading angle 0.143 degree less than nainal. TLI was achieved 
0.88 second later than na9nal. The trsjectory parwaeters at CaRlRland and 
Service Module (CSH) separation deviated fror nonina since the event 
occurred 94.3 seconds later than predicted. 

All S-IC propulsion systems performed satisfactorily. In all cases, the 
propulsion perfomance was very close to rrminal. Overall stage thrust 
was 0.47 percent lower than predicted. Total propellant consuaptton rate 
was 0.29 percent 1-r than predicted with the tutal consur0 F!?xL,ure patio 
(UP) 0.35 percent higher than pm&ted. Spe~iflc impulse was 0.18 percent 
la#er than predicted. Total propel?mt msuption from Holddoxn Am (HDA) 
release to Outboard Engine Cutoff iOEC0) was low by 0.03 percent. Center 
Engine Cutoff (CECO) was initial by ths Instrtaqnt bit (IU) at 
136.0 seconds. DECO, lnttiated by LOX low level sensors, occurred at 
159.56 seconds which was 0.53 second later than predicted, fhe LOX residual 
at OECO was 31,135 lkp -ared to the predicted 36,115 ltnn. The fuel 
residual at OECOwas 27,142 TbA conparedto the predicted 29,404ltnn. The 
S-IC experienced a l-1-2-1 start sequence rather than the planned l-2-2 
sequence. Since engine No. 1 had been repTaced after the sbae static test, 
It was expected that the planned start seguencewould not be &tained. 
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The S-II propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout flight. 
The S-II Engine Start Cmand (ESC), as sensed at the engines, occurred 
at 161.95 seconds. CECO occurred as planned at 459.56 seconds, and OECO 
occurred at 549.06 seconds giving an outboard engine operating time of 
387.11 or 1.16 seconds less than predicted. The eartier than predicted 
S-II OECO was a result of higher than predicted engine perfomance during 
the low Engine Mixture Ratio (EMR) portion of S-II boost. Four of the 
eight S-IC retro motors and all of the S-II ullage raoton were rraaoved 
for this flight; therefore, the S-IC&II separation sequence was 
revised. This sequence change extended the coast period between S-IC 
OECO and S-II ESC by on2 second. The WC/S-II separation sequence and 
S-II engine thrust buildup perfomance was satisfactory. lhe total stage 
thrust at the standard time slice (61 seconds after S-II ESC) was 0.05 
percent below predicted. Total propellant flowrate, including pmssur- 
ization flow, uas 0.03 percent below predictcd and the stage specific 
impulse was O.Q2 percent below pmdicted at the standard tille slice. 
Stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.03 percent above predicted. Engine 
cutoff transients were normal. 

This was the second flight stage to incorporate a center engine LOX feedline 
accl:mula?or system as a POGO suppression device. The operation of the 
accmq;:?c.tor system was effective in suppressing PC%0 type oscillations. 

S-II hydraulic system prfomance was nonnal throughout the flight. 

The S-I@ propulsi~ systea operated satisfactorily throughout opera- 
tional phase of first and second bums and had normal strrt and cutoff 
transients. S-IVB first bum tim was 141.5 seconds which was 3.8 sec- 
onds less than predicted. Approxi~tely 2.6 sacon& of the shorter 
bum time can be attributed to higher S-IVB perfomnce. The -in&r 
can be attributed to S-IC and S-II stage perfor#nces. The engilGa per- 
formance during first bum, as detemined iron standard altitude rem- 
struction analysis, deviated frau the predicted S&rtTank Mscharga' 
Valve (STDV) +130-second tilse slice by 1.82 percent for thrust and: 
J.09 percent for specific io;pulse. The S-Iv8 stage firstbum Engfne 
Cutoff (ECD) was initiated by the Lauxh Vehicle lMg4ta.l mter (LVDC) 
at 694.7 seconds. The Continuous Vent Systea (CVS) adequately mgulated 
LH tank ullage pmssum at an average level of lg.3 psia during orbt-t 
an a the Oxygen/Hydrogen (02/t@) burner satisfactorily achieued I.& and 
LOX tank repressurization for restart EnginemstartcondMens Mum 
within specified lilatts. The restart at full open mixture Ratis Caktml 
Valve (HRCV) position was successful.. 

Abnormal teuqeratures were not&i in the tsrbine hot gas sysm between first 
bum ECD and second burc ESC. kcct noticeable was the fuel turbine inlet 
temperature. Durirtg LHq chilldown in Tilde Base 6 (T(j), the tarpcratulv 
decreased fr,az 130 to -lOoF at second ESC. The oxidizer turbi-nc 9nlet 
t&qeraturc also indicated a small dewwe in tqereture. In rdditIan, 
fuel turbine inlet tmrature indicated m abnon;llTy fast teqemtum 
&crease afar first bum ECO. The cause of ti decrease in turbine 
inlet terqeratum was a snail leak past tAe teflon seal of the gas 
*newtor fuel valve peppit. 



S-IVB second burn time! was 350.8 seconds which was 5.4 seconds less than 
predicted. The engine ;erformance during second burn, .s determined from 
the standard altitude reconstruction analysis, deviated from the predicted 
STDV +130-second time slice by 1.89 percent for thrust and 0.09 percent 
for specific impulse. Second bum EC0 was initiated by the LVDC at 
10,553.7 seconds (02:55:53.7). Subsequent to seconri oum, tile stage 
propellant tanks and helium spheres were safed satisfactorily. Sufficient 
impulse was derived from LOX dump, LH2 CVS operation and Auxiliary Propul- 
sion System (APS) ullage bums to achieve a successful lunar impact. 

The structural loads experienced during the S-IC boost phase were well 
below design values. The maximum bending moment was 80 x 106 lbf-in. at 
the S-IC LOX tank (30 percent of the design value). Thrust cutoff tran- 
sients experienced by AS-510 were similar to those of previous flights. 
The maximum longitudinal dynamic responses at the IU were kO.25 g and 
f0.30 g at S-Ii CECO and OECO, respectively. The magnitudes of the thrust 
cutoff responses are considered normal. During S-IC stage boost, 4 to 
5 hertz oscillations were detected beginning at approximately 100 seconds. 
The maximum amplitude Teasured at the IU was f0.06 g. Oscillations in the 
4 to 5 hertz range have been observed on previous flights and are considered 
to be normal vehicle response to flight environment. POGO did not occur 
during S-IC boost. The S-II stage center engjne LOX feedline accumulator 
successfully inhibited the 14 to 16 hertz PO@0 oscillations. A peak 
response of kO.6 g was measured on engine No, 5 gimbal pad during steady- 
state engine operation. As on previous flights, low amplitude 11 hertz 
oscillations were experienced near the end of S-II burn. Peak engine No. 1 
gimbal pad response was +O.d6 g. POGO did not oc.ur during S-II boost. 
The PDGO limiting backup cutoff system performed satisfactorily during the 
prelaunch and flight operations. The system did not produce any discrete 
outputs. The structural loads experienced during the S-IVD stage burns 
were well below design values, During first bum the S-!VB experienced 
low amplitude, 16 to 20 hertz oscillations. The amplitudes measured on 
the gimbal block were comparable to previous flights and well within the 
expected range of values. Similarly, S-IVB second bum produced inter- 
mittent low amplitude oscillations in the 12 to 16 hertz frequency range 
which peaked near second burn ECO. 

The guidance and navigation system provided satisfactory end conditions 
for the boost to Earth Parking Orbit (EPO) and the boost to TLI. k 
navigation update was performed at the beginning of the second revo'Iut!on, 
because the differrznce between the ILJ navigation vector and the tracking 
vector at Camarvon exceeded the allowable tolerance defined in Fiight 
Mission Rule (FMR) 7-11. The navigation differences following the up- 
date were ~~11 and were well witr;n all allowable tolerances at TLI. 

A negative shift of approximately 0.25 c/s (0.82 ft/s) occurred 'In the 
Z (down range) accelercmeter output approximately one second before range 
zero. The probable cause of the shift has vibration ;rhich h-:13 the 
measuring head off null in the negative direction. The preiise effect of 
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the shift on subsc?qr;ent nayi. ation errors has not been determined. The 
Launch Vehicle Data Adapter 7 LYDA) and LYDC performed satisfactoiily with 
nominal values for component temperatures ano paJer supply voltages. 

The AS-510 control system was diffepnt from that of AS-509 because of 
redesigned filters and a revised gain schedule. These changes were made 
to stabilize structural dynamics caused by vehicle mass and structural 
changes and to improve wind and engine-out characteristics. The system 
performed satisfactorily. The Flight Control Computer (FCC), Thrust lector 
Control (TVC) System, aijd Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) satisfied all 
requirements for vehicle attitude control during the flight. Bending and 
slosh dynamics were adequately stabilized. The prelaunch programed yaw, 
roll, and p< tch Faneuvers were properly executed during S-IC boost. During 
the maximum dynamic pressure region of flight, the launch vehicle experi- 
enced winds that were slightly greater than the 95percentile July wind 
from a N-degree azimuth. The maximum average pitch engine deflection 
was in the mox.imum dynamic pressure region. The maximum average yaw engine 
deflection occurred with the initial yaw maneuver. 

S-IC/S-II first and second plane sepsrations were accomplished with no 
significant attituele deviations. The S-IC retro motors performed as 
expected. Separation distance was less thhitn predicted because F-l engine 
impulse "tailoff" was higher than expected. The effect of the closer 
S-II exhaust plune at engine start resulted in a more severe environment 
at the S-IC forward LOX dome and resulted in S-IC telemetv system 
damage. Analysis indicates that with an S-IC stage having only four 
retro motors, failure of one retro motor to ignite would Nsult in 
marginal separation distance and in the 3a case, recontact of the two 
btages. Consequently, S-IC-11 and subsequent stages will be equipped 
with eight r&m motors rather than the planned four. 

The AS-510 aunch vehicle electrical systems and Emergency Detection System 
(EDS) perfolmed satisfactorily throughout all phases of flight. Cperation 
of the batteries, power supplies, inkrters, Exploding Bridge Wisp (EBW) 
firing units and switch selectors was normal. 

Vehicle base pressure and base thermal environnhnts, in general, were 
simi1.r to those experienced on earlier flights. The envirorunental control 
sys%em perfomance was satisfactory. 

All data systems performed satisfactorily through the flight. Flight 
measurements fran onboard telemetry welo gg.8 percent reliable. Telesnetry 
perfonance was normal except that the S-IC telemetry WG lost after 
S-IC/S-II separation. Radiofreqtincy (fiF) propagation was generally good, 
though the usual problems due to flame effects and staging were experienced 
and an additional dropout occurred when S-II stage flame impinged on the 
S-IC stage at S-II stage ignition. LZab!e Very High Frequency (VHF) data 
were received until 23,225 seconds ;6:27:05). The Secure Range Safety 
Comiand Systcs (SRSCS) on the S-XC, S- IT, and S-IVB stages tiere ready to 
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perform their functions properly, dn crrmand, if flight conditions during 
launch phase had required destruct. The system properly safed the S-IVB 
on a cornnand transmitted frail Besn~?a (BDA) at 701.5 seconds. The perfor- 
mance of the Command and Communications System (ES) was excellent. Usable 
CCS telemetry data we= received to 48,240 seconds (13:24:00) at which time 
the telmtry subcarrier was inhibited. Ascension (MN), Cailary Islanrl 
(CYI), Soldstonti (GDS), Hadrid (Y>D), and IYerritt Island Launch A~Pz~ (MILA) 
were receiving CCS signal carrier .3t S-IYB/IU lunar impact. God tracking 
data ore received fron: the C-Band radar. with Carnarvop ;i;RO) indicating 
fin&l Lo:s of Signal (LOS) at 53,358 seconds (14:G:18). 

Al ~spccts of the S-IYl3/1U lunar impact mission objectives were acccm- 
pi f,hed ruccessfcily with the pclssible exception of the precise determina- 
tion of the- impact point. Frevisus expei-ience and the high quality and 
large quantity of trircking data indicate that the fina! impact solution 
.&iii sa?isfy the remaining mission objective after additional analysis. 
it 285,381.5! seconds (79:24z41:55jn the S-IVBiIU impacted the lunar sur- 
face at approximately 0.99 degree south latitude and 11.89 degrees west 
longitude with a velocity of 2577 m/s (8455 ft/s). This preliminary impact 
point is qproximately 154 kilometers (83 n mi) from the target of 3.67 
dqrees south latitude and 7.58 degrees west longitude. The mission objec- 
tives k!r-re to maneuver the S-ZVS/IU such that it would have at least a 
50 percent probability of impac,ting the lunar surface with 350 ki Jometers 
(189 r\ mi) of the target, and tcJ determine the actual impact point within 
5 kilometers (2.7 n ml), and the time within J second. The AS-510 target- 
ing philosophy for seismic experiment performance and data resolution 
defined "preferred,'" "acceptable," and "undesirable" impact regions about 
the Ago110 12 and Apollo 14 lunar seismometers. AJthough the impact Joca- 
tion is not within the preferred region nor with'in the acceptable region 
of .the Apollo 14 seismometer, the principle seismic experiment Investigator 
reports that both seismometers gave valuable scientiffc data fmm the 
impact. The projected impact paint resulting from the APS-1 maneuver was 
perturbed in an easterly direction by unplanned forces acting after the 
LOX dump. A first force was caused by the ambient heliun pressurization 
spheres dumping through the aWent helium engine control sphere into the 
J-2 ClyiiX!. Other forces were appaently caused by the IU thermal control 
system water valve operatiens and APS attitude engine reactions. FoJ lowing 
the W-2 maneuver, a smali and gradually deceasing unbaJanced force (also 
unplanned) acted during I 5-hour period to perturb the lunar impact to a 
Goint northwest of the target. 

All Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) systems performed satisfactorily with the 
range capability being approximately twi <e the predictid vaJw. The total 
range traveeed '#its 27-g k~Jome%e~ at an average velocity of 9.3 km/hr; 
the maximum velocity was 13 km/hr and the maximun slopes negotiated were 
up to 12 degrees. The stopping distance was approximately 4.6 meters from 
10 kn/hr, and the braking and steering duty cycles were much less than 
predicted, with estimates of 5 percent of the time given by the crew. The 
LRV average energy constmation was 1.87 amp-hr/km with a total cons-d 
energy of 52 amp-hr. The navigation setem attained a Lunar Module (LM) 
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ciosure error of less than 0.2 kilometer on each traverse while gym drift 
was negligible. The wander factor (LRV path deviation due to obstacles) 
plus wheel slip was apprcximataly equal to the predicted value of 10 
percent. 

The following list of concerns kas recorded curing the lunar surface 
operation: 

a. Battery MO. 2 volt-mter was inoperative at first power up. 

b. Forward steerin was inoperative on Extravehicular Activity (EVA)-1 
but was successfully activated on EVA-2 and 3. 

C. Seat belt fastening was excessively time consum?ng. 

d. Lunar Camnunication Relay Ucit (LCRU) TV dropped out after LM liftoff. 

e -. The left front fender extension was missing after EVA-l. 
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MISSION OBJECTIVES ACCOMPLISHMENT 

Table 1 presents the MSFC Mandatory Objectives and Desirable Objectives 
as defimd in the "Saturn V Apollo 15/AS-510 Mission Implementation Plan," 
MSFC Document PM-SAT-8Dl0.8 (Rev. A), dated March 5, 19?1. An assess- 
ment of the degree of accomplishment of each objective Ts shown. Dis- 
cucsion supporting the essessmer;t can be found in other sections of this 
report as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Mission Objectives Accomplishment 

1 Launch on a fl!ghtrzluth batman 80 and 
100 degreec and insert the S-IVB/IU/sc. 
into tlm lamed clrculrr earth prrkfng 
arur OVJ . !  

2 

I 

bstrrt the S-IV8 during rlthr the second 
or third revo:utlan md Infect Or S-IWIWK 
onto the planned trannsluncr tra.jectmy WI). 

4 Parfom an rvrrlve yI*ywr 4ttarc l ction 
of the csa/lM fra the s-IuB/IU (DO . 

5 iqrct the S=:VB/IU on the lunar sffw 
;ltM; ~Ikll~tmn of lat. 3.65 S, 1~. 

6 bromine actual i~ctpointulthin 5 
kllmtm ud t1P ef IgKttitbin 
me socmd (00). 

7 / Aftor find LV/rt seporatfm. vent ncl 
, Qr3 uu rwlnlng gas and propllati to 
* safe the s-IvB/IU w. 

Eorphb 
I 

xone 

hplCtr 
I 

xone 

s 

! 

I 

PAM6XAPii ill 
UIICH OISUJSSEO 

4.1. 9.1 

4.2.3. 7.6 

10.4.4 

10.4.4 

11.5 

17.5 

7.13 
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FAILURES. ANOPALIES AND DEVIATIONS 

Evaluation of the launch vehicle and LRV data revealed seven deviations. 
There were no fzilures nor anom!ies. The deviations are sumarized in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. Sumnary of Deviations 1 I - L 
I 

q 

1 

-tuuy 
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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.; PURPOSE 

This report provides the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) Headquarters, and other interested agencies, with the launch 
vehicle and Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) evaluation results of the AS-510 
flight (Apollo 15 Mission). The basic objective of flight evaluation 
is to acquire, reduce, analyze, evaluate and report on flight data to 
the extent required to assure future mission success and vehicle reli- 
ability. To accomplish this objective, actual flight problems are 
identified, their causes determined, and recommendations made for 
appropriate corrective action. 

1.2 SCOPE 

This report contains the performance evaluation of the major launch 
vehicle systems and LRV, with special emphasis on problems. Swrmaries 
of launch operations and spacecraft performance are included. 

The official George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) position at 
this time is represented by this report. It will not be followed by a 
similar report unless continued analysis or new information should prove 
the conclusions presented herein to be significantly incorrect. Reports 
covering special subjects will be published as required. 
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SECTION 2 

EVENT TIMES 

2.1 SUMMARY OF EVENTS 

Range zero time, the basic time reference for this re rt is 09:34:00 
Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) (13:34:00 Universal Time UT]) July 26, 1971. r 
Range time is the elapsed tim \? from range zero time and, unless otherwise 
noted, is the time used tnroughout this report. All data, except as 
otherwise defined, presented in "Range Time" are the times at which the 
data were received at the telemetry ground station, i.e., actual time of 
occurrence at the vehicle plus telemetry transmission time. The Time- 
From-Base times are presented as elapsed vehicle time from start of time 
base. Vehicle time is the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) clock 
time. Figure 2-l shows the conversion between ground station time and 
vehicle time. 

Vehicle and ground times for each time base used in the flight sequence 
program and the signal for initiating each time base are presented in 
Table 2-l. Start times of TO, Tl, and T2 were nominal. T3, T4, and T5 
were initiated approximately 0.6 seconds late, 0.6 seconds early and 
4.4 seconds early, respectively, due to variations in the stage burn 
times. These variations are discussed in Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this 
document. Start times of T6 and T7 were 6.2 seconds late and 0.9 second 
late, respectively. TB, which was initiated by the receipt of a ground 
command, started 66.1 seconds late. 

A summary of significant events for AS-510 is given in Table 2-2. The 
predicted times for establishing actual minus predicted times in 
Table 2-2 were taken from 40M336278, "Interface Control Document 
Definition of Saturn SA-507 and Subs Flight Sequence Program" and from 
the "AS-510 Launch Vehicle Operational Trajectory for July 26, 1971, 
Laun :h". 

2.2 VARIABLE TIME AND COMMANDED SWITCH SELECTGR tiiENTS 

Table 2-3 lists the switch selector events which were issued during the 
flight, but were not programed for specific times. The water coolant 
valve open and close switch selector commands were issued based on the 
condition of two thermal switches in the Environmental Control System 
(ECS). The output of these switches was sampled once every 300 seconds 
beginning nominally at 480 seconds, and a switch selector comMnd was 
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Figure 2-1. Ground Station lime to Vehicle Tim Conversion 

issued to open or close the water valve. The valve was opened if the 
temperature was too high and was closed if the temperature was too low. 
Data indicate the water coolant valve responded properly to temperature 
fluctuations. 

Table 2-3 also contains the special sequence of switch selector events 
which were programed to be initiated by telemtry station acquisition 
and included the follming calibration sequence: 

FUNCTION STAGE TIM (SEC) 

Telemetry Calibrator 
Inflight Calibrate, ON 

TM Calibrate, 08 

TM Calibrate, OFF 

IU Acquisition + 60.0 

S-IV8 Acquisition + 60.4 

S-IVB Acquisition + 61.4 

Telemetry Calibrator 
Inflight Calibrate, OFF 

IU Acquisition + 65.0 
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Table 2-1. Time Base Sumary 

VEHICLE TLME GROUND TIME 
TIME BASE SECONDS SECONDS SIGNAL START 

(HR:MIN:sEC) (HR:MIN:SEC) 

TO -16.94 -16.94 Guidance Reference Release 

Tl 0.58 0.58 IU Umbilical Disconnect 
Sensed by LVDC 

TZ 136.08 136.08 Down range velocity 2 500 m/S 
at Tl +135.5 seconds as 
sensed by LVDC 

T3 159.58 159.58 

T4 549.06 549.07 

T5 694.87 694.88 

S-IC OECO Sensed by LVOC 

S-11 OECO Sensed by LVDC 

S-IVB EC0 (Velocity) 
Sensed by LVDC 

T6 

T7 

T8 

9624.83 9624.90 Restart Equation Solution 
(02:40:24.83) (02:40:24.90) 

10.553.84 10,553.92 S-IVB EC0 (Velocity) 
(02:55:53.84) (02:55:53.92) Sensed by LVDC 

16.800.44 16.800.66 Initiated by Ground Comand 
(04:40:00.44) (04:40:00.66) 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumnary 

ITEN EVENT OESCRIPrlW 
SEC SEC SEC SEC 

1 XIDANCE REFERENCE RELEASE -16.9 P.1 -17.s 0.2 
IGRR) 

2 S-IC ENGINE START SEQUENCE -8.9 0.c -9.b 0.1 
COMMANO IGROUND) 

3 S-IC EWGIW NO.5 iWART -6.5 r .C -7.1 0.1 

4 S-IC ENGINE NO.3 START -6.3 C.1 -b.9 0.1 

5 S-IC ENGINE NO.2 START -6.3 c.0 -b.O 0.1 

b S-IC ENGINE NO.6 START -b. I c.a -b.b 0.2 

7 S-IC ENGINE NO.1 START -6.C 0.C -6.5 0.1 

U ALL S-It ENGINES THRUST 01 -1.4 0.1 -2.0 B.2 

9 ANGE ZERO c.0 -C.b 

10 ALL HOLDDOWN 4RMS RELEASED 0.3 3.0 -0.3 0.1 
(FIRST MOTION) 

11 IU UMBILICAL OISCONNECIr STAR1 0.b -9.1 0.C 0.0 
OF TIME BASE 1 111) 

12 BEGIN TOWER CLEARANCE YAW 1.7 0.3 1.1 0.1 
MNEUVER 

13 CNO VAN MANEUVER 9.7 C.@ 9.1 0.1 

14 I)LGIN PITCH AND ROLL R4NEUVER 12.2 Cab 11.6 0.6 

15 S-IC OUTBOARD ENGINE CANT 20.5 4.2 2C.0 0.0 

16 EN0 ROLL MANEUVER 23.0 -0.8 22.* -0.7 

17 MACH 1 b5.C O.b b4.4 U.7 

18 MAXIMUM DVNUlIC PRESSIBE 02.0 1.7 01.4 1.8 

(MAX 0) 

19 S-IC CENTER ENGINE CUTOFF 135.96 -0.1 i 135.38 -6.C 1 

(CECOI 

20 START OF TIME BASE 2 (12) 136.1 4.1 c.c C.b 

21 END PllCH RUIEUVER t:IL7 151.9 1.P 2C.9 1.2 

4RRESTb 

22 S-IC WTBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF 199.56 r.53 23.40 G.b2 

(OECO) 

23 START OF TIME BASE 3 (73) 159.6 C.b G.G 0.C 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Smnary (Continued) 

EVENT DESCRlPTION 

24 Sl4Rl S-11 LH2 TANK HIGH 
PRESSURE VEHT MOOE 

25 

I 

S-II LH2 RECIRCULATION PUMPS 
OFF 

2b S-ICIS-II SEP4R4lION COMMAND 
TO FIRE SEPAIATION DEVICES 
AND RETRO NOTOAS 

27 S-II ENGINE START SEQUENCE 
COMMAND t ESC 1 

28 S-II ENGINE SC&EN010 MTIVAT- 
ION IAVERAGE OF FIVE1 

29 S-11 lGNIIION-SlOV OPEN 

35 

3b 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

- 

S-II CHlLlOOYN VALVES CLOSE 

S-I I MAINSTAGE 

S-11 MIW 0.51 EWR NO. 1 ON 

S-11 HIGH IS.51 EMR NO. 2 ON 

S-11 SECONO PLANE SEPARATION 
CONMANO 1JElT ISor( S-l I AFT 
INTEA STliGEt 

LAUNCH ESCAPE TOWER ILEt 
JETTISON 

ITERATIVE GUIDANCE NOOE 1 IGfi1 
PHASE I IN1 TIATED 

S-11 CENTER ENGINE CUTOFF 
1CECO1 

START JF 4lTlFICIAL TW MOOE 

S-11 LOU ENGINE MIITUIE RATIO 
IEHR1 SWIFT tAClUAL1 

EN0 OF ARTIFICIAL TAU mQ)E 

S-II OUTfhOARO ENGINE CUTOFF 
1OECO1 

S-l 1 ENGINE CUTOFF INTERRUPT. 
START OF TIM OASE 4 IT41 
ISTLRT OF 101 Pn*SE 31 

s-IvB ULLACE rOTOR IGNITIOW 

SEC 

159.7 

stc 
0.b 

159.7 c.5 

lbl.2 C.5 

lb1.9 0.5 

162.C O.b 

163.0 @.b 

164.0 0.5 

tb4.9 c.5 

lb?.4 P.5 

117. b 0.5 

191.2 9.5 

19s.9 -0.5 

202. b 2.0 

459.Sb 0.52 

403.7 

483.9 

-0.1 

1.5 

m.2 0.8 

549. Ob -0.b4 

549. I 

549.9 

4.b 

-0.7 

P.2 

1.7 

2.4 

2.4 

3.4 

5.3 

5.4 

1.9 

80 t 

31.T 

3b. 3 

43.0 

299.90 

SEC 

0.0 

0.0 

0.P 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.C 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

-I*1 

1.4 

-0.01 

-0.b 

0.9 

4.4 

-1.19 

0.0 

04 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumary (Continued) 

ITE EVENT DESCRIPTION 
- 

44 

4s 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

S8 

59 

b0 

bl 

b2 

63 

64 

65 

S-II/S-IVB SEPARATICW CWMANI 
70 FIRE SEPIRITION DEVICES 
AND RETRO MOTORS 

S-IV8 ENGINE ST4Rf CONMIND 
(FIRST ESC, 

FUEL CHILLDOWN PUNP OFF 

S-IVB IGNITION (SfDV OPENI 

S- I VB HA I NSTAGE 

START OF ARTIFICIAL TW WOOE 

S-IVB ULLAGE CASE JETTISON 

END OF ARTIFICIAL TAU MWE 

LKGIN T ERNIWI. GUI 04NCE 

EN0 IGN PIIASE 3 

BEGIN WI FREELE 

S-IVB VELOCITV CUTOFF 
CONNRW NO. 1 (FIRST ECOB 

S-IVB VELOC ITV CUTOFF 
COMMAH) NO. 2 

S-IVfl ENGINE CUTOFF INTERRUPT 
START OF TINE b4SE 5 tT5b 

S-IvB APS ULL4GE ENGINE NO. 1 
IGNITION COMMAND 

S-Iv8 APS ULLAGE ENGINE NO. 2 
IGNI T ION COMNANO 

10x TANK MESSURIZATIW OFF 

PARKING ORBIT INfERTIm 

BEGIN MANEUVER TO LOCM 
HORIZWTAL ATT1 TUOE 

5-1~6 CONTIWWS VENT 
SVSTEI 1CVSb ON 

5-1~8 APS ULLAGE ENGINE NO. 1 
CUTOFF CONM4NO 

~-1~0 APS ULL4GE ENGINE NO. 2 
CUTOFF COmANO 

550.1 

9i!v7m 
SEC 
-0.b 

SEC 

1.0 

SEC 

0.0 

550.2 -0.6 1.1 0.0 

551.2 -0.7 2.2 0.0 

553.2 -0.b 4.1 0.0 

555.7 -0.6 6.6 0.0 

s57.5 -1.3 0.5 -0. s 

561.8 -0.7 12.8 0.0 

567.0 -1.1 n.9 a.5 

663.0 -2.6 114.0 -1.9 

687.8 -4.0 138.7 -3.3 

b87.8 -4.0 130.7 -3.3 

694-d -4.40 -0.20 0.00 

694.79 -0.09 0.01 

b94.9 

-4.39 

-4.4 

-4.s 

-4.s 

-4.S 

4*4 

-3.3 

-4.4 

-4.s 

-*.s 

0.0 0.0 

695.1 0.3 

695.2 0.4 

696.0 

704.7 

716.3 

1.2 

9.8 

21.4 

753.9 

781.0 

7e1.9 

59.0 

l 7.0 

07.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

1.1 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumary (Continued) 

EVENT DESCRlPTlON 

1lONS. START ‘2: TIME BASE 6 

- IVB 02/H2 BURNER LH2 ON 

-JVB 02/H2 BURNER EXCITERS 0 

-1VB 02/H2 BURNER LOX ON 
t!iELiUM HEATER ONI 

71 S-IV9 CVS OFF 9647.1 6.2 42.2 0.0 

72 S-IVB Lli2 REPRESSURIZATION 9673.C b.2 48.1 0.0 
CONTROL VALVE ON 

73 S-IVB LOX REPRESSUR ILAT IOk 9673.2 6.2 48.3 0.0 
CONTROL VALVE ON 

74 S-IVB AUX HVORAULIC PUMP 9843.9 6.2 219.0 0.0 
FLIGHT I’OOE ON 

75 S-IVB LOX CHILLOOYN PUMP ON 9873.9 b.2 249.0 0.0 

76 S-IVB Ltl2 CHILLDOWN PUMP ON 9818.9 b.2 254.0 0.0 

77 S-IVB PREVALVES CLOSED 9883.9 6.2 259.0 0.0 

7Y S-IVB MIXTURE RAT IO CONTROL 10075.0 b.2 rsc. I 0.0 
VALVE OPEN 

79 S-IVB Ap.S ULL ACE ENClrY NO. 1 10121.2 4.2 49b. 3 0.0 
IGNI 1 ION COMMAND 

00 S-IVB APS uLLACE FNGINE NO. 2 10121.3 6.2 49b. 4 0.0 
IGNI 1 ION COMMAND 

81 S-IvB 02/W BUllNER LH2 OFF lCI21.7 6.2 49b.8 0.0 

(HELIUM HEATER OFF) 

82 S-IvB 02/n2 BURNER LOX OFF 10121.2 6.2 501.3 0.c 

83 s-~VB LHZ CHILLDOW PwP OFF 10 1940 3 b.2 549.4 0.0 

ei s-Iv8 LOX CHILLOOYN PUMP OFF IC 194.s 4.2 Sb9. b 0.0 

BS S-IV8 ENGINE RESTARr COWAN0 IC L94.9 b.2 57c.o 0.0 

(FUEL LEAD INlrlAllON) 
4 SECON3 E SC 1 

84 S-IVB APS ULLACE ENGINE WI. 1 1019t.9 b.2 s73.0 0.0 

CUTOFF COWAN0 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumary (Continued) 

88 S-IV8 SECOND IGYI llON ISIDV 

b 

OPEN) 

89 -1VB MAINSTAGE qc NGINE MIXTURE RATIO (EMRI 
CONTROL VACVF SHIFT (BEGIN 
VALVE MUVtfiENT) 

91 S-IVR LHL STFP P4ESSURIZfi.lION 
(SEC)ND BURN RELAY OFF) 

92 Er,lN TERMINAL GUIDANCE 

9.’ BEGIN Ctil FREEZE 

94 S-IVB SFCDND GUlOANCt CUTOfF 
COMMAND NO. I (SECOND ECJI 

95 S-IVR SECOND GUIDANCE CUTOFF 
COMMAND NO. 2 I 

96 S-IVR tNClNE CUII-IFF INlERRUPl 
START OF TIME BASE 7 

97 S-IV6 CVS ON 

98 TRAYSLUNAR INJECTIUN 

99 BEGIN ORBITAL NAVIGATION 

1C) BEGIN MANEUVER 10 LflCAl 
HDRILONIAL AT7lTUDt 

101 S-IVH CvS OkF 

132 HEGIN MANE?IVER TO TRANSPOSI 
1lON AND -&CK!NG rrT!T’e’0F 
I IDLE I 

103 ZSM SEPARAll3N 

104 csw D(YK 

105 SC/LV FINAL SEPARATION 

100 START OF TIMi L3ASE tl (181 

101 S-IVR APS ULLAGE ENGINE NO. 

I 
IGNI 1 ION COMMANO 

1 

-IVR APS ULL AGE ENGINF NO. 2 
ICNIT ION COMMAND I 

SEC 

llil98.C 

E TIME 
ACT-PRED 

stc 

b.2 

-A&s 
SEC 

573.1 

lC202.9 b.3 578.C C.1 

lC’L5.4 

13259.4 

b.3 

b.8 

5ac.5 a.1 

b34.5 0.6 

10474.9 b.2 85C .c @.I? 

IG52b.5 

13 551.5 

LC553.69 

1.9 

c.7 

1.87 

901.5 -4.4 

926.6 -5.b 

-C.23 -0.03 

1055 3.79 0.87 -0.12 -c.o2 

lC553.9 c.9 C.0 0.c 

13554.4 

IC 563.7 

13 706.0 

0.9 

1 .r? 

1.9 

c.5 

9.1 

152.0 

0.0 

0.1 

1.0 

1T 7Cb. 2 2.1 152.3 1.2 

10704. A 

11454.b 

2.9 

I.7 

15c.c 

9iic.r 

0.0 

0.8 

12147.2 94.3 1593.3 93.4 

12029.5 176.6 L215.5 175.6 

15481.2 128.3 4927.2 127.4 

16BCC. 7 b6.1 0.0 0.0 

1bdOl.a 66.C 1.2 0.0 

lbROi.0 66.0 1.4 0.0 

l- 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Sumnary (Continued) 

-lVR APS ULLACE ENGINE NO. 1 
CuToFF COMMAND 

CUTOFF COMMAND 

-IVB CVS ON 

115 END LOX DUMP 

116 Ii2 NONPROPULSIVE VENT (NPVI ON 18377.7 

Al? INITIAIE MANEUVER TO AlTITUDE 19c33.5 -16C.9 2832.8 -22b. 9 
REJUIRED FOR FINAL S-IV8 
APS BURN 

118 S-IVB APS ULLACE ENCIW NL). 1 2c 760.1 66.3 39bC.0 0.3 
lGNlllON COMMAND 

119 S-IVB APS ULLAGE ENCIW NO. 2 20760.9 66.3 3960.2 0.3 
IGN IT ION COWAN0 

120 S-IVB APS ULLAGE ENC1NE NO. 1 21001.7 13.3 4201.0 7.3 
CUTOFF CORM AND 

121 S-IVB APS ULLACE ENGINE NO. 2 21001.9 73.3 42C 1.2 7.3 
CUTOFF COMMAND 

I22 ZND LUNAR IMPACT MANWWI COMMAND 35.e6. 

I23 S-MAPS IGNllloN )hoDl . 

I24 S-W APS IUIDFF #as?. 

125 MANLINER TO LOX DUMP ATTITUDE 16.593. 

126 0.3 MCRWYCOND ROLL CoMMAllD 3r. I62 . 

I27 S-IVB’IU LWAR IMPACT 2Bs.ml.6 a5.B 2w.m.a -5n.5 

RI2441.0 R4YO.Bl 
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Table 2-3. Variable Time and Comnand Switch Selector Events 

1 

1 
I 

1 
I 

1 

1 

1 
I 

1 
I 

1 

FIJNCT ION 

Yater Coolant Valve 
CLOSED 

Low (4.8) 04R No. 1 

Low (4.8) EMR No. 2 

lelemtry Caiibrdtor 
Inflight Calibrate 3N 

TM Cailbrate ON 

TH Calibrate OFF 

Telemetry Cailbrator 
1n:liyht Calibrate OFF 

lelemetry Cdlibratcr 
lnflight Calibrate ON 

PI Calibrate GN 

rH Calibratt OFF 

leleme'.ry Calibrator 
lnflight Calibrate OFF 

lelemtry Calibrator 
lnflight Calibrate ON 

If4 Calibrate ON 

ft4 Calibrate OFF 

lelernetrj Calibrator 
lnflight Calibrate OFF 

'elemetry Calibrator 
,nflight Calibrate ON 

'M Caliorate OFF 

Telemetry Calibrator 
lnflight Calibrate ON 

Start of Time Base 8 
!lt3) 

Yater Coolant Valve 
OPEN 

Uater Coolant Valve 
CLOSED 

Yater Coolant Va'. 
OPEN 

Yate- Coolant Valve 
CLOSED 

Water Coolant Valve 
CLOSED 

IU 481.4 

S-11 483.7 

S-11 483.9 

IIJ 1095.8 

S-IV8 1096.2 

S-IV8 1097.2 

IIJ ; 100.7 

3191.8 

S-:V8 3192.2 

S-IV8 3193.2 

IIJ 3196.8 

IU 5351.8 

S-IVB 5352.2 

S-118 5353.2 

IU 5356.8 

IU 10.773.9 

S-IV8 10.775.3 

Ill 

IU 

IU 

IU 

IU 

IU 

10.778.9 

16.800.7 

16.980.7 

17.280.7 

25.080.7 

25.380.8 

27.780.7 

T 

I 

TIM FRon MSE 
(SEC) 

T) 43L1.8 LVM Function 

13 r324.1 

13 l ?24.3 

T5 two.9 

LVDC Function 

LVDC function 

Acquisition by Caqary 
Revolution 1 

I5 l 401.3 Acquisition by Canary 
Revolution 1 

15 l 402.3 Acquisition by Canary 
C)evolutIon 1 

15 l 4os.g Acquisition by Canary 
Revolution 1 

T5 42496.9 Acquisition by Camarvor 
Revolution 1 

Tj  +2497.3 Acquisition by Camarvon 
Revolution 1 

T5 +2498.3 Acquisition by Camarvon 
Revolution 1 

Tr, +2581.9 Acquisition by Carnarvon 
Revolution 1 

T5 +4656.9 

TS l 4657.3 

T5 l 4658.3 

T5 t4661.9 

flee,-Ted Data, Goldstone. 
Texas, WLA. Eemuda 

T7 +220.0 Acquisition by 
Hawaii TLI 

T7 r221.4 Acquisition by 
Hawaii TLI 

T, +225.0 Acquisition by 
Hawaii TLI 

18 a.0 CCS Command 

T8 +180.0 LVDC Function 

T8 +480.0 LVDC Function 

T8 l 828U.O LWC Function 

T8 +8580.1 LVDC Function 

T8 +10980.0 LVM runciion 

RCMNKS 
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SECTION 3 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS 

3.1 SUMMARY 

The ground systems supporting the AS-510/Apollo 15 countdown and launch 
performed satisfactorily. System component failures and malfunctions 
requiring corrective action were corrected during countdown without 
causing unscheduled holds. Propellant tanking was accomplished 
satisfactorily. The space vehicle was launched on schedu,? at 09:34:00 
Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) on July 26, 1971, from pad 39A of the 
Kennedy Space Center, Saturn Complex. Damage to the pad, Launch 
Umbilical Tower (LUT) and s' ,,ort equipment was considered minimal. 

3.2 PRELAUNCH MILESTONES 

A chronological summary ,i prelaunch milestones for the AS-510 launch 
is contained in Table 3-l. 

3.3 COUNTCCIWN E\;'ENTS 

The AS-5lD/Apollo 15 terminal countdown was picked up at T-28 hours on 
July 24, 1971, at 19:OO:OO EDT. Scheduled holds were initiated at 
T-9 hours for a duration of 9 hours 34 minutes, and at T-3 hours 
30 minutes for a duration of 1 hour. Launch occurred on schedule at 
09:34:00 EDT on July 26, 1971, from pad 39A of the Kennedy Space Center 
(KSC), Saturn Launch Complex. 

3.4 PROPELLANT LOADING 

3.4.1 RP-1 Loading 

The RP-1 system successfully supported countdown and launch without 
incident. Tail Service Mast (TSM) l-2 fill and replenish was accom- 
plished at T-13 hours and S-IC level adjust and fill line inert at 
about T-l hour. Both operations were completed as planned. Launch 
countdown support consumed 212,060 gallons of RP-1. 

Launch damage was not extensive or serious. The Ansul dry powder fire 
extinguisher system activated inadvertently in LUT room 4A. The Ansul 
system failure should be evaluated and design corrective action taken if 
required to prevent problem recurrence. Extensive cleanup was required. 
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Table 3-l. AS-SlO/Apollo 15 P*?launch Milestones 

DATE 

May 18, 1970 

June 13, 1970 

June 26, 1970 

July 6, 1970 

July 8, 1970 

July 8, 1970 

September 15, 1970 

September 16, 1970 

September 17, 1970 

November 17, 1370 

November 17, 1970 

January 14, 1971 

March 15, 1971 

April 15, 1971 

April 27, 1971 

April 28, 1971 

May 8, 1971 

May 11, 1971 

June 7, 1971 

June 9, 1971 

June 22, 1971 

July 6, 1971 

July 13, 1971 

Lluly 14, 1971 

July 24, 1971 

July 26, 1971 

- 

ACTIVITY OR EVENT 

S-II-10 Stage Arrival 

S-IVB-510 Stage Arrival 

Instrument Unit (IU)-510 Arrival 

S-IC-10 Stage Arrival 

Spacecraft/Lunar Module Adapter (SLA)-19 Arrival 

S-IC Erection on Mobile Laurxher (ML)-3 

S-II Erection 

S-IVB Erection 

IU Erection 

Lunar Module (LH)-10 Arrival 

Launch Vehicle (LV) Electrical Systems Test 

Command and Service Module (CSM)-112 Arrival 

Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV)-1 Arrival 

LV Propellant Dispersion/MalfunctixI Overall Test 
(OAT) Complete 

LV Service Arm OAT Complete 

LRV Installation 

Spacecraft (SC) Erection 

Space Vehicle (SV)/ML Transfer to Pad 39A 

SV Electrical Mate 

SV OAT No. 1 (Plugs In) Complete 

SV Flight Readiness Test (FRT) Completed 

RP-1 Loading 

Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT) Cmpleted (Wet) 

CDDT Completed (Dry) 

SV Terminal Countdown Started (T-28 Hours) 

SV Launch 
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3.4.2 LOX Loading 

As a result of an overloading condition discovered during the CDDT, the 
predicted S-IVB LOX mission load input to the Propellant Tanking 
Computer Tys tern ( PiCS) was rescalec! downward. This resealing avoided a 
recalibration of the S-IV!3 stage Propellant Utilization Electronics 
Assembly (PUEA). There were no operational difficulties encountered by 
conducting the launch countdown with the PTCS operating with a modified 
full load point. 

The LOX system supported countdown and launch satisfactorily. The fill 
sequence begarl ;qith S-IVB fill command at 00:17:00 EDT, July 26, 1971, 
and was completed 2 hours 43 minutes later with all stage replenish 
normal at 03:OO:OO EDT. Replenish was as planned. Minor LOX leaks 
were noted during loading operations and a pneumatic leak was discovered 
in the S-IVB main fuel valve actuator housing early in countdown. 

S-i! LOX loading, which was normal, started at T-7 hours 3% minutes and 
was completed at T-6 hours 57 minutes. The L3X tank Overfill Siutoff 
(OFSO) point sensor indicated a sp1ashil.g wet condition as expected at 
T-33 minutes at the initiation of LOX helium injection. The OFSO sensor 
reached a maximum of 7.6 percent wet for one minute during the early 
part of helium injection. At T-12 minutes, the LOX OFSO sensor returned 
to a totally dry state and remained dry through the tenninal sequence. 

Total vehicle LOX consumption during launch countdown was 592,000 gallons. 

ihe LOX storage area, cross-country and Mobile Launcher (ML) equipment 
was free of launch damage with the exception of minor blast damage to 
the LUT. 

During valve complex maintenance on ML, July 20, 1971, a leak was 
discovered in the pneumatic actuator housing cover of the S-IVB main 
fill valve A207. 1112 cover was removed, the actuator shaft lubricated 
and the valve cycled repeatedly. Minor leakage persisted after the 
cover was reinstalled. This Lcndition did not affect valve operation 
and was accepted for launch. 

During L3X loading operations on July 26, 1971, what appeared to be a 
minor seal leak was noted on the Al26 replenish prjnp. The leak did not 
affect pump performance and pump bearing temperature remained normal 
throughout loading operations. Postlaunch tests are planned to 
determine source of leakage. 

At the start of S-IC fast fill on July 26, 1971, filter A224 in the 
lower S-IC fili and drain line began leaking. The leak disappeared 
about 5 minutes later when the filter had completely chilled down. 
The filter lid gasket will be replaced during normal postlaunch filter 
element changeollt. 
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3.4.3 LH2 Loading 

During CDDT, the S-IVB LH2 Depletion Sensor No. 1 failed "wet" after LOX 
loading and prior to the start of LH2 loading. Investigation disclosed 
that the level sensor control unit had been misadjusted during calibration 
such that its response to input changes was approximately 10 times too 
great. The controller was recalibrated. During inspection, prior to 
final cable reconnection, it was discovered that the unit coaxial 
connector teflon insulation had been punctured. The controller was 
removed and replaced. 

The LH2 system successfully supported countdown and launch. The fill 
sequence began with start of S-II loading at 03:ll:OO EDT, July 26, 1971, 
and was completed 86 minutes later when all stage repienish was estab- 
lished at 04:37:00 EDT. S-II replenish was automatic until Terminal 
Countdown Start (TCDS) at T-187 seconds with one exception at T-3 hours, 
when both the S-II and S-IVB levels were temporarily controlled in the 
manual mode to obtain reference data in the event of a Propellant 
Utilization (PU) system failure. S-IVB replenish was controlled 
manually from T-l hour until TCDS per the loading procedure. Two minor 
problems were encountered with the LUT vent lines; two leak alarms were 
noted during fill and replenish operations; and the S-IVB heat exchanger 
supply valve failed to open after launch. However, none of these 
affected loading operations. Launch damage was not excessive or serious. 
Launch countdown support consumed about 470,000 gallons of LH2. 

3.5 S-II INSULATION 

Overall performance of the insulation system on the S-Ii-10 stage was 
satisfactory prior to and during launch of the AS-510. No anomalies of 
the insulation system from data readout and visual observation (opera- 
tional television) were observed. Purge pressures and flows in the 
forward bulkhead uninsulated area and “J” ring area were satisfactory. 
Vacuum in the common bulkhead was recorded as 1.2 psia, well below the 
redline value of 5 psia. 

The heat leak to the LH2 was estimated to be approximately 65,000 BTU 
for the total mission. This was well within the allowable of 
209,000 BTU. 

A limited number of defects were noted in the external insulation during 
post-CDDT inspection. The defects included 12 foam divots (occurring 
primarily around the feedline areas), 3 cork insulation debonds, and 
15 coating blisters. These defects were repaired within the allotted 
schedule time. 

Post-CDDT inspection also revealed defects in the internal spray or 
ablative insulation. These defects were limited to approximately 4-square 
inch debonded arcas at six locations and hairline cracks located in the 
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vicinity of the engine No. 3 area. The ablative insulation was 
considered acceptable based on structural and heating criteria and 
no rework was required. 

All rework if required, however, could have been accomplished within a 
24-hour turnaround interval. 

3.6 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 

3.6.1 Ground/Vehicle Interface 

In general, performance of the ground service systems supporting all 
stages of the launch vehicle was satisfactory. Overall damage to the 
pad, LUT, and support equipment from the blast and flame impingement 
was considered minimal. Detailed discussion of the Ground Support 
Equipment (GSE) is contained in KSC Apollo/Saturn V (AS-510) "Ground 
Support Evaluation Report." 

The S-IVB J-2 engine start tank pressure reached 1400 psia during the 
plus time operation of Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT). Flight 
Mission Rule 7-20 was changed from 140G to 1450 psia for the first 
opportunity restart pressure limit in the start tank. The pressure 
remained below the launch redline and reached 1390 psia prior to 
restart. 

The PTCS satisfactorily supported countdown and launch operations. 
There was no damage or system failures noted. During all-stage 
replenish at about T-2 hours 20 minutes, immediately after the S-IC 
LOX boiloff.test, the tank was replenished to an indicated level of 
100.16 percent flight mass. The level remained at this value for 
20 minutes with the replenish valve closed before any noticeable 
change was observed. Subsequent operation of the replenish system 
was normal for the remainder of the countdown. A design investigation 
is recommended. 

The Data Transmission System (DTS) satisfactorily supported countdown 
and launch. There were no failures or anomalies and no launch damage. 

The Environmental Control System (ECS) performed satisfactorily 
throughout countdown and launch. Changeover from air to GN2 purge 
occurred at 23:lO:DO EDT, July 25, 1971, 24 minutes before resuming 
the count at T-9 hours. GN2 purge was terminated at 09:44:00 EDT, 
July 26, 1971. One minor problem and one waiver condition were 
encountered during countdown operations but did not seriously affect 
system support. During inspection of the chiller solenoid valves at 
about T-21 hours, water was found in the connection compartment of 
chiller No. 1 valve A6973. The valve was replaced. The cover was 
left off so that if water entered the replacement it could drain off 
before the electrical terminals were shorted. Similar failures of this 
valve occurred on April 21, 1971, and June 23, 1971. Additional failure 
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analysis has heen requested. S-IVB aft canparbnent temperature fell below 
specifications for about 1 hour on July 20, 1971 when ECS electrical wires 
were disconnected to allow replacement of failed ECS linear power control- 
ler components. Normal temperature was restored when potter controller 
work was canpleted. A waiver request was prepared by S-IVB engineering to 
cove;. specification deviation. No adverse effects to the S-IVB were reported. 

Launch damag s was minor and confined to slightly scorched ducts and 
some loose anchor studs on the remote air plenum attached to the ECS 
room exterior wall. 

The Holddown Arms (HDA) and Service Arm Control Switches (SACS) satisfac- 
torily supported countdown and launch. All HDA released pneumatically 
within a 3-millisecond period. The retraction and explosive release 
lanyard pull was accomplished in advance of ordnance actuation with a 
45-millisecond margin. The pneumatic reiease valves No. 1 and No. 2 
opened simultaneously 24 milliseconds after the SACS armed signal. The 
SACS primary switches closed within 27 milliseconds of each other at 
449 and 476 milliseconds after comit and the SACS secondary switches 
closed simultaneously 1.112 seconds after commit. Launch damage was 
minimal. 

Overall performance of the Tail Service Masts (TSM) was satisfactory. 
Mast retraction times were nominal; 2.307 seconds for TSM 1-2, 
2.151 seconds for TSM 3-2 and 2.688 seconds for TSM 3-4, measured fran 
umbilical plate separation to mast retracted. There was a minimal 
amount of heat and blast damage to all masts. 

At about T-6 hours 25 minutes the TSM 3-2 accumulator pressure meter (M4) 
indicated approximately 150 psig lower than the alternate monitoring 
facilities. This indicated that an end item component in the Launch 
Control Center (LCC) Panel had experienced some degradation. System 
pressure switch status was monitored as an indication of system readi- 
ness for the remainder of the countdown. Troubleshooting and corrective 
action were postponed until after launch. 

The Preflight and Inflight Service Arms (S/A 1 through S/A 8) supported 
countdown satisfactorily. The performance of the Inflight Service Arms 
was within design parameters during terminal count and liftoff. Only 
expected minor damage, similar to previous launches, occurred on the 
lower Preflight Service Arms (S/A 1, 2, and 3). Damage on the Inflight 
Service Arms was also minor, with damage judged even less than on previous 
launches. 

3.6.2 MSFC Furnished Ground Support Equipment 

The S-IC Mechanical GSE performance for countdown and launch was nominal. 
Launch damage was negligible and only one minor problem occurred. The 
Ansul fire extinguisher activated, apparently due to launch vibrations, 
blanketing Mobile Launcher Room 4Ab equipment with chemical powder. 
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The S-IC electrical GSE satisfactorily supported countdown and launch. 
No failures or anomalies were noted in any of the electrical GSE systems. 
Launch damage was minor. 

All ground power and battery equipment satisfactorily supported countdown 
from the start of precount through launch. All systems performed within 
acceptable limits. No significant damage occurred to ground power equip- 
ment during AS-510 launch. A minor problem occurred at T-48 hours when 
the S-IVB flight battery console intermittently printed out erroneous 
voltage values and channel numbers. The console was replaced and no 
problems were experienced with the replacement. 

The Hazardous Gas Detection System (HGDS) became active in countdown and 
launch operations at 23:00:00 EDT, July 25, 1971, and maintained satis- 
factory support through liftoff with no significant system problems. 
The system continued to operate satisfactorily after launch and was 
secured at 13:30:00 EDT, July 26, 1971. There was no reportable launch 
damage to the HGDS or the HGDS sample lines. 

The S-IC flight control system performed satisfactorily throughout pre- 
launch checkout and flight. One waivered exception was encountered. 
At about T-4 hours 30 minutes the No. 3 pitch actuator indicated a gain 
of 0.352 at switch point 2. Nominal at this point is 0.300 and the 
upper limit is 0.342. This condition had been anticipated. A waiver 
request dated May 12, 1971, increased the upper limit for No. 3 pitch 
actuator to 0.362. Because of this prior approval no impact to count- 
down operations resulted. 
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SECTION 4 

TRAJECTORY 

4.1 SUMMARY 

The vehicle was launched on an azimuth 90 degrees east of north. A roll 
maneuver was initiated at 12.2 seconds that placed the vehicle on a 
flight azimuth of 80.088 degrees east of north. The reconstructed tra- 
jectory was generazed by merging the following four trajectory segments: 
the ascent phac-, parking orbit phase, injection phase, and post 
Translunar 1njt;tion (TLI) phase. The analysis for each phase was 
conducted separately with appropriate end point constraints to provide 
trajectory continuity. Available C-Band radar and Unified S-Band (USB) 
tracking data plus telemetered guidance velocity data were used in the 
trajectory reconstruction. 

The trajectory parameters from launch to TLI were close to nominal. 
Earth parking orbit insertion conditions were achieved 4.39 seconds 
earlier than nominal at a heading angle 0.143 degree less than nominal. 
TLI was achieved 0.88 second later than nominal. The trajectory 
parameters at Command and Service Module (CSM) separation deviated from 
nominal since the event occurred 94.3 seconds later than predicted. 

4.2 TRAJECTORY EVALUATION 

4.2.1 Ascent Phase 

The ascent phase spans the interval from guidance reference release 
through parking orbit insertion. The ascent trajectory was established 
by using telemetered guidance velocities as generating parameters to fit 
tracking data from five C-Band stations and one Hand station. Approxi- 
mately 15 percent of the C-Band tracking data and 10 percent of the 
S-Band tracking data were eliminated due to inconsistencies. The launch 
phase portion of the ascent phase, (liftoff to approximately 20 seconds), 
was established by constraining integrated telemetered guidance 
accelerometer data to the best estimate trajectory. 

Actual and nominal altitude, surface range, and cross range for the 
irrcent phase are presented in Figure 4-l. Actual and nominal space- 
fixed velocity and flight path angle during ascent are shown in 
Figure 4-2. Actual and nominal comparisons of total inertial accelera- 
tions are shown in Figure 4-3. The maximum acceleration during S-IC 
burn was 3.97 g. 
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Figure 4-1. Ascent Trajectory Position Comparison 
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Figure 4-3. Ascent Trajectory Acceleration Comparison 

Mach number and dynamic pressure are shown in Figure 4-4. These 
parameters were calculated using meteorological data measured to an 
altitude of 58.0 kilometers (31.3 n mi). Above this altitude, the 
measured data were merged into the U. S. Standard Reference Atmosphere. 

Actual and nominal values of parameters at significant trajectory event 
times, cutoff events, and separation events are shown in Tables 4-1, 
4-2, and 4-3, respectively. 

4.2.2 Parking Orb-it Phase 

Orbital tracking was conducted by the NASA Manned Space Flight Network. 
Four C-Band stations (Merritt Island, two Bermuda radars and Carnarvon) 
provided six data passes. Two S-Band stations (Texas and Merritt Island) 
furnished two additional tracking passes. 
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Fi gure 4 -4. Dynamic Pressure and Mach Number Comparisons 
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The parking orbit trajectory was obtained by integrating a comprehensive 
orbit model with corrected insertion conditions forward to 10,010 seconds 
(2:46:50). The final insertion conditions were obtained through a 
differential correction procedure in the Orbital Correction Program (OCP) 
which adjusted the preliminary estimate of insertion conditions to final 
values in accordance with relative weights assigned to the tracking data. 
The orbital acceleration model was derived from telemetered guidance 
velocity data generated by the ST-124M-3 guidance platform. 

A comparison of actual and nominal parking orbit insertion parameters is 
presented in Table 4-4. The ground track from insertion to S-IVB/CSM 
separation is given in Figure 4-5. 

4.2.3 Injection Phase 

The injection phase was generated by the integration of the telemetered 
guidance accelerometer data. These accelerometer data were initialized 
from a parking orbit state vector at 10,010 seconds (02:46:50) and were 
constrained to a state vector at TLI obtained from the post TLI tra- 
jectory. The S-Band tracking data available during the early portion of 
the injection phase were not used in the trajectory reconstruction 
because the data were inconsistent with parking orbit and translunar 
orbit tracking solutions. 

Comparisons between the actual and nominal space-fixed velocity and 
flight path angle are shown in Figure 4-6. The actual and nominal 
total inertial acceleratiobi comparisons are presented in Figure 4-7. 
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Table 4-l. Comparison of Significant Trajectory Events 

INN1 PAPA*tlfP ACltIAL YCWINAL Ml-NOW 

F1r5t *ot1an Pdnqe :*me. rer 0.3 0.3 0.0 

T,(dl InertrII P:celrratl"n. "3,s 
2 IO.61 IO.74 -@.13 

04.Bl) (35 241 (-C.43) 
(I.OF) II 10) (-0.02) 

NBCk 1 aanqe TV*e. <cc 65.0 64.4 0.6 

Altitude. Lm 7.0 1.7 0.1 
(n ml) (4.2) '4.2) (0.0) 

Ioaimuc Dynamic Pressure Adnqe Time. set R2.0 art.3 I .7 

Oynamlc P~CITY~C. (Ibffd) Nf ma2 3.68 3 51 0.17 
(768.5R) I733.08) (35.50! 

Altrtude. km 13.7 13.1 0.6 
‘I” ml) (7.4) (7.1) (0.3) 

Waaimum lotdl Inertial 
Accel*ratian. S-IC mange lime. set 159.56 158.27 1.29, 

Acccleratlon. ml 
s2 

3R.97 37.90 l.r)? 

('% 
(I;;:;;; (If:;;:; 

;;::;)j 

s-11 PdllOC Ttre. see 459.56 459.04 0.52 

Acceleration. mf  2 
1 

17.55 17.59 -0.04 
fft,‘l ) l57.58) 

(a) (1.79) ‘Xi / ( -Pi!:,’ 

I-IVB 1st Burn Pdna~ Tlmr. \cc 694.67 599.06 -4.39 

~ccelerdtron. nf 52 6.40 6.34 0.06 

(ftf;al ‘tXl 
(ZO.lM) 

(C.65) ‘YXI 

S-IVB 2nd Burn Oanae Time, ret 10.553.61 10.552.7J 0.88 

Arcelcrrtion. wf j2 13.93 13.49 n.44 

(‘Y-l~ 
(45.70) 

(1.42) ‘1X; I::::; 

Ilaximum farth-Fixed 
Velocity: s-IC Pdnar Time. see l6O.lW 160.27 -0.27 

Velocitv, sfs .!.38R.9 2.379.5 9.4 
(rtfsl (7.837.6) (7.806.8) (3ll.8) 

S-II Rdnae Time, ICC 55ll.Oll 550.79 -0.79 

VelocItu. m/s 6.584.1 6.573.8 10.3 
(‘t/s1 (2l.anl.4) (21.567.6) (33.8) 

S-IV8 1st Rum PanIle Time. ICC 704 67 709.06 -4.39 

Velocitv. ~8,s 7.3B9.1 7.389.5 -0.4 
(‘t/S) (24.242.5) (24.243.8) (-1.3) 

S-IN 2nd Burn lldnae lime. set 10.554.00 10.552.94 1.06 

Velocity. r/r lll.436.5 
(‘t/s) 

10.433.6 
(34.240.5) (34.231.0) 

Nm: Tla llled l n? reUClC tim. 
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Table 4-2. Comparison of Cutoff Events 

PARNW rt I I acluAl I *O"!""l 1 ACT-MOM 1 ~ClUAl 1 no*l*AL 1 ac:-no* 
I I 1 I I 

S-1: CfCO (tItGlME SOlEMOlD) 5-IC OECO (t?lGlllt 5OltNOlO) 

n4nqc TlrnC. *ec 135.96 116.07 -0 II 159.56 159.01 0.53 

Altltudc. km 46.6 47.3 -0.5 68.4 68.6 -0.2 
In ml) (25.3) (25.5) I-0.2) 06.9; (37.0) (-0.1) 

SV4cr-Fl.ed Velocity. 81, 2.044.l 2.061.4 -16.7 2.756.4 2.747.2 9.2 
(ft/s) (6.70.3.3) (6.761.1) (-54.0) (9.043.3) (9.013.1) (30.2: 

tlfqht P4th bnqlc. deq 21.217 24.401 -0.106 21.266 2:.523 -D.257 

lleadlnq Anqlc. dcq 82.494 l12.533 -0.039 ez.129 82.215 -0.086 

Surfacr n4nqe. km 0.1 48.7 -0.6 90.0 89.5 0.5 
(n ml) (26.0) (26.3) t-0 3) (40.0 r4a.31 (0.3) 

crorr nrnqc. Lm 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.4 -0.1 
(n =I) (0.1) (0-I) 10.0) (0.2) (0.2) 10.0) 

CWS¶ Qrnqc VVloclt m/s 
I' 

3.9 5.6 
rt/sj (1z.e) (18.4) ,.A: 

6.8 10.4 -3.6 
(22.1) (34.1) (-11.1) 

- 
S-11 CCC0 (E11611t SOlEMOlD) S-11 OlCO (fMGllt SOLtH01D) 

I4nqc Tlmc. ICC 459.56 459.04 0.52 549.06 549.70 -0.64 

hltltudr. Lm 178.2 l70.2 0.0 176.3 175.8 0.5 
1. -0 (96.2) (96.2) (0.0) (95.2) (94.9) (0.3) 

SV4c4-Ftx4d Vcloclty. l ls 5.713.4 5.708.4 5.0 6.995.0 6.915.2 9.8 
(rt/s) (la.744.e) (lb.72tl.3) (16.5) (22.949.5) (22.917.3) (32.2) 

Fllqht Path Angl4. dqg -0.2q5 -0.352 0.067 0.059 0.025 0.03b 

Hrrdlnq Asqlq. dcg 07.150 67.101 0.049 19.163 89.064 -0.OOl 

lurfrc* hag*. km 1.103.6 1.100.6 3.2 1.619.6 -3.3 
fn l I) (596.0) (594.3) (1.7) (074.5) ~i!ifj: (-1.0 

kOS¶ nrnqr. km 16.1 15.6 0.3 29.5 29.1 0.4 
(n =I) (0.7) (8.5) (9.2l (15.9) (15.7) (0.2) 

Cross q4nqc v4loctty.(;m;,) 121.6 118.0 3.6 181.4 179.2 
099.0) (lS7.1) (11.9) (595.1) (587.9) (7Y 

S-IV0 1ST OUID4ICE CUTOFF S16661 S-IVB ZID 6UIOUCE CUTOVF SILlIN 

Irngr Itme, see 694.67 699.06 -4.39 10.553.61 lD.552.73 0.08 

hltltudq. km 172.6 171.6 (o!if 307.5 310.6 -3.3 
(n -0 03.2) l92.e) (166.0) (167.6) (-1.6) 

ip4cq-Fl1qd Vqloc~ty. m/s 7.601.9 7.602.5 -0.6 10.652.9 10.650.6 
(fl/S) (25.596.6) (25.598.8) (-2.D) (35.6D6.6) (35.599.1) (7:;: 

'Ilqht D4th Angle. deq 0.013 -0.002 0.015 6.952 7.142 -0.190 

I44dlnq Lnglr. oeq 95.149 95.293 -0.144 72.782 72.930 -0.148 

iurrrcr nrng*. km 2.605.4 2.633.6 -26.2 
In =I) (1.406.0 (1.42:.0) (-15.2) 

:ross nrnqe. km 61.9 62.2 -0.3 
(n 91) (33.4) (33.6) (-D.21 

:ross nrng. vqloctty.(~mj,) 265.6 266.7 -0.9 
(672.0) 075.0) t-3.0) 

Inclln4tlon. do) 29.605 29.696 -0.011 

ksccndirq lode. dqg 106.419 106.653 -D.D3d 

:CcqntrlClty 0.9749 0.9750 -O.DDDl 

:3** .2/ 2 
(ft j IS 2 ) -1.522.505 -1.514.734 

(-16.388.107) 
-7.77: 

(-16.304.461) (-83.646) 

Times used 4r. Vqhlclq tlms. 
IS trlce the s)oc1fl~ .".r,y of orbtt 
. v2 _ p 

V . Ihqrtl41 Vc*ocIt, 
Y  . Sr4VttitlOn.l conrtrnt 
n l nwlus rector from c*nter Of l 4rt)I 
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Table 4-3. Comparison of Separation Events 

PARAC(flER 

5-lC;S-11 SEPA9ATION 

Rdnqe Time. le: 

Altitude. km 
(n mi) 

SDace-FIxed Velocity, m/s 
trt/sj 

Fliqht Path Anale, dea 

Heading Angle. dea 

Surface Range. km 
(n ni) 

Cross Ranae, km 
(n mi) 

Cross Range Velocity. mls 
(ft/\) 

Geodctlc Latitude. dea N 

Longitude, lea t 

161.2 16RP 0.4 

70.1 ?I' 4 -0.3 
(37.9) OR.01 f-0.1) 

2.162.2 2.153.4 8.8 
(9.062.3) (9.033.5) (2A.8) 

21.021 21 .?Sl -0.231-I 

82.144 R2.231 

93.5 
(50.5) 

0.3 
(0.2) 

7.1 
(23.31 

2P.748 

93.3 
(50.4) 

0.4 
(0.2) 

10.7 
(35.1) 

2R.746 

-79.663 

S-II/S-IVP SiPAF!ATION 

-0.087 

cofif^ 

-0.1 
(n.n) 

-3.6 
(-11.R) 

0.002 

-79.661 0.002 

Ranae line. *cc 

Altitude. hm 
(n ml) 

Soace-fired Velocity. mis 

(ftls) 

Flight Path Anqle. dca 

Headina Angle. deg 

Surface Ranoe. km 
(n mi) 

Cross flange. km 
(n ml) 

Cross Ranqe Velocity. m/s 
(ftls) 

Geodetic Latitude. dea N 

Longitude. deo E 

550.1 550.H -0.7 

176.3 
(95.2) 

5.999.0 
22.962.6) 

l-!.OPI 

175.8 0.5 
(94.9) (fl.3) 

6.988.7 tn.3 
(22.928.8) (33.P) 

n.n15 0.032 

R9.9@0 89.901 -0.001 

1.626.3 1 .629.8 -3.5 
(H7B.l) (88O.ll) (-1.9) 

29.7 29.3 0.4 
(16.0) (15.8) (0.2) 

lR2.0 
(597.1) 

29.843 

-63.922 

179.7 2.3 
(589.6) (7.5) 

27.847 .n.nob 

-63.886 -0.036 

S-IVBICSM SEPARATION 

Rbnqe Time, set 

Altitude, lw 
(n ml) 

Sobce-Fired Velocitv. m/s 
(ft/s) 

Flight Peth Angle. deg 

Herding Angle. dcg 

tcodetlc lbtitude. dco N 

Longitude. deg I 

12.147.2 12.052.9 

7.459.8 6.97?.7 
(4.028.0) (3.767.7) 

7.494.1 7.631.5 
24..586.9) (25.037.1) 

46.011 45.046 

JlZ.b93 111.816 

19.957 2n. i24 

-62.502 -64 048 

94.3 

482.1 
(260.3) 

-137.4 
(-450.8) 

0.96s 

0.677 

-0.767 

1.546 

NOTE: Times used Ire vehicle times. 
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Table 4-4. Parking Orbit Insertion Conditions 

PARAMFTER 4CTUAL NOMlNAL ACT-NON 

Range Time. set 704.67 709.06 -4.39 

Altitude, km 172.6 171.8 0.0 
(n mi) (93.2) (92.8) (0.41 

Space-Fixed Velocity, m/s 7.003.7 7.0Qb.O -0.3 
(ft/s) (25.602.7) (25.603.7) (-1.0) 

Flight Path Angle, deg 0.015 0.000 0.015 

Heading Angle. deg 95.531 95.674 -0.143 

inclination. deg 29.679 29.685 -0.006 

Descending Node, dej 109.314 109.330 -0.016 

Eccentricity 0.0003 D.0000 0.0003 

Apogee*, km 169.5 166.7 ?.8 
(n mi) (91.5) (90.0) (1.5) 

Perigee*, km 166.0 166.5 -0.5 
(n mi) (69.5) (89.9i (-0.3) 

Period, min 87.84 07.02 0.02 

Geodetic Latitude, deg N 29.365 29.346 0.019 

Longitude, deg E -53.081 -52.791 -0.290 

i4OTE: Range limes used are times of occurrence at the vehicle. 
see Figure 2-l. 

*Based on a spherical earth of radius 6.376.165 km (3.443.934 n mi). 

Figlre 4-5. Launch Vehicle Ground Track 
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Figure 4-6. Injection Phase Space-Fixed Velocity and Flight Path 
Angle Comparisons 

The space-fixed velocity was greater than nominal with deviations more 
noticeable towards the end of the time period. The actual and nominal 
targeting parameters at S-IVB second guidance cutoff am presented in 
Table 4-2, The actual and nominal translunar injection conditions are 
compared in Table 4-5. 

4.2.4 Post TLI Phase 

The post TLI trajectory spans the interval from translunar injection to 
S-IVB/CSM separation. Tracking data from two C-Band stations (Merritt 
Island and Bermuda) and three S-Band stations (Goldstone, Goldstone Wing 
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Figure 4-7. Injection Phase Acceleration Comparison 

and Texas) were titilired in the reconstruction 0: this trajectcyy segment. 
Telemetered post TLI guidance velocity data were used to derive the post 
TLI nonpotenti-l accelerations during this phase. The post TLI trajectory 
reconstruction utilizes the same methodology as outlined in paragraph 
4.2.2. The S-IVB:CSM separation coniitions are presented in Table 4-3. 
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Table 4-5. Translunar Injection Conditions 

PARAMETER ACTUAL NOM1 NAL ACT-NOM 

Range Time. set 10.563.69 10.562.74 0.95 

Altitude, km 321.1 324.8 -3.7 
(n mi) (173.4) (175.4) (-2.0) 

Space-Fixed Velocity, m/s 10.845.6 10.842.3 
(ft!s) (35.582.7) (35.571.9) (10Y 

Flight Path Angle, deg 7.400 7.596 -0.189 

Heading Angle. deg 73.188 73.338 -0.150 

Inclination, deg 29.634 29.696 -0.012 

Descending Node, deg 108.418 lD8.4S2 -0.034 

Eccentricity 0.9762 0.9761 0.0001 

C3' m2/s2 -1.438.810 -1.445.581 6.771 

(ft2/s2) (-15.487.222) (-15.560.1~4) (72.822) 

NOTE: Times used are vehicle times. 
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SECTION 5 

S-IC PROPULSION 

5.1 SUMMARY 

All S-IC propulsion systems performed satisfactorily. Civerall stage thrust 
was 0.47 percent lower than predicted. Total propellant consumption rate 
was 0.29 
Ratio (MR P 

ercent lower than predicted with the total consumed Mixture 
0.35 qercent higher than predicted. Specific impulse was 

0.18 percent lower than predicted. Total propellant consumption from 
Holddown Arm (HDA) release to Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) was low by 
0.03 percent. 

Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) was initiated by the Instrument Unit (IU) at 
136.0 seconds which vJas 0.1 second earlier than planned. OECO, initiated 
Ly LOX low level sensors, occurred at 159.56 seconds which was 0.53 second 
later than predicted. The LOX residual at OECO was 31,135 lbm compared 
to the predicted 36,115 lbm. The fuel residual at OECO was 27,142 lbm 
compared to the predicted 29,404 lbm. 

The S-IC experienced a 1-1-2-1 start sequence rather than the planned 
l-2-2 sequence. Since engine No. 1 had been replaced after the stage 
static test, it was expected that the planned start sequence would not 
be attained. 

Stage static tests have shown an inability to closely predict the starting 
time of an engine in the stage. based on acceptance test firing data, 
prior to its firing in the stage. The actual start sequence caused no 
problems. 

Higher than normal LOX turbopump seal purge flowrate was experienced 
during the first 45 seconds of flight. Based on the GN2 storage sphere 
pressure decay, the AS-510 flowrate was approximately 65 percent greater 
than the previous maximum flowrate for a similar system configuration 
(AS-509). It was known prior to flight that the engine No. 3 purge 
flowrate was higher than normal but within acceptable limits. The sphere 
capacity was aoequate and all system requirement pressures welp met. 
Therefore, the system performance is considered to have been normal in 
view of the acceptance history of engine No. 3. 
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The S-IC hydraulic system performed satisfactorily. 

5.2 S-1C IGNITION TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 

The fuel pump inlet preignition pressure was 45.6 psia and within the 
F-l engine model specification limits of 43.3 to 110 psia. 

The LOX pump inlet preignition pressure and temperature were 83.3 psia 
and -287.3"F and were within F-l engine model specification limits, as 
shown by Figure 5-l. 

The planned l-2-2 start was not attained. Engine position starting order 
was 5, 3, 2-4, 1. By definition, two engines are considered to start 
together if their combustion chamber pressures reach 100 psig in a 
100-millisecond time period. Engine No. 1 had not been static fired on 
an S-IC stage so that only acceptance test times were available for the 
engine No. 1 start time prediction. Stage static tests have demonstrated 
an inability to closely predict the starting time of an.engine in the 
stage, based upon acceptance test firing data, prior to its firing in 
the stage. The actual start sequence caused no problems. Thrust build- 
up rates were as expected, as shown in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-1. S-IC LOX Start Box Requirements 
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Figure 5-2. S-IC Engines Thrust Buildup 

It should be expected during future S-IC operations that there is a low 
probability of obtaining a l-2-2 start sequence if any engine is replaced 
after static firing. 

5.3 S-IC MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE 

S-IC stage propulsion performance was satisfactory. The stage site 
thrust (averaged from time zero to OECO) was 0.47 percent lower than 
p,-edicted. Total propellant consumption rate was 0.29 percent lower 
than predicted and the total consumed mixture ratio was 0.35 percent 
higher than predicted. The specific impulse was 0.18 percent lower 
than predicted. Total propellant consumption from HDA release to OECO 
was low by 0.03 percent. See Figure 5-3. For comparison of F-l engine 
flight performance with predicted performance, the flight performance 
has been analytically reduced to standard conditions and compared to 
the predicted performance which is based on ground firings and also 
reduced to standard conditions. These values are shown in Table 5-1 
and are at the 35 to 38-second time slice. The largest thrust deviation 
from the predicted value was -25.8 Klbf for engine No. 5. Engines No. 2, 
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Table 5-l. S-K Lndlvtdual Standard Sea level Engine Performance 

5 5749 5666 -1.444 

Mrtun Ratio : 2.271 2.271 LOX/Fuel 2.275 2.268 -0.3oi 
r) 2.263 2.281 2.275 2.257 -0.263 -0.265 -0.238 

5 2.274 2.266 -0.352 

NOTE: Performance levels were reduced to standard sea level and 
pun0 inlet conditions. Data were taken fmn the 35 to 
38-second time slice. 

3, and 4 had lower thrust than predicted by 12.2, 11.8, and 7.5 Klbf, 
respectively. Engine No. 1 was high by 5.8 Klbf. The average of all 
five engines was 1512 Klbf compared to the predfcted 1522 Klbf. 

It chould be noted that this was the first Saturn V stage to be launched 
witn engines that had been reorificed to a new power level after stage 
static test without the benefit of a second stage static test to validate 
proper power level with the new orifices. Overall perfommce was 
sufficiently close to predicted values to verify the acceptability of 
reorificing engines without the benefit of a stage static test. 

The turbopunq LOX seal purge pressure , measured at engine No. 1 customer 
connect point, showed a higher than normal initial decay. This behavior 
has been attrdbuted to engine No. 3 which exhibited a high purge flaw- 
rate during acceptance tests. See Paragraph 5.8 for further details. 
This caused no problems for the AS-510 flight. 
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5.4 SIC ENGINE SHUTDOlJN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 

The F-l engine thrust decay transient was normal. The combustion chamber 
pressure oscillogram for engine No. 3 showed that the pressure transducer 
sense tube was momentarily obstructed during shutdown. This phenomenon 
has been observed before during engine test firings and on AS-505 and 
caused no problem on AS-510. 

The cutoff impulse, measured from cutoff signal to zero thrust, was 
667,656 lbf-s for the center engine and 2,64;,945 lbf-s for all outboard 
engines. These values are 4.3 and 10.8 percent, respectively, above the 
predicted values. For this analysis, thrust chamber pressure was 
assumed to go to zero four seconds after the engine cutoff command. 

Due to the revised S-IC/S-II staging sequence used on this flight, a 
more complete definition of the F-l engine thrust decay characteristic 
is desirable for flight data evaluation (see paragraph 10.6). Figure 5-4 
presents the normalized thrust decay characteristics for the four outboard 
F-l engines on the AS-510. 

Center engine cutoff, initiated by a signal from the IU at 136.0 seconds, 
was 0.1 second earlier than planned. Outboard engine cutoff, initiated 
by a signal from the LOX low level sensors at 159.56 seconds, was 
0.53 second later than the nominal predicted time of 159.03 seconds. 
Most of the OECO deviation, which was small when compared to the 3-sigma 
limits of +3.92, -3.38 seconds, can be attributed to low thrust. 

The AS-510 and subsequent S-IC stages employ a i.6 second LOX cutoff 
timer delay setting as compared to 1.2 seconds on AS-501 through AS-509. 
Increasing the timer setting allows an additional 6700 pounds of usable 
LOX residuals to be consumed. The LOX pump net positive suction head 
at the OECO signal ranged from 101 to 108 feet of LOX for the four out- 
board engines. This is well above the F-l engine model specification 
minimum value of 65 feet. 

5.5 S-IC STAGE PROPELLANT M5tlnGEMENT 

The S-IC stage does not have an active propellant utilization system. 
Minimum residuals are obtained by attempticg to load the mixture ratio 
expected to be consumed by the engines plus the predicted unusable 
residuals. Also, a small additional amount of usable fuel (fuel bias) 
is loaded to minimize maximum residuals. An analysis of the usable 
residuals experienced during a flight is a good measure of the perform- 
ance of the passive propellant utilization system. 

The residual LOX at DECO was 31,135 lbm compared to the predicted value 
of 36,115 lbm. The fuel residual at OECO was 27,142 lbm compared to the 
predicted value df 29,404 lbm. A sumnary of the propellants remaining 
at major event times is presented in Table 5-2. 
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Figure 5-4. Normalized AS-510 Outboard Engine Thrust Decay 

Characteristic 

5.6 S-IC PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 

5.6.1 S-IC Fuel Pressurization System 

The fuel tank pressurization system performed satisfactorily, keeping 
ullage pressl~ within acceptable limits during flight. Helium Flow 
Control Valves [HFCV) No. 1 through 4 opened as planned and HFCV No. 5 
was not required.' 

The low flow prepressuriration system was comMnded on at -96.96 seconds 
and was cycled on a second time at -2.72 seconds. High flow pressurita- 
tion, accomplished by the onboard pressurization Svstem, performed as 
expected. Helium flow control valve No. 1 was cormlanded on at 
-2.70 seconds and was supplemented by the ground high flow prepressuriza- 
tion system until un;bil+cal disconnect. 
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Table 5-2. S-IC Propellant Mass History 

Fuel tank ullage pressure was within the predicted limits throughout 
flight as shown in Figure 5-5. Helium flow control valves No. 2, 3, 
and 4 were commanded open during flight by the switch selector within 
acceptable limits. Helium bottle pressure was 2990 psia at -2.75 seconds 
and decayed to 500 psia at OECO. 
performance were as expected. 

Total helium flowrate and heat exchanger 

Fuel pump inlet pressure was maintained above the required minimum Net 
Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP) during flight. 

5.6.2 S-IC LOX Pressurization System 

The LOX pressurization system performed satisfactorily and all performance 
requirements were met. The ground preyressurization system maintained 
ullage pressure within acceptable limits until launch c-it. The on- 
board pressurization system performed satisfactorily during flight. 

This was the first launch with ECP627 incorporated. This ECP redesigned 
the LOX tank vent and relief valves. This redesign was to correct a 
failure-to-close problem that occurred during the AS-508 launch. The 
redesign eliminated some potential mechanical interferences and added a 
second closing spring to the pneumatic actuator. Valve performance 
during the AS-510 CDDT and launch countdown was within requirements. 
The AS-508 problem is considered closed. 

The prepressurization system was initiated at -71.96 seconds. Ullage 
pressure increased to the prepressurization switch band and flow was 
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Figure 5-5. S-IC Fuel Tank Ullage Pressure 
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terminated at -57.58 seconds. The low flow system :Jas cycled on three 
additional times at -41.59, -21.76, and -5.21 seconcfs. At -4.65 seconds 
the high flow system was comMnded on and maintained ullage pressure 
within acceptable limits until launch conrnit. 

Ullage pressure was maintained within the predicted limits as shown in 
Figure 5-6. GGX flowrate to the tank was as expected. The maximum GOX 
flowrate after the initial transient was 45.9 lbm/s at CECO. 

The LOX pump inlet press,re met the minimum NPSP requirement throughout 
flight. 

The performance of the heat exchablgers was as expected. 

5.7 S-IC PNEUHATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 

The control pressure system functioned satisfactorily thrnughout the 
S-K flight. 
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Figure 5-6. S-1: LOX Tank Ullage Pressure 

Sphere pressure was 2942 psia at liftoff and remained steady until CECO 
when it decreased to 2830 psia. The decrease was due to center engine 
prevalve actuation. There was a further decrease to 2455 psia after 
OECO. 

The engine prevalves were closed after CECO and OECO as required. 

5,8 S-!C PURGE SYSTEMS 

Performance of the purge :;ystems was satisfactory during flight. 

The turbopump LOX sez! storage sphere pressure was 2950 psia at liftoff 
which was within the preignition limits of 27GO to 3300 psia. The 
sphere pressure was within the predicted envelope throughout flight and 
was 2200 psia at OECO. 

Higher than normal purge flows were experienced during the first 
45 seconds of flight. This was observed at the storage sphere pressure, 
Figure 5-7, and the engine No. 1 customer connect point pressure, 
Figure 5-8. Based on the storage sphere pressure decay, the flowrate 
was between 0.14 and 0.22 lbm/s. The previous maximum flowrate for a 
similar configuration was observed on AS-509. For that flight the 
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Figure 5-7. SIC Purge Systems Storage Sphere Pressure 

flowrate was-between 0.08 and 0.13 lbm/s. The AS-510 flowratc represents 
approximately a 65 percent increase over the AS-509 flowrate. 

Turbopump seal purge flowrate is measured during acceptance test, and is 
nominally less than 0.010 lbm/s <Jring engine operation. However, engine 
No. 3 (position 3) exhibited a maximum purge flowrate of 0.0288 lbm/s 
during its acceptance testing. This corresponds to a maximum flowrate 
of 0.0334 lbm/s when corrected to account for acceptance test vehicle 
configuration differences. The high flowrate occurred between start 
transition and 55 seconds of mainstage, at which time the intermediate 
seal seated and the purge flowrate dropped to 0.0021 lbm/s. The 
acceptance test characteristics of engine No. 3 match the characterfstics 
of the flight data. 

The purpose of the purge is to provide a positive pressure in the turbo- 
pump intermediate seal to assist the carbon segmented dynamic intermediate 
seal to maintain a separation between the LOX seal cavity and No. 1 
bearing lubrication seal vent low pressure areas. 

The turbopump intermediate seal is a dynamic seal with carbon segments 
spring loaded to ride the turbopump shaft. &ring transition to main- 
stage speed the carbon segments are unseated from the St-aft due to shaft 
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Figure 5-8. F-l Engine Turbopump LOX Purge Pressure at Station 109, 
Engine No. 1 

motion. The spring force aided by the purge pressure reseats the carbon 
segments usually within the first 30 to 50 seconds of mainstage operation. 
The amount of unseating of the seal and the recovery time vary with each 
engine. The results of this operating c,iaracteristic may be observed in 
the turbopunp LOX seal purge pressure, which is characterized by a drop 
in pressure during initial operation due to increased purge gas flow 
through the seal. A high purge gas flowrate to any individual engine 
in the stage will be indicated by a drop in the No. 1 turbopump LOX 
seal pressure due to the c-n manifold system. 

The turbopump LOX seal purge flowrate experienced during *he AS-510 
flight, although higher than experienced on previous flights, is con- 
sidered normal in view of the acceptance test history of engine No. 3. 
The spher? capacity was adequate and all system pressure requirements 
were met. 

5.9 S-IC POGU SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 

The POGO suppression system performed satisfactorily during S-IC flight. 

Outboard LOX prevalve temperature measurements indicated that the out- 
board LOX prevalve cavities were filled with gas prior to liftoff as 

d 
s 
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planned. The four resistance thermometers behaved during the AS-510 
flight similarly to those on the AS-509 flight. The temperature 
measurements in the outboard LOX prevalve cavities remained warm 
(off scale high) throughout flight, indic-ting helium remained in the 
preva?ves. The two thermometers in the cr.:ter engine prevalve were 
cold, indicating LOX in this valve as planned. The pressure and 
flowrate in the system were nominal. 

5.10 S-IC HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

The performance of the S-IC hydraulic system was satisfactory. Ali 
servoactuator supply pressures were within required limits. 

The en9ine control system return pressures were within predicted limits 
and the engine hydraulic contra: valves operated as planoed. 
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SECTION 6 

S-II PROPULSION 

6.1 SUMMARY 

The S-II propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout the flight. 
The S-II Engine Start Command (DC), as sensed at the engines, occurred 
at 161.95 seconds. Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) occurred as planned at 
453.56 seconds, and Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) occurred at 549.06 
seconds giving an outboard engine operating time of 387.1 or 1.2 seconds 
less than predicted. The earlier than predicted S-II OECO was a result 
of the higher than predicted engine performance during the low Engine 
Mixture Ratio (EMR) portion of S-II boost. 

four of the eight S-IC retromotors al?d all of the S-II ullage rotors were 
removed for this flight; therefore, the S-IC/S-II separation sequence was 
revised. This sequence change extended the coast period between S-IC 
OECO and S-II ESC by one second. The S-IC/S-II separation sequence and 
S-II enyine thrust buildup performance was satisfactory. 

The total stage thrust at the standard timt slice (61 seconds after S-II 
ESC) was 0.05 percent below predicted. Total propellant flowrate, 
including pressurization flow, was 0.03 percent below predicted and the 
stage specific impulse was 0.02 percent below predicted at the standard 
time slice. Stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.03 percent above 
predicted. Engine Cutoff (ECO) transients were nomal. 

This was the second flight stage to incorporate a center engine LOX 
feedline accumulator system as a POGO suppression device. The operation 
of the device was effective in suppressing POGO type oscillations. 

The propellant management system performance was satisfactory throughout 
propellant loading and flight and all parameters were within expected . . 

Ly:Eily 
Control of EMR was accomplished with the two-position pneu- 

operated Mixture Ratio Control Valves (MRCV). The Instrunent 
Unit (IU) velocity dependent low ERR camand occurEd 0.6 second earlier 
than the trajectory simulation. S-II OECO was initiated by the LOX 
depletion EC0 sensors as planned. 
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The performance of the LOX and LH2 tank pressurization systems was 
satisfactory. This was the first flight stage to utilize bootstrap 
pressurization line orifices in place of the regulators to control 
inflight pressurization of the propellant tanks. Ullage pressure in 
both tanks was adequate to meet or exceed engine inlet Net Positive 
Suction Pressure (NPSP) minimum requirements throughout mainstage. 

The engine servicing, recirculation, helium injection, and valve 
actuation systems performed satisfactorily. 

S-II hydraulic system performance was normal throughout the flight. 

6.2 S-II CHILLDOWW AND BUILDUP TRANSIENT PERFORHANCE 

The engine servicing operations required to condition the engines prior 
to S-II engine start were satisfactorily accomplished. Thrust chanrber 
jacket temperatures were within predicted limits at both prelaunch and 
S-II ESC. Thrust chamber chilldown requirements were -200°F maximum at 
prelaunch comnit and -150°F maximum at engine start. Thrust chamber 
temperatures ranged between -300 and -257°F at prelaunch colrmit and 
between -242 and -204'F at ESC. Thrust chamber temperature warmup rates 
during S-IC boost agreed closely with those experienced on previous 
flights. 

Start tank system performance was satisfactory. Both temperature and 
pressure conditions of the engine start tanks were within the required 
prelaunch and engine start boxes as shown in Figure 6-1. Prelaunch 
and S-IC boost start tank temperature and pressure heat-up rates were 
normal and no indication of start tank relief valve operatio? was noted. 

As a result of the countdown hold experienced during the AS-509 launch, 
a special start tank rechill test was conducted during the AS-510 Count- 
down Demonstration Test (CDDT). This special test was.conducted to 
(1) establish criteria for a start tank rechi 11 to increase the total 
countdown hold duration available, and (2) determine pressure decay 
(relief valve flow) characteristics of the start tank relief valves on 
the AS-510 S-II engines. The abbreviated start tank rechill was 
demonstrated to be a satisfactory procedure for extending the S-II hold 
capability to upwards of 5 hours. A period of 5 minutes is required to 
complete each rechill cycle. Each cycle yields t&n additional 38 minutes 
of hold time as shown in Figure 6-2. At least six such rechill cycles 
are available. 

The pressure decay characteristics of the start tank relief valves were 
shown to be repeatable throughout the operating range during CDOT as . 
shown in Figure 6-3. Only three of the five engines exhibited pressure 
decay and these were limited to a zone of 1365 to 1320 psia. 
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During launch operations, all engine helium tank pressures were within 
the prelaunch and engine start limits of 2800 to 3450 psia. Engine 
helium tank pressures ranged between 2998 and 3090 psia prior to launch 
(at -19 seconds) and between 3120 and 3225 psia at S-II ESC. 

The LOX and LH recirculation systems used to chill the feed ducts, 
turbopumps, an $ other engine components performed satisfactorily during 
prelaunch and S-IC boost. Engine pump inlet temperatures and pressures 
at S-II ESC were well within the requirements as shown in Figure 6-4. 
The LOX pump discharge temperatures at S-II ESC were approximately 14°F 
subcooled, well below the 3°F subcooling requirement. 

Deletion of the S-II ullage motors did not adversely affect the recircu- 
lation system. The engine inlet temperatures were similar to those of 
previous flights at S-II ESC. The characteristic temperature rise of 
the LOX pump discharge temperature between S-IC OECO and S-II ESC 
increased from approximately 1.5"F, as seen on previous flights, to 
approximately 2.5"F for this fiight. This temperature rise difference 
was as predicted becau se of the additional one second coast time during 
S-IC/S-II separation. -' 

Prepressurization of the propellant tanks was accomplished satisfactorily. 
Tank ullage pressures at S-II ESC were 41.2 psia for LOX and 28.4 psia 
for LH2. 

S-II ESC was received at 161.9 seconds and the Start Tank Discharge 
Valve (STDV) solenoid activation signal occurred 1.0 second later. The 
engine thrust buildup was satisfactory and well within the required thrust 
buildup envelooe. All enqines reached mainstaqe levels within 3.1 seconds 
after S-11 ESC: 

6.3 S-II MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE 

The propulsion reconstruction analysis showed that stage performance dur 
mainstage operation was satisfactory. A comparison of predicted and re- 
constructed performance of thrust, specific impulse, total flowrate, and 
mixture ratio versus time is shown in Figure 6-5. Stage performance dur 

ing 
. 

the high EMR portion of flight (prior to CECO) was very close to predict:? 
At the time of ESC +61 seconds, total stage thrust was 1,169,661 lbf which 
was 648 lbf (0.05 percent) below the preflight prediction. Total pro- 
pellant flowrate, including pressurization flow, was 2770.4 lbm/s; 
0.03 percent below predicted. Stage specific impulse, including the 
effect of pressurization gas flowrate, was 422.2 lbf-s/lbm; 0.02 percent 
below predicted. The stage propellant mixture ratio was 0.03 percent above 
predicted. 

Center engine cutoff was initiated at ESC +297.6 seconds as planned. This 
action reduced total stage thrust by 232,541 lbf to a level of 932,634 lbf. 
The EMR shift from high to low occurred 321.9 seconds after ESC. The 
change of EHR resulted in further stage thrust reduction and at ESC 
+S50 seconds, the total stage thrust was 799,259 lbf; thus, a decrease 
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i< thrust of 133,375 lbf was indicated between high and low EMR operation. 
S-II burn duration was 387.? seconds, which was 1.2 seconds less than 
predicted. 

Individual J-2 engine data are presented in Table 6-1 for the ESC 
+61 second time sl'ce. Good correlation between predicted and recon- 
structed flight performance is indicated by the small deviations. The 
performance levels shown in Table 6-l have not been adjusted to standard 
5-2 altitude conditions and do not include the effects of pressurization 
flow. 

Table 6-l. S-II Engine Performance 

PERCENT 
PARdMETER ENGINE PREDICTED 

RECONSTRUCTION PERCENT 
ANALYSIS INDIVIDLIAL AVERAGE 

DEVIATION DEVIATION 
Thru;t. lbf : 23?,394 233,173 0.77 

236,478 235.406 -0.45 
4' 233,939 235,256 232,950 234,833 -0.18 -0.42 -0.05 

5 233,243 233,300 0.02 

Specific Impulse. : 425.1 425.1 0 
lbf-s/lbm 424.9 424.1 -0.19 

: 424.6 423.7 424.6 423.7 00 -0.02 

5 424.1 424.4 0.07 

h&e Flowrate, : 556.6 544.3 548.5 

Et 54817 

-0.29 0.77 

43 555.2 551.0 -0.42 -0.16 -0.02 

5 550.0 I 550.0 0 

Engine Mixture 5.59 5.60 0.18 
Ratio, LOXILH2 

: 
5.62 5.65 0.53 

3 5.59 5.60 0.18 0.11 
z 5.57 5.56 5.58 5.53 -0.54 0.18 

NOTE: Perfomance levels at ESC +61 seconds. Values do not include 
effect of pressurization flow. 
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One minor engine performance shift was observed and attributed to a 
typical shift in Gas Generator (GG) oxidizer system resistance on 
engine No. 4. A 1500 lbf increase in thrust resulted from this 
performance shift. 

6.4 S-II SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 

S-II OECO was initiated by the stage LOX depletion cutoff system as 
planned. The LOX depletion cutoff system again included a 1.5 second 
delay timer. As in previous fli 

9 
hts (AS-504 and subsequent), this 

resulted in engine thrust decay observed as a drop in thrust chamber 
pressure) prior to receipt of the cutoff signal. The precutoff decay 
was similar to that observed on AS-509 flight, but somewhat greater 
than experienced on AS-508. This was due to the incorporation of the 
two-position MRCV on AS-509 and subsequent vehicles. 

Again, the largest thrust chamber pressure decay was noted on engine 
No. 1 with first indications of performance change visible at 0.95 second 
prior to cutoff signal. Total pressure decay on engine No. 1 was 210 psi 
while the decays of the other three outboard engines were 175 psi, as 
expected. 

At S-II OECO total thrust was down to 548,783 lbf. Stage thrust dropped 
to 5 percent of this level within 0.4 second. The stage cutoff impulse 
through the 5 percent thrust level is estimated to be 101,700 lbf-s. 

6.5 S-II STAGE PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT 

Flight and ground loading performance of the propellant management 
system was nominal and all parameters were within expected limits, 
except for the apparent failure of the LH2 60 percent liquid level 
point sensor. The S-II stage used a Propellant Utilization (PU) 
system with velocity dependent IU signals to cumnand the ko- 
position MRC. 

The facility Propellant Tanking Control System (PTCS) and the stage 
propellant management system properly controlled S-II loading and 
replenishment. All loading redlines were easily met at the -187 second 
comnit point. The new LOX redline (overfill shutoff sensor 5 percent 
wet) was met within 4 minutes after LOX tank helium injection was 
actuated, which is a 14 minute improvement over AS-509 (2 percent wet 
redline). 

Open-loop control of EMR during flight was successfully accomplished 
with the MRCV. At ESC, helium pressure drove the valves to the engine 
start position corresponding to the 4.8 EMR. The high Em (5.5) command 
was received at S-II ESC +5.6 seconds as expected. Helium pressure was 
thereby relieved and the return spring moved the valves to the high FMR 
position providing a nominal EMR of 5.5 for the first phase of the 
Programed Mixture Ratio (PMR). 
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The command to low EMR occurred at ESC t3'21.8 seconds; 0.6 second earlier 
than the MSFC trajectory time. The average EMR at the low position was 
4.81 as compared to a predicted 4.71. This higher than planned low EMR 
operatcon when corrected to standccrd altitude conditions was within the 
2 sigma to.06 m'xture ratio tolerance. The EMR shift command time 
deviation is most likely attributable to use of an IU low EMR guidance 
presetting. 

Outboard engine cutoff was initiated by the LOX tank propellant depletion 
system following a 1.5second time delay at ESC t387.11 seconds, which is 
1.16 seconds earlier than planned. The earlier OECO was the result of 
increased propellant flows at low EMR. Based on point sensor and flow- 
meter data, propellant residuals (mass in tanks and sump) at OECO were 
1373 lb? LOX and 3750 lbm LH2 versus 1396 lbm LOX and 2996 lbm LH2 
predicted. The high LH2 residuals were the result of the higher than 
planned engine performance at low EMR. A +780 lbm LH2 Pd error at OECO 
remained within the estimated 3-s!gma dispersion of +2500 lbm LH2. 

Review of the LH2 point sensor liquid level measurement revealed that 
the 60 percent sensor did not actuate in flight when the LH2 level passed 
this sensor. Proper operation of the sensor, however, was observed 
during the ground loading operation. Therefore, it can be concluded that 
the sensor failed sometime between LH2 loading and S-II boost. This 
sensor is used for flight evaluation only and has no other function in 
flight. The only other inflight failure of this sensor was observed 
during AS-502 flight. 

Table 6-2 presents a comparison of propellant masses as measured by the 
PU probes and engine flowmeters. The best estimate propellant mass is 
based on integration of flowmeter data utilizing the propellant residuals 
determined from point sensor data. These mass values were 0.10 percent 
more than predicted for LOX and 0.04 percent more than predicted for LH2. 

6.6 S-II PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 

6.6.1 S-II Fuel Pressurization System 

LH2 tank ullage pressure, actual and predicted, is presented in Figure 6-6 
for autosequence, S-IC boost, and S-II boost. The LH2 vent valves were 
closed at -94.0 seconds and the ullage volume pressurized to 35.0 pcia in 
approximately 20.1 seconds. One make-up cycle was required at approxi- 
mately -44.0 seconds and the ullage pressure was increased to approximately 
34.9 psia. Ullage pressure decayed to 34.1 psia at S-IC ESC at which time 
the pressure decay rate increased for about 20 seconds. The increased 
decay rate was attributed to an increase in ullage volume when the liquid 
level lowered at S-IC thrust buildup. This decay is normal and has been 
noted on previous launches. 
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Table 6-2. AS-510 Flight E-II Propellant Mass History 

T T T PFIiDICTED. LBH 
ITWECTORY) 

PU SVSTM 
ANALYSIS, LBM l 

EVENT ENG!NE 
METER I 
(BEST f 

LOX 

LiTIoN 
HATE). LB 

LH2 

-- 
L"2 

-- 
LH2 

I 
i 

LOX 
-- 

635,500 

835.500 

104,076 

15.795 

1396 

!124 

LOX 

158.675 835.013 153.732 836.366 158.735 

15E.662 836.820 158.064 836.366 158,721 

24.809 103.700 24.900 102.707 24.957 

4242 15.850 3B31 

Data Not Data Not 
Usable Usable 

16.428 

1373 

1082 

4242 

2996 1391 3223 37M 

2880 3636 

Liftoff 

'S-11 iSC 

S-I! PU Valve 
step cmd 

2 Percent Point 
Sensor 

s-11 CECO 

S-II Residual After 
Thrust Decay 

NOTE Table is based on mass in tanks and SW only. Pmpellant trapped ertemal to tanks and LOX 
sunp is not included. 

*Liftoff data based on prassdrized ground data system. All other 
PU System propellant quantities based on flight data system. 

f 
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Figure 6-6. S-II Fuel Tank Ullage Pressure 
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The LH2 tank ullage pressure redline cotnnit time was changed from 
-30 seconds to -19 seconds for AS-510 and subsequent flights. This 
change was made because of a problem with the LOX tank vent valve 
during CDDT. This problem is disctissed in paragraph 6.6.2. 

The LH2 vei:t valves opened during S-IC boost to control tank pressure; 
however, no main poppet operation was indicated. Differential pressure 
across the vent fa;ve was maintained by the primary pilot valve within 
the allowable low mode band of 27.5 to 29.5 psid. Ullage pressure at 
engine start was 25.4 psia exceeding the minimum engine start require- 
ment of 27.0 psia. The LH2 vent vaives were switched to the high vent 
mode prior to S-II ESC. 

Ullage pressure during S-II boost has been previously controlled by a 
regulatcr installed in the lti2 tank pressurization line. For this and 
subsequent flights, the regulator has been replaced by an orifice with 
m-ximum tank pressure controlled by the LH2 vent valves. For this flight 
the ullage pressure was controlled by the LH2 vent valves throughout the 
S-II boost period and remained within the 30.5 to 33.0 psia allowable 
band. The vent valves actuated open at 169.4 seconds and remained open 
unt;l approximately 550.5 seconds. The ullage pressure was approximately 
1.0 psi lower than predicted because the vent valves controlled the 
pressure at the reseat-level rather than the crack-level. This is an 
acceptable condition and no corrective action is planned. 

Figure 6-7 shows LH2 total inlet pressure, temperature, and NPSP for the 
J-2 engines. The parameters were close to the predicted values throl:gh- 
out the S-II flight period. NPSP remained above the minimum requirement 
throughout the S-II burn period. 

6.6.2 S-II LOX Pressurization System 

LOX tank ullage pressure, actual and predicted, is presented in Figure 6-8 
for S-II bum. After a E-minute cold helium chilldown flow through the 
LOX tank, the vent va?ves were closed at -184 seconds and the LOX tank 
was pressurized to the pressure switch setting of 38.7 psia in 34.8 sec- 
onds. The LOX tank ullage pressure increased to 40.0 psia because of 
canon bulkhead flexure due to the LH2 tank preplessurization. The LOX 
tank ullage pressure Edline cornnit time tias changed from -30 seconds to 
-13 seconds for this and subsequent flights because of the LOX vent valve 
problem that occurred during CDDT. This time change provides for a 
?onger ullage pressure monitoring time before launch cornnit. The L9X 
vent valve No. 1 had an abnormally long closing time and Jid not fully 
close during the CDDT special accumulator test. Subsequent valve 
operations appeared to be normal including a special LOX ullage pressure 
decay test that was conducted during the CDDT. The LOX vent valve 
problem was attributed to frost accunulation on the poppet seat due to 
the valve being open during the 5 hours preceding the problem. The LOX 
vent valves I-lere not replaced, but the countdown procedures incorporated 
a periodic cycling of the vent valves when operating at cryogenic 
temperatures. 
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Figure 6-8. S-II LOX Tank Ullage Pressure 

LOX tank ullage pressure just prior to S-II ESC waa41,2 psia. Since 
the pressure regulator for the LOX tank was also replaced by an orifice 
(sinrilar to the LH2 system), the LOX tank vent valves controlled the 
max(mum tank pressure. 

The LOX tank ullage pressure was within approximately 1 psi of the pm- 
flight prediction. Vent valve No. 1 opened, and after one cycle, 
remained open from 189 seconds until 198.8 seconds. Vent valve No. 2 
had one oren-close cycle at 191.3 seconds but otherwise remained closed. 
Ullage pressure decreased at a relatively constant rate to 39.3 psia at 
S-II OECO. LOX pump total inlet pressure, temperature, and NPSP are 
presented in Figure 6-9. 
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6.7 S-II PNEUMATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 

The pneumatic control systeni functioned satisfactorily throughout the S-IC 
and S-II boost periods. Bottle pressure was 2910 psia at -30 seconds. 
The pressure decayed to 2490 psia after S-II OECO because of the allowed 
slight leakage and normal valve activities during S-II burn. 

6.8 S-II HELIUM INjECTION SYSTEM 

The performance of the helium injection system was satisfactory. The 
supply bottle was pressurized to 2900 psia prior to liftoff and by S-II 

average total flowrate 
) was 67 scfm. 

ESC the pressure was 1720 psia. Helium injection 
during supply bottle blowdown (-30 to 163 seconds 

6.9 POGO SUPPRESSION SYSTEM 

A center engine LOX feedline accumuiator was inst alled on the S-II stage 
as a PO;0 suppression device. This was the second flight stage to 
incorporate an accumulator system and the analysis results indicate that 
the accumulator suppressed the S-II POGO oscillations. 

The accumulatnr system consists of (1) a bleed system to maintain sub- 
cooled LOX in the accumulator through S-IC boost and S-II engine start, 
and (2) a fill system to fill the accumulator with helium subsequent to 
engine start and maintain a helium filled accumulator through S-II CECO. 

Figure 6-10 shows the required accumulator temperature at engine start, 
the predicted temperatures during prelaunch and S-IC boost, and the 
actual temperatures experienced during AS-510 flight. As can ce seen, 
the maximum allowable temperature of -281.5"F at engine start was 
adequately met (-294.2"F actual). 

Figure 6-11 shows the accumulator LOX level versus time during accumulator 
fill. As can be seen, the full time was 6.2 seconds which is withih the 
5 to 7 second requirement. 

After the accumulator was filled with helium, it remained in that state 
until S-II CECO when the helium flow was terminated by closing the two 
fill solenoid valves. There was no sloshing or abnormal liquid level 
behavior in the accumulator during center engine operation. Figure 6-12 
shows the helium injection accumulator fill !oply bottle pressure during 
accumulator fill operation. As can be seer:, Lne supply bottle pressure 
was within the predicted band, indicating that the helium sage rates 
were as predicted. 
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6.10 S-II HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

S-II hydraulic system performance was normal throughout the flight. 
System supply and return pressures, reservoir volumes, and system fluid 
temperatures were within predicted ranges. All servoactuators responded 
to commands with good precision. The maximum engine deflection was 
approximately 1 degree in pitcn on engine No. 1 at initiation of 
Iterative Guidance Mode (IGM). Actuator loads were well within design 
limits. The maximum actuator load was approximately 6300 lbf on the 
yaw actuator of engine No. 1 at CECO. 

umlLICAL LINE WIT 
HELIUM INJECTION STOP 
ACCUMULATOR FILL START 

---- PREDICTED BALlD 
- ACTUAL 

2000 

!500 g 
3 

4 
fi 

'O" Y  
0 

500 

0 

Figure 6-12. S-II Center Engine LOX Feedline Accumulator Helium 
Supply System Performance 
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SECTION 7 

E-IYB PROPULSION 

7.1 SUMMARY 

The S-IVB propulsion system-performed satisfactorily throughout the 
operational phase of first aqd second bums and had normal start and 
cutoff transients. S-IVB first bum time was 141.5 seconds, 3.8 seconds 
less than predicted. Approximately 2.6 seconds of the shorter bum time 
can be attributed to higher S-IVB thrust. The remainder can be attributed 
to S-IC and S-II stage performances. The engine perfonance during first 
bum, as determined from standard altitude reconstruction analysis, 
deviated from the predicted Start Tank Discharge Valve (STDV) +130-second 
time slice b!l 1.82 percent for thrust and 0.09 percent for specific 
impulse. The S-IVB stage first bum En ine Cutoff (ECO) was initiated 
by the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer 9 LVDC) at 694.7 seconds. 

The Continuous Vent System (CVS) adequately regulated LH2 tank ullage 
pressure at an average level of 19.3 psia during orbit and the 
Oxygen/Hydrogen (02/H2) burner satisfactorily achieved LH2 and LOX tank 
repressurization for restart. Engine restart conditions were within 
specified ?imits. The restart at full open Mixture Ratio -Control Valve 
(MRCV) position was successful. 

Abnormal temperatures weie nr ted in the tutiine hot 
first bum EC0 and second bum Engine Start C-and 9 

as system between 
ESC). Most notice- 

able was the fuel turbine in1 bt tempera:ure. During LH2 chilldown in 
Time Base 6 (Tg), the temperature decrr.ased fran 130 to -lOOF at second 
ESC. The oxidfzer turbine inlet temperature also indicated a small 
decrease in temperature. In addition, fuel turbfne inlet temperature 
indicated an abnormally fast temperature decrease after first bum ECO. 
The cause of the decrease in turbine inlet temperature was a small leak 
past the teflon *al of the fuel poppet gas generator fuel inlet valve. 

S-IVB second bum time was 350.8 seconds, which was 5.4 seconds less than 
p=dicted. The engine performance during second bum, as determined from 
the standard altitude reconstruction analysis, deviated fran the STDV 
+130-second time slice by 1.89 percent for thrust and 0.09 percent for 
specific impulse. Second bum EC0 was initiated by the LVDC at 
10,553.7 seconds (02:55:53.7). 
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A trend to siigh'tly higher than predicted propuision systems performance 
during first and second burn has also been noted on several preceding 
flights. Therefore, ihe preflight predictions for AS-511 are being 
reassessed. 

Subsequent to second burn, the stage propellant tanks and helium spheres 
were safed satisfactorily. Sufficient impulse was derived from LOX dump, 
LH2 CVS operation and Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) ullage burns to 
achieve a successful lunar impact. 

7.2 S-IVB CHILLDOWN AND BUILDUP TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR FIRST BURN 

The thrust chamber temperature at launch was well below the maximum 
allowable redline limit of -130°F. At S-IVB first burn ESC, the tempera- 
ture was -151"F, which was within the requirement of -189.6 +llO"F. 

The chilldown and loading of the engine GH2 start tank and pneumatic 
control bottle prior to liftoff was satisfactory. 

The engine control sphere pressure and temperature at liftoff were 
3000 psia and -168°F. At first burn ESC the start tank conditions 
were within the required region of 1325 275 psia and -170 f30°F for 
start. The discharge was completed and the refill initiated at first 
burn ESC +3.8 seconds. The refill was satisfactory and in good agreement 
with the acceptance test. 

The propellant recirculation systems operation, which was continuous from 
before liftoff until just prior to first ESC, was satisfactory. Start 
and run box requirements for both fuel and LOX were met, as shown in 
Figure 7-l. At first ESC the LOX pump inlet temperature was -294.9"F 
and the LH2 pump inlet temperature was -421.6"F. 

The first burn start transient was satisfactory, and the thrust buildup 
was within the limits set by the engine manufacturer. This buildup was 
similar to the thrust buildups cbserved on AS-506 through AS-509. The 
MRCV was in the closed position (5.0 EMR) prior to first start, and 
performance indicates it remained closed luring first burn. The total 
impulse from STDV to STDV +2.5 seconds was 213,695 ibf-s. 

First burn fuel lead followed the predicted pattern and resulted in 
satisfactory conditions as indicated by the fuel injector temperature. 

7.3 S-IVB MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE FOR FIRST BURN 

The propulsion reconstruction analysis showed that the stage performance 
during mainstage operation was satisfactory. A comparison of predicted 
and actual performance of thrust, specific impulse, total flowrate. and 
Mixture Ratio (MR) versus time is shown in Figure 7-2. Table 7-l shows 
the thrust, specific impulse, flowrates, and MR deviations from the 
predicted at the STDV open +!30-second time slice. 
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Table 7-1. S-IVB Steady State Performance - First Bum 
(STDV +130-Second Time Slice at Standard Altitude Conditions) 

PARAMETER PREDICTFD RECONSTRUCTION 

Thrust, lbf 

Suecific Imuulse, 
'lbf-s/lb& 

LOX Flawrate, 
lblll/S 

Fuel Flowrate, 
ltml/s 

Engine Mixture 
Ratio, LOX/Fue 1 

199,335 202,965 3630 

427.2 427.6 0.4 

387.72 394.61 6.89 

7:.84 88.06 1.22 

4.918 4.929 0.011 

FLIGHT 
DEVIATION 

PERCENT 
DEVIATION 

FROM PREDICTED 

1.82 

0.09 

1.78 

1.52 

0.22 

Table 7-2. S-IVB-510 J-2 Engine Performance Acceptance Test lags 

PARAMETER 

WRCV. deg 

Thrust. Ibf 

MR. LOX/Fuel 

ISP. set 

ESC +280 SEC ESC l 440 SEC 
PERFORMNCL 1 MIXTIM RATIO 
ctlAnGE* ' CowRa VALVE 

CMTRIBUTIffl- 

3!.0 29.2 1.8 

203.196 190,642 I 4554 3Lmo 

4.94 
4.09 

I 
0.05 0.06 

I 

I W LNERATOR 
COWTRIBUTIOM-' 

1554 

Negllglblc 

427.50 I 
427.80 

I 
0.30 I 0.30 1 Nqllglblc 

*Performance change during acceptance 
**Expected change using engine gain factors 

**-as generator shift 

The specific impulse and EMR were well within the predicted bands. The 
thrust and propellant flowrates were higher than nominal, but also within 
the predicted bands. The higher thrust and flowrates for flight can be 
attributed to a combination of two conditions: 

a. A higher nominal MRCV setting of approximately 30.8 degrees as 
compared to the planned predicted nominal setting of 30.0 degrees. 
The MRCV setting was within the requirement of 30.0 k1.0 degrees. 

b. A higher than predicted Gas Generator (66) system perfomance. 
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It should be noted that the estimated higher MRCV setting is baseo on 
engine performance reconstruction. 
be used for trend data. 

The MRCV position indicator can oniy 

Operation of the J-2 engine during the stage acceptance firing near the 
null (5.0 EMR) position exhibited a bi-level performance condition. This 
condition was typical of a GG system performance shift. The lower level 
was used for the flight prediction. Table 7-2 provides comparative 
results from the acceptance test data, where the equivalent MRCV angles 
were 31.0 and 24.2 degrees. The resulting thrust and EMR change due to 
the valve movement was -4554 lbf and 0.05 units, respectively. Using 
established engine gain factors, the corresponding thrust change should 
be -3000 lbf for a 1.8-degree MRCV movement. The remaining -1554 Ibf 
thrust change is attributed to a lower level of GG performance which 
occurred at the 29.2-degree MRCV setting. The flight reconstruction 
results indicate that this lower level of GG performance did not occur 
during flight. 

The resulting higher thrust and flowrates for flight caused shorter than 
expected burn times but did not significantly affect the overall S-IVB 
stage performance, as indicated by the near nominal specific impulse for 
the two burns and near nominal residuals following second burn. 

Although specific impulse during first burn was near nominal as previously 
noted, actual flight performance values were slightly higher than pre- 
dicted, as shown in Table 7-l. While the slightly higher than nominal 
specific impulse has little significance for a single flight, similar 
deviations occurred on AS-505 through AS-509 with the exception of 
AS-507 which had a slightly less than nominal deviation (-0.002 percent); 
therefore, the preflight predictions for AS-511 are being reassessed. 

The performance of the J-2 engine helium control system was satisfactory 
during mainstage operation. The engine control bottle was connected to 
the stage ambient repressurization bottles; therefore, there was little 
pressure decay. Helium usage is estimated as 0.30 1'7 during first burn. 

7.4 S-IVB SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR FIRST BURR 

S-IVB EC0 was initiated at 694.7 seconds by a guidance velocity cutoff 
cotmnand which resulted in a 3.B-second less than predicted burn time. 
Approximately 2.6 seconds of the shtirter burn time can be attributed to 
higher S-IVB thrust. The remainder can be attributed to S-IC stage and 
S-II stage perforn:ance. 

The EC0 transient was satisfactory. The total cutoff impulse to zero 
percent of rated thrust was 42,482 lbf-s which was 2168 lbf-s higher 
than predicted. Cutoff occurred with the MRCV in the 5.0 position. 
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7.5 S-IVB PARKING ORBIT COAST PHASE CONDITIONING 

The LH2 CVS performed satisfactorily, maintaining the fuel tank ullage 
pressure at an average level of 19.3 psia. This was well within the 
18 to 21 psia band of the inflight specification. 

The continuous vent regulator was activated at 753.9 seconds and was 
terminated at 9667.1 seconds. The CVS performance is shown in Figure 7-3. 

Calculations based on estimated temperatures indicate +hat the mass 
vented during parking orbit was 2293 lbm and that the boiloff mass was 
2513 lbm. 

v s-110 rlSSi cc0 g SIMT ff 15 
- Yfy 
--- PaI 

3 
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I 
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Figure 7-3. S-IVB CVS performance - Coast Phase 
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7.6 S-IVB CHILLDUWN AND BUILDUP TRANSIEN' PERFORMANCE FOR SECOND BURN 

Repressurization of the LOX and LH2 tanks was satisfactorily accomplished 
by the 02/ti2 burner. Burner "ON" command was initiated at 9666.9 seconds. 
The LH2 repressurization control valves were opened at burner "ON" 
t6.1 seconds, and the fuel tank wzs TP pressurized from 19.5 to 30.2 psia 
in 177 seconds. There were 25.6 lbm of cold helium used to repressurize 
the LH2 tank. The LOX repressurization control valves were opened at 
burner "ON" t6.3 seconds, and trle LOX tank was repressurized from 36.8 
to 40.1 psia in 12C seconds. There were 3.5 lbm of helitim used to 
repressurize the LOX tank. LH2 and LOX ullage pressures are shown in 
Figtire 7-4. The burner continued to operate for a total of 455 seconds 
providing nominal propellant settling forces. The performance of the 
AS-510 02/H2 burner was satisfactory as shown in Figure 7-5. 

The S-IVB LOX recirculation system satisfactorily provided conditioned 
oxidizer to the J-2 engine for restart. The LOX and fuel qump inlet 
conditions are plotted in the start and run boxes in ;' ,, '-6. At 
second ESC, the LOX and fuel pump inlet temperatures h _'_ 4.3 and 
-419.2"F, respectively. Fuel recirculation system perfc '...,,lce was 
adequate and conditions at the pump inlet were satisfactory at second 
STDV open. The fuel prevalve "closed" indication was not received 
during restart chilldown. The prevalve operated normally, and the 
failure to pick up the "closed" indication was due to a microswitch 
or telemetry problem (see Table 15- 3j, rather than actual prevalve 
movement. Second burn fuel lead generally followed the predicted 
pattern and resulted in satisfactory conditions, as indicated by the 
fuel injector temperature. Since J-2 start system performance was 
nominal during coast and restart, no helium recharge was reqiired from 
the LOX ambient repressurization system, (bottle No. 2). The start tank 
performed satisfactorily during second burn blowdown and recharge 
sequence. The engine start tank was recharged properly and it maintained 
sufficient pressure during coast. The engine control sphere first burn 
gas usage was as predicted; the ambient helium spheres recharged the 
control sphere to a nominal level for restart. 

The second burn start transient was satisfactory. The thrust buildup 
was within the limits set by the engine manufacturer and was similar 
to the thrust buildup on AS-506 through AS-509. The MRCV was in the 
proper full open (4.5 EMR) position prior to the second start. Tne 
total impulse from STDV to STDV t2.5 seconds was 196,985 lbf-s. 

The helium control system performed satisfactorily during second burn 
mairstage. There was little pressure decay during the burn due to the 
connection to the stage repressurization system. An estimated 1.1 lbm 
of helium was consumed during second burn. 

Abnormal temperatures were noted in the turbine hot gas system between 
first burn ECD and second burn ESC. Most noticeable was the fuel turbine 
inlet tenlperature. During LH2 ch;lldowfl in T6, the inlet temperature 
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decreased from 130 to -10°F at second ESC. The oxidizer turbine inlet 
temperature also indicated a small decrease in temperature. In addition, 
fuel turbine inlet temperature indicated an abnormally fast temperature 
decFeaSe after first burn ECO. Fuel and oxidizer turbine inlet tempera-- 
ture data are presented in Figure 7-7 for first burn and Figure 7-8 for 
second bum. The cause of the decrease in turbine inlet tiperature 
was a small leak past the teflon seal of the fuel poppet gas generator 
inlet valve. 

7.7 S-IV6 MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE FOR SECOND BURN 

The 
dur 

propulsion reconstruction analysis showed that the stage performance 
ing mainstage operation was satisfactory. 

The second burn time was also shorter than predicted. This can be 
primarily attributed to the higher than predicted S-IVB thrust. 
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Figure 7-7. S-IVB Engine Turbine Inlet Temperatures 
Comparison - First Burn 
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Figure 7-8. S-IN Engine Turbine Inlet Temperatures 
Comparison - Second Bum 

A comparison of predicted and actual performance of thrust, specific 
impulse, total flowrate, and YR versus time is shown in Figure 7-9. 
Table 7-3 shows the thrust , Lpecific impulse, flowrates, and MR 
deviations from the predicted at the STDV open +130-second time slice 
at standard aititude conditions. The 130-second time slice thrust was 
1.89 percent higher than predicted. The higher than predicted thrtist 
during second burn is attributed to the same reason as for first burn. 
The MRCV positiorl measurement can only be used as a gross measurement, 
since during second burn the measurement was erratic after returning to 
the closed position and engine performance simulations do not substantiate 
any MRCV movement. 

The specific impulse for second bum, as discussed for first bum in 
paragraph 7.3, although near nominal was slightly higher than predicted, 
as shown in Table 7-3. While the slightly higher than nominal specific 
impulse has little significance for a single flight, similar deviations 
occurred on AS-505 through AS-509; therefore, the preflight predictions 
for AS-511 second burn are being reassessed. 
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Figure 7-9. S-IVB Steady State Performance - Second Blrrr, 
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S-IV6 Steady State Performance - Second Burn 
(S%'~lk~~econd Time Slice at Standard Altitude Conditions) 

PARAMETER 

Thrust, lbf 

Specific Impulse, 
lbf-s/lbm 

LOX Flowrate, 
lbm/s 

Fuel Fl aerate. 
lb/S 

Engine Mixture 
Ratio, LOX/Fuel 

PREDJCTED I FLIGHT 

I 
RECONSTRUCTION, DEVIAT1DN I 

I 
199,335 ' 203,111 3776 

427.2 427.6 0.4 

387.72 394.87 7.15 

78.84 80.17 1.33 

4.918 4.926 0.008 

PERCENT 
DEVIATION 

FROM PREDICTED 

1.89 

0.09 

1.84 

1.69 

0.16 

7.8 S-IV8 SHUTDOWN TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE FOR SECOND BURN 

S-IV6 second EC0 was initiated at 10,553.7 seconds (02:55:53.7) by a 
guidance velocity cutoff command for a burn time of 350.5 seconds. The 
burn time was 5.4 seconds less than predicted. 

The EC0 transient was satisfactory. The total cutoff impulse to zero 

7.9 S-IVB STAGE PROPELLANT MANAGEMENT 

This was the second stage to use the pneumatically operated two -pas 
MRCV. The operation of the valve was essentially identical to that 
demonstrated on AS-509. 

thrust was 43,927 lbf-s which was-2898 lbf-s higher than predicted. 
Cutoff occurred with the MRCJ in the full closed (5.0 MR) position. 

ition 

A comparison ot pi-o;ellant mass values at critical flight events, a! 5 
determined by various analyses, is presented in Table 7-4. The best 
estimate full load propellant masses were 0.07 percent greater for LOX 
and 0.19 percent greater for LH2 than predicted. This deviation was 
well within the required loading accuracy. 
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Table 7-4. S-IVB Stage Propellant Mass History 

EVENT 

s-IC Liftoff 

Firrt S-IYB 
ESC 

PU IwCAlED 
PIDICTED (CORl?EclED) w voLuc1n1c 

UkIlS LOX U42 LOX u2 LOI UQ 

Ita 195.657 43.590 195.993 43,570 195.393 43.935 

ibrr 195.651 43.590 195.991 43.570 195,393 43.935 

Firrt S-IYR lb 139.647 3z.Ma 140.657 32.213 140.222 X.479 
Cutoff 

SoClmd s-1 YB lb 139.359 29.742 139.996 29.706 139.606 29.916 
ESC 

S-d S-IYB lk 3B21 1726 4152 1610 4x2 1m 
Cutoff 

RQI Imsml BEST Es?lsulL 

LOI w LQI W 

199.666 43.534 195.7m 43.674 

195.66B u.534 196.?rn 63.674 

160.Q93 32.281 IY.263 

!  

32.406 

139.46R 29.726 139.666 

4243 1712 4243 

Extrapolation of best estimate residuals data to depletion, usinq the 
propellant flowrates, indicated that a LOX depletion would have occurred 
approximately 9.41 seconds after second burn velocity cutoff. Since LH2 
slosh amplitude was decaying at second bum EC0 the fuel required, at LOX 
depletim, to compensate for slosh effects was less than the predicted 
1501bm. 

During first burn the MRCV was positioned at the closed position for 
start and remained there, as programed, for the duration of the bum. 

The MRCV was commanded to the 4.5 MR position 119.9 seconds prior to 
second ESC. The MRCV, however, did not actually move until it received 
engine pneumatic power at ESC +0.6 second. The MRCV took approximately 
250 milliseconds to reach the open (4.5) position. 

At second ESC +64.5 seconds, the valve was commanded to the closed 
position (approximately 5.0 MR) and remained there throughout the 
remainder of the flight. 

7.10 S-IVB PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 

7.10.1 S-IVB Fuel Pressurization System 

The LH8 pressurization system met all of its operational requirements. 
The LHB pressurization system indicated acceptable performance during 
prepressurization, boost, first burn, coast phase, and second burn. 

The LHB tank preprcssurization crmmand was received at -96.5 seconds and 
the tank pressurized signal was received 11.8 seconds later. Following 
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the termination of prepressurization, the ullage pressure reached relief 
cnnditions (approximately 31.4 psia) and remained at that level until 
liftoff, as shown in Figure 7-10. A small ullage collapse occurred 
during the first 15 seconds of boost. The ullage pressure returned to 
the relief level by 125 seconds due to self pressurization. A similar 
ullage collapse occurred at S-IC/S-II separation. The ullage pressure 
returned to the relief level 33 seconds later., 

During first burn, the average pressurization flowrate was approximately 
0.69 ibm/s, providing a total flow of 96.5 lbm. Throughout the burn, the 
ullage pressure was at the relief level, as predicted. 

After the post insertion maneuver to the local horizontal, the No. 2 CVS 
Nozzle temperature dropped t,T the saturation point and remained there for 
20 seconds. Sloshing LH2 entered the CVS and sane LH2 (approximately 
10 lbm) was vented through nozzle No. 2. Since it has been experienced 
on most of the previous flights (AS-501, AS-502, AS-503, AS-506, AS-507, 
and AS-508), the introduction of LH2 into the CVS ducts is not a new 
occurrence and does not pose a problem. The effect was greater on AS-510 
because the size of the post insertion maneuver was larger than those 
employed on previous flights. More detailed information is given in 
paragraph 10.4.2. 
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Figure 7-10. S-IV6 LH2 Ullage Pressure - First Bum and Parking 3rbit 
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:!;:;2 tank was satisfactorily repressurized for restart by the 02/H2 
. The LH2 ullage pressure was 30.8 psla at second bum ESC, as 

shown in Figure 7-11. The average second burn pressurization flowrate 
was 0.72 lbm/s until step pressurization, when it increased to 1.45 lbm/s. 
This provided a total flow of 309.0 lbm during second burn. Significant 
venting during second burn occurred at second ESC +280 seconds when step 
pressurization #as initiated. This behavior was as predicted. 

The LH2 purrp inlet NPSP was calculated from the pump interface tempera- 
ture and total pressure. These values indicated that the NPSP at first 
burn ESC was 16.6 psi. At the minimum point, the NPSP was 7.7 psi above 
the required values. Throughout the burn, the NPSP had satisfactory 
agreement with the predicted values. The NPS? at second burn STDV was 
7.9 psi, which was 3.4 psi above the required value. Figures 7-12 and 
7-13 summarize the fuel pump inlet conditions for first and second burns. 

7.10.2 S-IVB LOX Pressurization System 

LOX tank prepressurization was initiated at -167 seconds and increased 
the LOX tank ullage pressure from ambient to 41.0 psia in 15.1 seconds, 
as shown in Figure 7-14. Five makeup cycles were required to maintain 
the :.0X tank ullage pressure before the ullage temperature stabilized. 
At -516 seconds the LOX tank ullage pressure increased from 40.1 to 
42.0 psia due to fuel tank prepressurization. The pressure then 
decreased to 40.6 psia at liftoff. 
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0 SECOnO tsc v OPEN LATCHING IPY v oPt* LAlCHlnb WY BCLIESCVS 
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Figure 7-11. S-IV8 LH2 Ullage Pressure - Stccnd Burn and 
Translunar Coast 
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Figure 7-12. S-IVB Fuel Pump Inlet Conditions - First Burn 
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Figure 7-14. S-IVB LOX Tank Ullage Pressure - First Burn and Earth 
Parking Orbit 

During boost there was a nominal rate of uilage pressure decay caused by 
an acceleration effect and ullage collapse. No makeup cycles occurred 
because of an inhibit until after TJ. LOX tank ullage pressure was 
37.2 psia just prior to ESC and was increased at ESC due to a makeup 
cycle. 

During first burn, five over-control cycles were initiated, including 
the programed over-control cycle initiated prior to ESC. The LOX tank 
prepressurization flowrate variation WCS 0.24 to 0.32 lbm/s during under- 
control system operation. This variation is normal and is caused by 
temperature effects. Heat exchanger performance during first 'Jurn was 
satisfactory. 

During orbital coast, the LOX tank ullage pressure experienced a decay 
similar to that experienced on the AS-509 flight. This decay was within 
the predicted band, and was not a problem. 
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Following earth parking orbit insertion, a LOX slosh wave covered the LOX 
vent line diffuser. A concurrent ullage pressure increase to the relief 
setting resulted in liquid venting through the LOX Non-Propulsive Vent 
(NPV) system. The slosh wave was caused by the pitch maneuver to the 
local horizontal. The AS-510 90 n mi earth orbit required an 18-degree 
pitch maneuver. which has greater than the 6 to 10 degree maneuver 
required for the 100 n mi orbit on previous flights. The APS ullage 
engines were on to provide propellant settling, but due to the longer 
time requirement, the engines were shut down befcre the maneuver was 
completed. The pitch rate was arrested shortly afte. termination of the 
ullage engine firing, increasing the liquid slosh relative to the tank. 
More detailed informaticn is given in paragraph 10.4.2. 

LOX nonpropulsive venting occurred from approximately 750 to 1280 seconds. 
The lack df ullage pressure decay during the ,-?riod of the high NPV 
nozzle pressure, 815 to 878 seconds, indicates that liquid was venting. 
A calculated 515 lbm of LOX was vented during this interval. During the 
remainder of the nonpropulsive venting, approximately 6 lbm of helium 
and 47 lbm of G3X were vented. 

Repressurization of the LOX tank prior to second burn was required and 
was satisfactorily accomplished by the burner. The tank ullage pressure 
was 39.9 psia at second ESC and satisfied the engine start requirements. 

Pressurization system performance during second burn was satisfactory. 
There was one over-control cycle, which was nominal. Helium flowrate 
varied between 0.32 to 0.39 lbm/s. Heat exchanger performance was 
satisfactory. 

The LOX NPSP calculated at the interface was 23.7 psi at the first burn 
ESC. The NPSP decreased after start and reached a minimum value of 
22.6 psi at 1 second after ESC. This was 7.4 psi above the required 
NPSP at that time. The LOX pump static interface pressure during first 
aurn followed the cyclic trends of the LOX tank ullage pressure. 

The NPSP calculated at the engine interface was 21.6 psi at second burn 
ESC. At all times during second burn, NPSP was above the required level. 
Figures 7-15 and 7-16 summarize the LOX pump c%nditions for first burn 
and second burn, respectively. The run requirements for first and 
secord burns were satisfactorily met. 

The cold helium supp.ly was adequate to meet all flight requirements. A, 
first burn ESC, the cold helium spheres contained 378 lbn of helium. At 
the end of second burn, the helium mass had decreased io 145 lbm. 
Figure 7-17 shows helium supply pressure history. 

7.11 S-IV6 PNEUMATIC CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 

The stage pneumatic system performed satisfactorily during all phases of 
the mission. 
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Figure 7-15. S-IVB LOX Pump Inlet Conditions - First Burn 
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Durir,g flight, the regulator discharge pressure remained at approximately 
470 psi until 3G,O35 seconds (08:20:35). At this time, the propellant 
tank vent-valves were ccnmanded closed in an attempt to isolate a 
disturbance that the vehicle was experiencing. During these non- 
programed valve actuations, the regulator discharge pressure shifted 
from approximately 470 to 513 psia. 

The pressure remained at 513 psia until the vent valves were reopened at 
32,280 seconds (08:58:00). When the vent valves were opened, the pressure 
dropped from approximately 513 to 470 psia and then returned to 513 psia 
and remained at that level (see Figure 7-18). 

This observed pressure trend was probably due to leakage past the primary 
regulator poppet. This leakage could have resulted from low temperatures 
that are expected during translunar coast. When the vent valves were 
reopened, the demand exceeded the pilot leakage, resulting in a momentary 
shift back down to the primary regulator regulating band. 

During qualification testing on the regulators, this type of operation 
was observed while flow testing the regulator below the specification 
temperature operating limit of -85°F. 
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Fiaure 7-18. Pneumatic Requlator Discharge Pressure 
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7.12 S-IVB AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM 

The APS demonstrated close to nominal performance throughout flight and 
met control system demands ds required out to the time of flight control 
computer shutoff at approximately 37,185 seconds (10:19:45). 

The oxidizer and fuel supply systems performed as expected during the 
flight. The propellant temperatures measured in the propellant control 
modules ranged from 84 to 105°F. The APS propellant usage was between 
the nominal and the mean +3 sigma predicted usage. Table 7-5 presents 
the APS propellant usage during specific portions of the mission. 

During the mission the APS Apollo regulator outlet pressure increased in 
module No. 1 and decreased in module No. 2 as a result of thermal effects. 
Module No. 1 He pressurizing tank temperature decreased with regulated 
Pressure maintained between 193 and 204 psia, and module No. 2 He 
Pressurizing tank temperature increased with regulated pressure main- 
tained between 189 hnd 194 psia. This thermal effect on the regulator 
outlet pressure is normal and has been observed on previous flights. 
The APS ullage pressures in the propellant tanks ranged from 188 to 
200 psia. 

The performance of the attitude control thrusters and the ullage thrusters 
was satisfactory throughout the mission. The thruster chamber pressures 
ranged from 95 to 102 psia. The ullage thrusters successfully completed 
the three sequenced burns of 86.7, 76.7, and 80.0 seconds; and the two 
ground commanded lunar impact bums of 241 seconds at 20,761 seconds 
(05:46:01) and 71 seconds at 36,001 seconds (1O:OO:Ol). The "Barbecue" 
Roll Maneuver was successfully completed prior to flight control computer 
shutoff. 

The longest attitude control engine firing recorded during the mission 
was 3.523 seconds on the module No. 2 pitch engine at 785.716 seconds. 

The average specific impulse of the attitude control thrusters was 
200 lbf-s/lbm for Module No. 1 and 204 lbf-s/lbm for Module No. 2. 

7.13 S-IVB ORBITAL SAFING OPERATIONS 

The S-IVB high pressure systems were safed following J-2 engine cutoff. 
The thrust developed during the LOX dump was utilized to provide a 
velocity change for the lunar impact maneuver. The manner and sequence 
in which the safing was performed is presented in Figure 7-19. 

7.13-l Fuel Tank Safing 

The LH2 tank was satisfactorily safed by utilizing both the NPV and the 
CVS, as indicated in Figure 7-19. The LH tank ullage pressure during 
safing is shown In Figure 7-11. At secon ii ECO, the LH2 tank ullage 
pressure eras 32.2 psia; after three vent cycles, this decayed to 
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Table 7-5. S-IVB APS Propellant Consumption 

MWLE NO. 1 MmJLE No. 2 

TIME PERIOD OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL 

LBM PERCENT LBM PERCENT LBH PERCENT LBM PERCENT 

Initial Load 203.2 126.0 203.1 125.7 

First Bum (Roll Control) 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 

EC0 to End of FTrst APS 18.2 9.0 13.6 10.8 14.4 7.1 11.2 8.9 
Ullaging (86.7 set time 
period) 

End of First Ullage Bum to 11.0 5.4 6.8 5.4 7.3 3.6 4.3 3.4 
Start of Second Ullage 
Bum 

Second Ullage Bum 12.6 6.2 9.4 7.5 14.0 6.9 10.0 
(76.7 set duration) 

8.0 

Second Bum (Roll Control) 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.2 

EC0 to Start of First Lunar 30.2 14.9 21.3 16.9 36.6 18.0 25.8 
Impact Bum at 20.761 set 

20.5 

First Lunar Impact Ullage 32.0 15.7 26.0 20.6 35.1 17.3 28.0 
Bum (241 sot duration) 

22.2 

Fran End of First Lunar 16.0 7.9 10.0 7.9 14.9 7.3 9.2 
Impact Burn to Start of 

7.3 

Second Lunar Impact Bum 
at 36,001 see 

Fran Start of Second Lunar 12.0 5.9 9.3 7.4 14.7 7.2 
Impact Bum to FCC Cutoff 

11.0 8.6 

(approximately 37,185 see) 

Total Propellant Usage 132.7 65.3 96.8 76.9 137.7 67.8 99.9 79.5 

NOTE: The APS Pfwellmt consunptlon presented In this table calculated 
fm heliln bottle prrssurr and taqteratum aasumts. 
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Figure 7-19. S-IVB LOX Dump and Orbital Safing Sequence 

approximately zero. The ullage pressure remained at zero during the 
lockup period which began at 30,000 seconds (08:20:00). The mass of 
vented GH2 and LH2 agrees with the 2314 lbm of residual liquid and 
pressurant in the tank at the end of powered flight. 

7.13.2 LOX Tank Dumping and Safing 

Immediately following second burn cutoff, a programed 150-second vent 
reduced LOX tank ullage pressure from 39.0 to 17.8 psia, as shown in 
Figure 7-20. Approximately 70 lbn, of helium and 125 lbm of GOX were 
vented overboard. As indicated in Figure 7-20, the ullage pressure 
then rose sraduallv due to self-oressurization. to 22.5 osia at the 
ini t iation-of the fransposition,' Docking, and ejection (TO&E) maneuver. 

The LOX tank dump was initiated at 78,080.6 seconds (05:01:20.6) and 
was satisfactorily accomplished. A steady-state liquid flow of 370 gpm 
was reached within 14 seconds. Gas ingestion did not occur during dump. 
The LOX residual at the start of dump was 403!l lbm. Calculations 
ind i cate that 7579 lbm of LOX was dumped. During dump, the ullage 
we S sure decreased from 24.5 to 24.0 psia. LOX dump ended at 18,128.7 
seconds (05:02:08.7) as scheduled by clcsure of the Main Oxidizer Vain:2 
(NIV). A steady-state LOX dump thrust of 709 lbf was attained. The 
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Figure 7-20. S-IV6 LOX Tank Ullage Pressure - Second Bum and 
Translunar Coast 

total impulse before MOV closure was 33,130 lbf-s, resulting in a calcu- 
lated velocity change of 29.99 ft/s. Figure 7-21 shows the LOX dunp 
thrust, LOX flawrate, oxidizer mass, and LOX ullage pressure during LOX 
dump. 

At LOX dump terminat'on +242 seconds, the LOX NPV valve was opened and 
remained open until 30,035 seconds (08:20:35). The LOX and LH2 valves 
were closed to determine if nonpropulsive venting was the source of 
stage disturbances during translunar coast. No apparent changes resulted 
from the valve closures. Thus nonpropulsive venting is apparently r?ot 
the source of the T8 disturbances. The LOX NPV valve was reopened and 
:atched at 32,280 seconds (08:58:00). 

LOX tank ullage pressure decayed from 24.5 psia at 18,370 seconds 
(05:06:10) to near zero pressure at approximately 24,000 seconds 
(06:40:10). It increased to approximately 1 psia during the period 
the NPV valve was closed, and subsequently decayed again when the NPV 
valve was opened. Sufficient impulse was derived from the LOX dump, 
LH2 CVS operation, and APS ullage burn to achieve a successful lunar 
impact. For further discussion of the lunar impact, refer to Section 17. 
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7.13.3 Cold Helium Dump 

A total of approximately 140 lbm of helium was dumped during the three 
programed dumps which occurred as shown in Figure 7-19. 

7.13.4 Ambient Helium Dump 

The two LOX ambient repressurization spheres were dumped through the 
LOX ambient repressurization control module into the LOX tank NPV system 
for 40 seconds. During this dump, the pressure decayed from 2890 psia 
to approximately 1250 psia. 

The LH2 ambient repressurization helium was dumped via the engine control 
sphere (26.1 lbm) and the fuel tank (15.5 lbm). The 1050-second engine 
control sphere safing period began at 18.081 seconds (05:01:21), and the 
60-second LH2 ambient helium dump began at 18,762 seconds (05:12:42). 
The pressure decayed from 2890 to 250 psia. 

The helium dumped through the engine LOX dome and GG purge systems is 
estimated to be 31.5 lbm from 18,080.6 (05:01:20.6) to 18.821.7 seconds 
(05.13:41.7). This includes the helium mass from the five LH2 ambient re- 
pressurization spheres, one LOX ambient repressurization sphere, and the 
J-2 engine helium control bottle. This dump was normal for the sequence 
and system interconnection of AS-510 but the resulting 4500 lb set of 
impulse was not identified for preflight lunar impact planning. For 
prior flights, the ambient repressurization spheres were partially dunped 
through the propellant tank NPV systel?r drring 17. The sequence for 
AS-510 was changed to delay the LH2 amtll?nt heliun dump to a later time 
in the mission so that the gas could be us?d to obtain more delta velocity 
if required to achieve lunar impact. It uas not recognized that the LH2 
ambient helium prcssurant could not be retained beyond engine heliun 
control bottle safing. A corrective change in system sequencing is under 
consideration for future flights. 

7.13.5 Stage Pneumatic Control Sphere Safing 

The stage pneumatic control spnere and LOX repressurization sphere No. 2 
were safed by initiating the J-2 engine pump purge and by flowing helium 
through the engine pump seal cavities for 3600 seconds. This activity 
began at 16,801 seconds (04:40:01) and satisfactorily reduced the 
pressure in the spheres from 2200 to 1100 psia. 

7.13.6 Engine Start Tank Safing 

The engine start tank was safed during a period of approximately 
150 seconds beginning at 14,155 seconds (03:55:55). Safing was 
accomplished by opening the sphere vent valve. Pressure was decreased 
from 1290 to 10 psia with 3.0 lbm of hydrogen being vented. 
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7.13.7 Engine Control Sphere Safing 

The safing of the engine control sphere began at 18,081 seconds (05:01:21). 
-he helium control solenoid was energized to vent helium through the engine 
purge system. The initial pressure in the sphere was appl*oximately 3100 
psia. At this time, gaseous helium from the LH2 ambient repressurization 
bottles began flowing to the engine control sphere. Helium from the 
control sphere and repressurization bottles continued to vent until 
19,131 seconds (05:18:51). 

During this time, the pressure in the repressurization bottles had 
decayed from about 2890 to 250 psia. Part of this decay was due to 
safing of the repressurization bottles which occurred within the time 
spar; of the control sphere safing. The control sphere pressure decayed 
to 125 psia. Subsequent to closing of the control solenoid, the control 
sphere repressurized to 225 psia witnout any noticeable decay in the 
ambient repressurization bottles pressure. During the safing, a total 
of 32.0 lbm oi helium was vented. 

7.14 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 

The S-IVB hydraulic system performance was satisfactory during the entire 
mission (S-IC/S-II boost, first and secord burns of S-IVB, and orbital 
cdast). 
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SECTION 8 

STRUCTURES 

8.1 SUMMARY 

The structural loads experienced during the S-IC boost phase were well 
below de(.ign values. The maximum bending moment was 80 x 106 lbf-in 
at the S-IC LOX tank (30 percent of the design value). Thrust cutoff 
transients experienced by AS-510 were similar to those of previous 
flights. The maximum longitudinal dynamic responses at the Instrument 
Unit (IU) were kO.25 g and 10.30 g at S-IC Center Engine Cutoff (CECO) 
and Outboard Engine Cutoff (;3ECO), respectively. The magnitudes of the 
thrust cutoff responses are considered normal. 

During S-IC stage boost, the expected 4 to 5 hertz first longitudinal 
mode responses occurred between 100 seconds range time and S-IC CECO. 
The maximum amplitude measured at the IU was 20.06 g. Oscillations 
in the 4 to 5 hertz range have been observed on previous flights and 
are normal vehicle responses to the flight environment. POGO did not 
occur during S-IC boost. 

The S.-II stage center engine LOX feedline accumulator successfully 
inhibited the 14 to 16 hertz POGO oscillations. A peak response of 
f0.5 g was measured on engine No. 5 gimbal pad during steady-state 
engine operation. As on previous flights, low amplitude 11 hertz 
oscillations were experienced near the end of S-II burn. Peak engine 
No. 1 gimbal pad response was f0.06 g. POGO did not occur during S-II 
boost. The POGO limjting backup cutoff system performed satisfactorily 
during the prelaunch and flight operations. The system did not produce 
any discrete outputs. 

The structural loads experienced during the S-IVB stage burns were we1 1 
below design vaiues. During first burn the S-IV6 experienced low ampli- 
tude, 16 to 20 hertz oscillations. The 20.04 g maximum amplitude 
measured on the gimbal block was comparable to previous flights responses 
and well within the expected range of values. Similarly, S-IVB second 
burn produced intermittent low amplitude responses (f0.05 g) in the 12 
to 16 hertz frequency range which peaked near second burn cutoff. 
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8.2 TOTAL VEHICLE STRUCTURES EVALUATION 

8.2.1 Longitudinal Loads 

The structural loads experienced during boost were well below design 
values. The AS-510 vehicle liftoff occurred at a steady-state accel- 
eration of 1.20 g. Maximum longitudinal dynamic response measured 
during thrust buildup and release was +O.ZO g in the Ill and +0.50 g 
at the Command Module (CMj, Figure 8-l. Comparable values have been 
seen on previous flights. 

The lon itudinal loads experienced at the time of maximum bending 
moment 9 80.1 seconds) were as expected and are shown in Figure 8-2. 
The steady-state longitudinal acceleration was 2.06 g as compared 
to 1.9 g on AS-509 and AS-508. 

Figure 8-2 also shows that the maximum longitudinal loads imposed on 
the S-IC stage thrust structure, fuel tank, and intertank area occurred 
at S-IC CECO (136.0 seconds) at a longitudinal acceleration of 3.79 g. 
The maximum longitudinal loads imposed on all vehicle structures above 
the S-IC intertank area occurred a ‘-IC OECO (159.6 seconds) at an 
acceleration of 3.97 9. 

8.2.2 Bending Moments 

The peak vehicle bending moment occurred during the maximum dynamic 
pressure phase of boost at 80.1 seconds, Figure 8-3. The maximum 
bending moment of 80 x 106 lbf-in at station 1156 was approximately 
30 percent of design value. 
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Figure B-l. Longitudinal Acceleration at IU and CM During Thrust 
Buildup and Launch 
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Figure 8-2. Longitudinal Load at lime of Maximum Bending Moment, 
CECO and OECO 

Lateral response of the vehicle at liftoff was comparable to those seen 
on previous flights. The Glaximum response level seen at the CM was 
approximately 0.114 Grms as compared to the AS-509 maximum of 0.111 Grms. 

8.2.3 Vehicle Dynamic Characteristics 

8.2.3.1 Longitudinal Dynamic Characteristics 

During SIC stage boost, the significant vehicle response was the 
expected 4 to 5 hertz first longitudinal mode response. The low 
amplitude oscillations began at approximately 100 seconds and continued 
until SIC CEC3. The peak amplitude masured in the IU was approximately 
20.06 g, the sam as seen on AS-509. The AS-510 IU response during the 
oscillatory period is canparPd with previous flight data in FigirE 8-4. 
The change in the previous flight envelope prior to 110 seconds (Befer- 
ence: AS-509 report HPR-SAT-FE-71-1) is based on further analysis of 
AS-509 data. Spectral analysis of engine chamber pressure masure.nents 
shows no detectable structural/propulsir coupled oscillations. POGO 
did not occur during S-IC roost. 
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Figure 8-3. Bending Moment and Normal toad Factor. Distribution at 
lime of Maximum Bending Meant 

The AS-510 S-IC CECO and OECO transient responses were similar to those 
of previous flights. The maximum longitudinal dynamics resulting from 
CCC0 were +0.25 g at the IU (the same as measured on AS-509) and tO.55 g 
at the CM, Figure 8-5. For OECO the maximum dynamics at the IU were 
to.30 g (to.35 g on AS-509) and tl.02 g at the CM, Figure 8-6. Note 
that the minimum CM acceleration level of -0.80 g occurred at approxi- 
mately the same time and is of the same magnitude as an previous flights, 
unaffectr-d by the change in the S-K/S-II separation sequence. 

AS-510 was the second vehicle on which the S-II stage center engine 
accumulator was installed to suppress the 16 hertz PO60 phenomenon. 
The flight data show that the 16 hertz oscillations were inhibited 
with amplitudes comparable to those seen on AS-509, Figure 8-7. The 
pedk 14 to 20 hertz center engine giaal response was approximately 
to.6 g, the same as observed on AS-509. PO60 did not occur. 

A transient response ras experienced shortly after accumulator fill was 
initiated. The peak response of the LOX pump inlet pressure was 
approximately 45 psi peak-to-peak with a frequency of 68 hertz, Figure 8-8. 
The response of the center engine gi&al pad at the corresponding time 
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Figure 8-8. AS-510 Pump Inlet Pressure and Thrust Pad Acceleration 
Oscillations During Accumulator Fill Transient (1 to 110 Hz Filter) 

and frequency was less than to.5 g. Both of these responses were 
comparable to those measured on AS-509. 

As on prior flights, 11 hertz oscillations were noted near the end of 
S-II burn. The AS-510 responses were in general lower than those seen 
on previous flights. Table 8-l presents a sumnary of peak engine No. 1 
gimbal pad responses for all flights. 

During AS-510 S-IVB first burn, low frequency (16 to 20 hertz) longi- 
tudinal oscillations similar to those observed on previous flights 
were evident. The AS-510 amplitudes (to.04 g at gimbal block) were 
well below the maximum measured on AS-505 (fD.3 g) and within the 
expected range of values. 

AS-510 S-IVB second burn produced intermittent 12 to 16 hertz oscillations 
simi?ar to those experienced on previous flights. The oscillations, 
beginning approximately 80 seconds prior to cutoff, peaked at approxi- 
mately 10 seconds prior to cutoff with fD.05 9 measured on the gimbal 
block. This compared to to.06 g on AS-509. 

8.2.4 Vibration 

There were no significant vibration environments identified on AS-510. 
A comparison of AS-510 data with data from previous flights show similar 
trends and magnitudes. 

The data from AS-510 were limited in frequency range as compared to 
previous data. This was caused by the change in the data acquisition 
system from single-sideband/FM to FM/FM, Direct comparison of similar 
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Table 8-l. Post S-II CECO 11 Hertz Oscillations 

RANGE ACCELERATIW LOX LEVELS - 
TIME AT PEAK . . LOX LEVEL AT PEAK AT l/3 AHFLITUOE 

AMPLITUDE PEAK FREQUENCY AMPLITUDE 
FLIGHT (SECONDS) 

(INCH5 OF LOX) 

r 501 --- 

AYPLITIJDE iS) (HZ) (INCHES OF LOX) START 1 STOP‘ 

:40 YtPSUREMENT Of ACCELERATiON 

DATA QUESTIONABLE 
AS-502 - 2 ENGINES OUT 
AS-502 & AS-503 - LARGE 
ATTENUATION AT 11 HZ ON 
El ACCELERATION 

data can not be made due to frequency roll-off characteristics. However, 
correlation is obtained when frequency ranges are compatible. Figure 8-9 
shows a comparison of AS-510 data with previous flight data for 
compatible frequency ranges. 

8.3 S-!I POGO LIMITING BACKUP CUTOFF SYSTEM 

The backup cutoff system provides for automatic S-II CECO if vibration 
response levels exceed predetermined levels within the preselected 
frequency band. The system consists of three sensors, a two-out-of-three 
voting logic, an engine cutoff arming function, and an automatic disable 
function which is effective until the arming operation has occurred. 

The system did not produce discrete outputs at any time. The accelerometer 
analog outputs were well below the levels which would produce u discrete 
output even during the engine start period when the system was not armed. 
After arming, the analog output did not exceed 1 g. 
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SECTION 9 

GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 

9.1 SUMMARY 

The guidance and navigation system provided satisfactory end conditions 
for the boost to Earth Parking Orbit (EPO) and the boost to Translunar 
Injection (TLI). A navigation update was performed at the beginning of 
the second revolution because the difference between the Instrument 
Unit (IU) navigation vector and the tracking vector at Carnarvon exceeded 
the allowable tolerance defined in Flight Mission Rule (FMR) 7-11. The 
navigation differences following the update were small and were well 
withtn all allowable tolerances at TLI. 

A negative shift of approximately 0.25 m/s (0.82 ft/s) occurred in the 
Z (down range) accelerometer output approximately one second before range 
zero. The precise effect of the shift on subsequent navigation errors 
has not been determined. The Launch Vehicle Data Adapter (LVDA) and 
Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) performed satisfactorily with 
nominal values for component temperatures and power supply voltages. 

9.2 GUIDANCE COMPARISONS 

The postflight guidance error analysis was based on comparisons of the 
ST-124M-3 platform system measured velocities with the final postflight 
trajectory established from external tracking data (see paragraph 4.2). 
Velocity differences from Earth Parking Orbit (EPO) are shown in 
Figure 9-1. A positive velocity difference indicates trajectory data 
greater than the platform system measurement. The curves shown were 
generated by using a platform system error model to smooth the observed 
velocity differences. At EPO the differenoes were 1.47 m/s (4.82 ft/s). 
1.36 m/s (4.46 ft/s), and 0.47 m/s (1.54 ft/sj for vertical, cross range 
and down range velocities, respectively. These differences are relatively 
small and well within the accuracy of the data compared and/or the speci- 
fied limits for hardware errors. There was no indication of any acceler- 
ometer masuring head located on the ST-124M-3 platform reaching the 
6-degree stop during thrust buildup. The maximum transient noted was 
about 3 degrees for both the down range and cross range accelerometers. 
However, the output of the down range accelerometer.was negative from 
about 1.4 seconds before Time Base 1 (Tl) to about 12.8 seconds after Tl. 
One possible cause of the negative output was high frequency vibrations. 
Lack of adequate vibration masurements severely compromises rigorous 
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Figure 9-l. Trajectory and ST-124M-3 Platform Velocity Canparison, 
Boost-To-EPO (Trajectory Minus LVDC) 

analysis. The resultant velocity bias was about -0.25 m/s (-0.82 ft/s). 
Although the velocity errors are relatively small, it should be noted that 
the differences are all additive, the result of which is a radius vector 
error at EPO greater than that observed on previous Saturn V flights. 

The time history of the platform velocity comparisons for the second S-IVB 
burn mode are not shown. Due to insufficient tracking data, the trajectory 
for the out-of-orbit burn was constructed by constraining the telemetered 
velocities to parking orbit and translunar trajectory solutions. The LVDC 
and postflight trajectory state vectors are in very good agreement at TLI. 

Platform system velocity measurements at significant event times are shown 
in Table 9-l along with corresponding values from both the yostflight and 
Operational Trajectories (OT). The differences between the telemetered 
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Table 9-l. Inertial Platform Velocity Comparisons 
IPACSS 12 Coordinate.Zystem) 

EVENT OATA SOURCE 

Guidance (LVOC) 

S-IC Postflight Trajectory 

OECO 
Dperation31 Trajectory 

Guidance (LVOC) 

S-11 Postflight Trajectory 
OECO 

Operational Trajectory 

Guidance (LVOC) 

s-IVB Fostflight Trajectory 
First EC0 

Cperational Trajectory 

-- 
Cuidarlce (LVOC) 

Parkins Postflight Trajectory 
Orbit 
Insertion Operational Trajectory 

Guidance (LVOC) 

S-IVB Postflight Trajectory 
Second ECO* 

!  Operational Trajectory 

Guidance (LVOC) 

Translmar Postflight Trajectory 
Injection* 

Operational Trajectory 

*Values represent velocity change fra Time Base 6. 

VELOCITY - H/S (FT/S) 

VERTICAL CROSSRANGE LUIUN RANGE 

(h (;I ci) 

2657.71 -6.70 2201.53 
(8719.52) (-21.98) (7222.87) 

2658.32 -5.57 2202.09 
(8721.52) (-18.27) (7224.70) 

2662.36 -1.83 2189.87 
(8734.783 (-6.00) (7184.61) 

3132.15 -0.55 6802.55 
(10.932.25) (-1.60) (22.318.08) 

3333.57 0.93 6803.00 
(10.936.91) (3.05) (22.319.55) 

3334.11 -1.33 6793.87 
(10.938.68) (.4.36) (22.289.60) 

3167.44 -0.15 7600.88 
(10.391.86) (-0.49) (24.937.27) 

3168.90 1.22 7601.35 
(10.396.65) (4.00) (24.938.81) 

3170.86 0.05 7602.30 
(10.403.08) (0.16) (24.941.93) 

3167.10 -0.15 7602.50 
(10.39C.75) (-0.49) (24.942.59) 

3168.57 1.21 7602.97 
(10.395.57) (3.97) (24.944.13) 

3170.46 0.05 7603.79 
(10.401.77) (0.16) (24.946.82) 

1618.78 47.26 2711.09 
(5310.96) (155.05) (8894.65) 

1621.09 51.29 2708.50 
(5318.54) (168.27) (8W6.15; 

1623.37 48.79 2710.89 
(5326.02) (160.07) (8894.00) 

1620.20 47.35 2714.55 
(5315.62) (155.35) (8906.00) 

1622.67 51.41 2712.06 
(5323.72) (168.67) (8897.83) 

1624.56 48.86 2713.89 
(5329.92) (160.30) (8903.84) 

NOTE: Unless otherwise noted the event times quoted in this section 
are range tim of actual occurrence as i-ecorded at the vehicle 
(i.e. no transmission delay). 
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and postflight trajectory data reflect some combination of guidance hard- 
ware errors and tracking errors along with the probable down range ve?ocif;y 
bias of -0.25 m/s (-0.82 ftjs) during boost-to-EPO. When the navigator 
was updated at about 6311.6 seconds (1:45:11.6), the velocity bias was 
eliminated. The differences between the telemetered and OT values reflect 
differences in actual and nominal performance and environmental conditions. 
-I- 0. ~fie values shown for the second S-!VB burn mode represent component veloc- 
ity changes from T6. The characteristic velocity determined from the 
telemetered velocities during second burn to Engine Cutoff (ECO) was 
2.20 m/s (7.22 ft/sj less than the OT due to an approximatelv 5.4 second 
shorter burn time. The telemetered data indicirted 0.85 m/s :2.79 ft/s) 
greater than the postflight trajectory. This difference is probably due 
to small inaccuracies in the vector components to which the guidance 
velocities were constrained to generate the out-of-orbit trajectory. The 
measured velocity increase due to thrust decay between EC0 and TLI was 
0.53 m/s (1.74 ft/s) greater than the OT. The velocity increase after 
first S-IVB EC0 was 0.13 m/s (0.43 ft,/s) higher than the OT. 

Comparison of navigation (PACSS 13) positions, velocities, and flight path 
argle at significant flight event times are shown in Table 9-2. Positicn 
and velocity component differences between the LVDC and OT values for the 
boost-to EPO data reflect off-nominal flight environment and vehicle 
performance. The navigation update is refiected in the differences at T6, 
second ECO, and TLI. First guidance cutoff signal was given with only 
0.03 m!s (0.10 ft/s) and a radius vector of 23 meters (75 feet) less than 
the OT prediction. Second S-IVB EC0 was given with C3 deviation of 
7272 m2/s2 (OT minus LVDC). The LVDC and postflight traJectory data are 
in good agreement for the events shown. The magnitude of the comp>?ent 
position and velocity differences at EPO are comparable to those nvtei on 
previous Saturn V vehicles. However, the postflight inertial coordinates 
of altitude and range were greater than those from the LVDC. On previous 
flights, the altitude and range deviations were small or of opposite sign 
and minimized the error in radius vector. Figures 9-2 through 9-5 shod 
the state vector differences between the postflight trajectory and LVDC 
during parking orbit. The LVDC data were projected from time of update 
(6328.533 seconds [1:45:28.533] from Guidance Reference Release [GRR]) to 
T6 to show what the deltas would have been without an update. Vent thrust 
was higher than the programed values used i 
the continuous vent thrust profile used in 
flight reconstruction and nominal profiles 
eration was reconstructed from telemetered 
acceleration bias. AS-510 vent thrust was 
within the predicted tolerance. The devia t 

n the LVDC. ' Figure 9-6 presents 
the LVDC along with the psst- 

The continuous vent accel- 
velocities adjusted for 
higher than the OT nominal but 
ions between the postflight 

trajectory and the LVDC state vectors at EPO were propagated to TLI plus 
9 hours to determine a Midcourse Correction (MCC). Using the programed 
vent, a MCC of about 6.4 m/s (21.0 ft/s) would be required. The EPO 
deviations combined with the reconstructed vent yielded about 8.6 m/s 
(28.2 ft/s) MCC. Due to the state vector differences at EPO and the 
buildup during parking orbit between tracking and LVDC telemetry, a 
decision was made to update the LVDC state vector. Tht basis for AS-510 
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Table 9-2. Guidance Comparisons (PACSS 13) 

EVENT 

S-IC 
JECO 

S-11 
DLL3 

S-IVS 
First EC0 

2arking 
:rbit 
Inrert~on 

TlF. 
3are I 

S-IV9 
Second EC0 

Trmslunrr 
Inlrctlon 

PosIJIms 
DATA METE6 (Frl 

SOURCE 

Is "s 2s 
tuidmncc 6.439.574.3 29.652.9 159.631.5 

(LVW (21.127.212.3) (97.280.4) (S23.725.4) 

Postfli9ht 6.439.630 4 29.740.7 159.696.4 
lrrjcctory (21.127.396.5) (97.573.4) (523.938.5) 

DFor4ti‘JMl 6.439&7.0 29.830.0 158.990.0 
Tra jcc tory (21.l28.D40.0) (97.869.0) (521.621.0) 

kuidsncc 6.276.039.1 51.239.1 1.869.081.1 
(LVDC) (20.590.679.1) (168.107.3) (6.132.1'5.8) 

Postfiigtit 6.276.515.3 51.870.3 1.869.349.2 
Trr jcc tory (20.592.241.8) (170.178.3) (6,133.035.5) 

Opcrrt1mrl 6.274.978.0 51.382.0 1.872.731.0 
lrrjec tory (20,587.199.0) (168.577.0) (6.144.129.0) 

I  

GUldWlCC s.883.387.2 57.54a.o 2.866.607.7 
(LVDC) (19.302.451.4) 1 (laa,aOS.a) (9.400,880.9) 

Postfli9ht 
I 

s.aa4,137.0 
Trajectory 

I 

(19.304.911.5) 

3perrtimel 5.869.872.0 
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update was any one of three parameters outside of 1.6 sigma. Update 
comparisons are discussed in paragraph 9.3 Table 9-3 presents the state 
vector differences at TLI between the LVDC and both the OT and postflight 
trajectory. The LVDC telemetry indicated a radius vector 4086 meters 
(13,40G ft) lower than the OT and 452 meters (1484 ft) lower than the 
postflight trajectory. LVDC total velocity was 3.59 m/s (11.78 ft/s) 
higher than the OT value and 0.30 m/s (0.98 ft/s) higher than the post- 
flight trajectory. The LVDC and postflight trajectory were in very good 
agreement at TLI. Due to higher than expected S-IVR thrust, the proper 
cutoff conditions were met earlier than predicted. Table 9-4 shows the 
accuracy of the guidance system in achieving the targeted end conditions. 
The performance of the guidance system was satisfactory. 

Table 9-3. State Vector Differences at Translunar Injection 

PARAMETER 
OPERATIONAL POSTFLIGHT 
TRAJECTORY TRAJECTORY 
MINUS LVDC MINUS LVDC 

A$, meters 
(W 

AYS, meters 
(ft) 

AZs, meters 
(ft) 

AR, meters 
(ft) 

. 
a$, m/s 

Ws) 
. 

~Ys, m/s 
(Ws) 

Cis, m/s 
( Ws) 

&Vs, m/s 
( ws 1 

16,029.O 403.5 
(52.589.0) (1323.7) 

1081.0 453.0 
(3549.0) (1486.1) 

41,880.g -236.7 
(137,401.O) (-776.7) 

4086.0 452.4 
(13,406.O) (1484.5) 

-35.54 -0.36 
(-116.61) (-1.18) 

0.58 4.47 
(1.91) (14.68) 

11.33 -0.24 
(37.18) (-0.80) 

-3.59 -0.30 
(-11.78) (-0.98) 
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Table 9-4. First and Second Bum Terminal End Conditions 

ERROR 
PARAMETER TARGETED ACTUAL (ACT-TARG) 

FIRST BUIU'J 
1 

Terminal Velocity, I 7804.0613 1 7804.0725 1 0.0112 t 
m/s (ft/s) 25,603.56) (25.603.59) l (0.037) 

Radius, m 6,544,846.0 
(fti (21,472,330.8) 

Path Angle, deg 0.0 

Inclination, deg 29.684184 

Descending Node, deg 109.33139 

Eccentricity 

Inclination, deg 

Descending Node, deg 

Argument of 
Perigee, deg 

Energy, C3 m2/s2 
(ft2/s2) 

SECOND BURN 

6,544,847.47 
(21,472,335.58) 

-0.0008569 

29.684265 

109.:3047 
-- t 

1.47 
(4.823) 

0.0008569 

0.000081 

- .000092 

(-1; sl ,438,863.99 
i, 487,414.ooj 

0.976239353 

29.70000941 

108.452407 

137.040844 

0.976248033 0.000008680 

29.70003996 0.00003055 

108.452690 0.000283 

137.039504 -0.001340 

-1,438,340.30 -523.69 
-15,481,777.19) (-5636.81) 

9.3 NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SCHEME EVALUATION 

9.3.1 Navigation Evaluation 

The identification of the navigation error source has been emphasized by 
the implementation of a navigation update for the first time in the Saturn 
program. The implementation wi;s required because the difference between 
the IU and tracking vectors at Camarvon exceeded the tolerance defined 
in FMR 7-11. The agreement betwen trackinq and the navigation solutions 
before and after second bum has focused attention on navigation perfor- 
mance during first burn and the first revolution of EPO. 

Comparisons of navigation and final postflight trajectory solutions for 
significant event times are listed in Table 9-2. The velocity differences 
and position component differences at EPO are similar to those seen on the 
past five flights (Table 9-5). The AS-510 radius magnitude difference, 
however, is greater than that of any of the five preceding flights. The 
low navigator radius, caused by the X and Z component position errors 
adding rather than canceling, may have been sufficient to cause the sub- 
sequent violation of FMR 7-11. The propulsive vent during the early 
portion of the first revolution was higher than nominal and, therefore, 
tended to amplify the differences between tracking and IU navigation. 
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Table 9-5. Parking Orbit Insertion Difference Sununarv 

PARAMETER 

AS-510 AS-506 AS-507 AS-508 AS-509 

X, m 464 300 -521 349 
(W (1522) (984) (-1709) (1145) 

Y, m -1280 -523 -1573 -786 
(ft) (-4199) (-1716) (-5161) (-2579) 

Z, m -243 480 504 -638 
(ft) (-797) (1575) (1654) (-2093) 

Ii. m/s -1.16 1.05 -1.77 0.83 
(ft/s) (-3.81) (3.44) (-5.81j (2.72) 

i, m/s -1.21 -1.72 -3.10 -1.79 
(Ws) (-3.97) (-5.64) (-10.17) (-5.87) 

i, m/s -0.33 .23 -0.37 
(Ws) (-1.08) (0.75) (0.606; (-1.21) 

Rs I;ft) 
286 475 -236 

(938) (1558) (-774) (5:; 

V, m/s 0.21 -0.61 0.87 -0.72 
Ws) (0.69) (-2.00) (2.85) (-2.36) 

. 
The inertial platform Z (down range) accelerometer output exhibited a 
negative shift of approximately 0.25 m/s (0.82 ft/s) (Figure 9-7). The 

-778 
(-2552) 

-827 
(-2713) 

-332 
(-1089) 

-2.14 
(-7.02) 

-1.03 
(-3.38) 

-0.57 
(-1.87) 

-852 
(-2795) 

0.45 
(1.48) 

(LVDC Telemetry - Final Trajectory) 

1 

VEHICLE NUMBER 

shift was not representative of vehicle motion and remained as a Z veloc- 
ity offset until the navigation update was implemented. The sampled 
measurement of the Z accelerometer float deflection indicated a maximum 
deflection of 2.9 degrees during the period where the shift first became 
evident (Figure 9-8). A float contact with a mechanical stop does not 
appear to be the probable cause of the velocity offset. 

Both output pulse trains from one channel of the Z accelerometer were 
telemetered via FM channels having sufficient bandwidth to permit 
reconstruction of the Z accelerometer output (Figure 9-9). The velocity 
offset shift did not occur as a discrete event. The offset was accumulated 
over a one-second period while the output was oscillating at approximately 
40 hertz. 

The navigation update implemented at 6328.533 seconds (1:45:28.533), 
referenced to GRR, increased the orbit apogee by 2297 meters (7536'ft) 
and the perigee by 2752 meters (9029 ft) (Table g-6). The estimated time 
remaining before restart preparations initiation was increased about seven 
seconds. The simulations required to determine the net effect of the 
navigation update have not been processed nor analyzed. 
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Figure 9-9. Z Inertial Velocity - Manual Pulse Count 

Table 9-6. Navigation Update Comparisons 

NAVIGATION VECTOR ACTUAL UPDATE INITIAL UPDATE 
PARAMETER PRECEDING UPDATE VECTOR VECTOR 

Time From GRR, set 6324.05 6328.533" 6328.21 

X, m 4,248,190.5 
(13.937 x 106) 

4,242,351.0 
Wt) (13.918 x 106) 

4,239,768.0 
(13.glo x 106) 

Y, m 81,279.0 82,104.o 82,349.0 
(W (266.660 x 103) (269.367 x 103) (270.171 x 103) 

Z, m 4,x34,553.0 4,992,605.0 4.993.971.0 
m (16.353 x 106) (16.380 x 106) (16.384 x 106) 

i, m/s -5940.2 -5948.8 -5948.2 
m/4 (-19,488.6) (-19,507.O) (-19,514.9) 

i, m/s 39.1 39.3 39.7 
( ws 1 (128.3) (128.9) (130.2) 

Z. m/s 5059.4 5050.8 5048.8 
m/4 (16,598.g) (16,570.7) (16,564.l) 

2, m 6,549,770.791 6,552,128.491 6,551,500.622 
(W (21.4885 x 106) (21.4962 x 106) (21.49416 x 106) 

If, m/s 7802.886 7801.581 7802.118 
!Ws) (25,599.7) (25,595.4) (25,597.Z) 

\pogee Radius, m 6:556,125.065 6.558,422.408 
(ft) (21.5094 x 106) (21.5169 x 106) 

6.558,305.644 
(21.5165 x 106) 

'erigee Radius, m 6,549,328.458 6,552,080.3 
(ft) (21.4870 x 106) (21.4961 x 106) 

6,551,489.368 
(21.4941 x 106) 

'eriod, set 1, 5278.889 5281.94 5281.513 

tActual update time differs from loaded implementation time by 
0.322 seconds because of LVDC navigation routine characteristics. 
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Tracking information and telemetered navigation data were acquired during 
the first pass over the Canary Islands ground station and were extrapolated 
forward to 3360 seconds (0:56:00). The extrapolation of the IU navigation 
was 16,313 meters (53,520 ft) farther down range than the tracking vector 
and the projected LVDC apogee was 2.46 kilometers (1.33 n mi) below that of 
the projected tracking vector. A comparison at Camarvon at 3360 seconds 
(00:56:00) revealed differences of 14,545 meters (47,720 ft) and 2.134 kilo- 
meters (1.152 n mi). These exceeded the limits of 7268 meters (23,845 ft) 
and 1.759 kilometers (0.95 n mi) specified in FMR 7-11. The decision to 
perform a navigation update was based on Camarvon data and a tentative up- 
date vector was generated based on Camarvon tracking. The vector was up- 
linked at Goldstone to become effective at 6328.21 seconds (1:45:28.21), 
from GRR which was about the time of midpass over Vanguard. Goldstone 
tracking was then used to generate a vector for uplinking at Bermuda. The 
implementation time was the same as that loaded at Goldstone. This was a 
planned part of the procedure. The first vector was sent to assure some 
improvement. The implemented vector was based on later tracking data and 
was therefore less susceptible than the first to off-nominal vent 
perturbation. 

9.3.2 Guidance Scheme Evaluation 

Available data indicate that the events scheduled at preset times occurred 
within acceptable tolerances. All flight program routines, including 
variable launch azimuth, time tilt, iterative guidance, navigation and 
minor loop functions, were accomplished properly. Times of occurrence of 
major boost phase guidance and navigation events are shown in Table 9-7. 
Implementation of these events occurred within the one computation cycle 
tolerance following scheduled start and stop times. The navigation error 
apparent at parking orbit insertion may have accunulated during the boost 
period, but flight program navigation routines wem properly implemented 
based upon measured input data. 

9.3.2.1 First Boost Period 
. 

All first stage maneuvers were performed within predicted tolerances and 
Iterative Guidance Mode (IGM) performance for first boost was nominal. 
The steering commands telemetered during first boost are illustrated in 
Figures 9-10 and 9-11. Table 9-4 shows the terminal end conditions for 
first bum. Terminal conditions were obtained by linear forward extrapo- 
lation. 

9.3.2.2 Earth Parking Orbit 

Parking orbit guidance proceeded as expected. Table 9-8 presents the 
commanded steering angles for major events. 

Real-time radar tracking data indicated a navigation error outside the 
allowable tolerance of FMR 7-11. Analysis of the flight program response 
to input data shows that the flight program performed properly based upon 
the data received through the LVDA. 
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Table 9-7. Boost Phase Guidance Event Times 

EVENT 

Begin lcwer Clearmce (+VauJ 

Lnd lorer Cledrance (-Van) 

ComDlete lower Clearance 

Start Pitch and Roll 

End Roll 

Freeze Pitch Conwand 

Stw Pitch 

Start 101 Guidance 
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S-l! CECO 

s-11 Lmd (b.8) Elm No. I On 
and Start Artificial Tau 

fnd Artlflcidl Tau 

End Chl Freeze. Start 3rd Phase 
ICJ! and Artlficlal 1;~ 

SK Turn on 

End Artlficlal lau 
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Er,ter GN nigh Speed Cvtoff 
('hl Freeze) 

( IYB Ue:ocity Cutoff CFO 

<tart S-IYB Second Burn II34 

XK rum on 
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Table 9-8. Coast Phase Guidance Steering ComMnds at Major Events 

I Initiate OMtal 
I 

15 l 100.799 - 
Navigation I 

Post 
TLI 

Initiate Orbttal Guidance 17 l o -0.5218 
Chl Fmcze 

Initiate Orbital 17 t152.034 - 
Navlgatia 

Initiate Maneuver to 17 +152.257 O.QOOO 
Local Horizmtal 

Initiate TQE Maneuver 1; l 900.700 lw.m 

TOE~Haneuver Coqlete 17 +1200 

Initiate Lmar lwact 18 l 681.124 laD.WO 
Local Reference Ilaneum- 

-68.OW 1.4665 

- 

-86.7123 0.8978 

-12.8739 -39.6221 

-~ 
16.6986 

I 
-40.0797 
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A navigation update was commanded through ihe Goldstone telemetry station 
at T5 t4682 seconds with an imolementation time of T5 t5616.4 seconds. 
The mode and data commands making up the navigation update were properly 
stored by the flight program. After further tracking a revised naviga- 
tion update was commanded at T5 +5376 seconds with an implementation time 
the same as for the first update. The revised update properly replaced 
the original update and was implemented at the proper time. At the time 
of implementation of the update orbital time-to-go (time until start of 
T6) showed a shift of approximately 6.7 seconds. The shift in state 
vector parameLers showed a decrease in down range displacement and an 
increase in altitude. 

9.3.2.3 Second Boost Period 

Sequencing of restart preparations occurred as scheduled relative to the 
start of T6. T6 was initiated at 9641.772 seconds (2:40:41.772) after 
GRR (9624.832 seconds [2:40:24.832]). Transfer ellipse target parameters 
w<re computed and telemetered just prior to initiation of second burn IGM. 

The guidance steering commands are shown in Figures 9-12 and 9-13. 

Table 9-4 shows the terminal end conditions for the S-IVB second bum. 
Terminal conditions were obtained by linear forward extrapolation. 
Targeted values were those telemetered at GRR and at second bum IGM 
start. 

9.3.2.4 Post TLI Period 

Post TLI guidance proceeded as expected. Table 9-8 presents the corrmanded 
steering angles for some major events. 

Two lunar impact ullage bums were commanded from Mission Control Center- 
Houston (MCC-H) at 19,629 seconds (5:27:09.0) and 35,486 seconds 
(9:51:26.0). respectively. The first bum of 241 seconds duration was 
started at the commanded time of 20,760 seconds (5:46:00.0). The second 
bum was commanded to start at 36,000 seconds (lO:OO:OO.O) with a duration 
of 71 sczonds. Both bums were properly implemented by the flight program 
with the desired attitude changes occurring upon acceptance of the Digital 
Ccmmiand System (DC$) commands and the ignition and bum durations occurring 
as commanded. 

The solar heating avoidance roll maneuver was commanded at T8 +20,362 
seconds (5:39:22) followed by the Flight Control Computer (FCC) power 
off comnand at T8 t20.383 seconds (5:39:43). No further maneuver capa- 
bility existed after this time. 
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9.4 GUIDANCE SYSTEPI COMPONENT EVALUATION 

Data analysis results indicate that the LVDA and LVDC performed as pre- 
dicted for the AS-E'0 mission. Co;llponent temperatures and voltages were 
nominal. 

9.4.1 LVDC and LVDA 

Two occurrences of error mcnitor register Bit 3 indicdtions of a signal 
disagreement at the LVDA Interrupt Control Latch (INTC) were observed. 
The first occurred at GRR as a result of the GRR interrupt and the 
second occurred at GRR +5401 seconds (1:30:01) as a result of a DCS 
interrupt. As in previous missions, these signal disagreements were 
expected alld did not affect mission success. 

No indication of malfunction was observed in any hardware, including 
attitude error, telemetry, discrete, and switch selector command output 
circuitry. 

9.4.2 ST-124M Stabilized Platform Subsystem 

The ST-124M Stabilized Platform Subsystem (SPS) performed nominally 
throughout the mis ion. All electrical and environmental parameter 
data indicated operation was within previously observed operating limits. 

A velocity shift of approximately -0.25 m/s (-0.82 ft/sj in the Z axis 
at approximately -1.4 seconds was indicated by LVDA data. This was 
verified by counting pulses on oscillograms of telemetered accelerometer 
outputs, (Figure 9-9). The Z accele,ometer gyro pickoff was relatively 
quiet at the time of the velocity shift. Investigation of the cause of 
the velocity shift is in progress. 

Typical servo loop operation was indicated by the telemetry data. Minimal 
excursions were observed at liftoff (see Figure 9-14). The 5 hertz oscil- 
lations were again evident before and after S-IC CECO at approximately the 
same amplitude of previous vehicles (0.3“P-P). 

CSH separation caused the following deflections: 

x 9YW = 0.8OP-P 
Y gyro = 0.8OP-P 
Z gyro = 0.4OP-P 

The accelerometer servo loop operation appeared to be nominal. On this 
vehicle the pickoff information was telemetered on the CP-1 link only. 
Figure 9-14 depicts the excursions of the three pickoffs. As can be 
seen the Z channel was relatively quiet at -1.4 seconds. 
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As on the X-509 Ill, the inertial gimbal temperature at liftoff was 
315°K (107°F). The typical decrease in temperature occurred sfter 
liftoff, bottoming out at 309.7"K (98.0°F) at 26,700 seconds (7:25:OO.u), 
then rising to 310.7"K (99.C"F) at 42,200 seconds (11:43:20.0) (last 
data). 

The gas bearing differential and internal ambient pressures remained 
within desired limits throughout the I?ission. 

The platform AC power supply maintained broper voltages. Gyro and 
accelerometer wheel power remained constan t as depicted by the summation 
current data. 
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SECTIN 10 

CCNTROL AND SEPARATION 

10.1 SUMMARY 

The Flight Control Canputer (FCC), Thrust Vector Control (TVC) System, 
and Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) satisfied all requirements for 
vehicle attitude control during the flight. Bending and slosh dynamics' 
were adequately stabilized. The prelaunch programed yaw, roll, and pitch 
maneuvers were properly executed during S-IC boost. 

During the maximun dynamic pressure region of flight, the launch vehicle 
experienced winds that were slightly greater than the 950percentile July 
wind from a 63 degree azimuth. The maximwn average pitch engine deflec- 
tion occurred in the maximum dynamic pressure region. The maxinnan average 
yaw engine deflection occurred during the yaw maneuver for tmer clearance. 

S-K/S-II first and second plane separations were accomplished with no 
significant attitude deviations. The S-IC retro motors performed as 
expected. Separation distances were less than predicted because F-l 
engine impulse "tailoff" was higher than expected. The effect of the 
closer S-II exhaust plune at engine start resulted in a more severe 
environment at the S-IC forward LOX dome and resulted in S-IC telemetry 
system damage. Analysis indicates that with an S-IC stage having only 
four retro motors, failure of one retro motor to ignite would result in 
marginal separation distances and, in the 30 case, recontact of the two 
stages. Consequently, S-IC-11 and subsequent stages will be equipped 
with eight retro motors rather than the planned four. At Iterative 
Guidance Mode (IGM) initiation, guidance ccamnanded a pitch-down maneuver 
as predicted. The S-II retro moton and S-IVB ullage motors performed 
as expected and provided a normal S-II/S-IV6 separation. 

Satisfactory control of the vehicle was maintained durin first and second 
S-IVb bums and during coast in Earth Parking Orbit (EPO 3 . After insertion 
the maneuver to the local horizontal required a larger change in vehicle 
attitude than on previous vehicles. Propellant SlOSti activity resulting 
from this pitch maneuver was greater than previously experienced and caused 
liquid to flow into the forward portion of the LOX tank and vent through 
the LOX nonpropulsive vent. For subsequent missions this condition will 
be corrected by reducing the pitch turning rate during the maneuver. 
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During the Command and Service Module (CSM) separation from the S-IVB/ 
Instrument Unit (IU) and during the Transposition, Docking and Ejection 
(TD&E) maneuver, the control system maintained the vehicle in a fixed 
inertial attitude to provide a stable docking platfon. Following TD&E, 
S-IVB/IU attftude control was maintained during the evasive maneuver, the 
maneuver to lunar impact attitude, the LOX dump, and the APS burns. 

10.2 S-IC CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The AS-510 control system performed satisfactorily during S-IC boost. 

Because of changes in structural dynamics, the AS-510 control system 
filters were different than those of the AS-509. In addition, the control 
system gains were increased to improve wind and engine-out response. 

The peak wind speed was 18.59 m/s (35.2 knots) at 14 kilometers (7.6 n mi) 
with an azimuth of 63 degrees. This wind was greater than the 95-percen- 
tile July wind from this direction. Approximately 10 percent of the 
available pitch plane engine deflection was used (based on the average 
pitch engine gimbal angle). The S-IC outboard engines were canted as 
planned. 

All dynamics were within vehicle capability. In the region of high dynamic 
pressure the maximum angles of attack were 2.63 degrees in pitch and 1.34 
degrees in yaw. The maximum average pitch and yaw engine deflections in 
the maximum dynamic pressure region were 0.54 and 0.26 degree, respectively. 
Both deflections were due to wind shears. The absence of divergent bending 
cr slosh dynamics shows that these modes were adequately stabilized. 

. 

Vehicle attitude errors required to trim out the effects of thrust unbal- 
ance, thrust misalignment, and control system misalignments were within 
predicted envelopes. Vehicle dynamics prior to S-IC/S-II first plane 
separation were within staging requirements. 

Maximum control parameters during S-IC burn are listed in Table 10-l. 
Pitch and yaw time histories are shown in Figures 10-l and 10-2. Dynamics 
between liftoff and 40 seconds result primarily from guidance commands. 
Between 40 and 100 seconds, maximum dynamics were caused by the pitch tilt 
program, wind magnitude, and wind shears. Dynamics from 100 seconds to 
separation were caused by high altitude winds, separated airflow aero- 
dynamics, Center Engine Cutoff (CECO), and tilt arrest. The transient zt 
CEC.0 indicates that the center engine cant was 0.23 degree in pitch and 
0.0 degree in yaw. 

The attitude errors between liftoff and 20 seconds indicate that the 
equivalent thrust vecLr misalignments prior to outboard engine cant 
were -0.03, 0.07, and 0.07 degree in pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively. 
These errors are required to trim out the effects of thrust unbalance, 
offset center of gravity, thrust vector misalignment, and control system 
misalignments. The equivalent thrust vector misalignments after outboard 
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Figure 10-l. Pitch Plane Dynamics During S-IC Bum 
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Maximum Control Parameters During S-IC Flight 

ROLL PI 

AFlPLIlUDE 

-1.12 

u.cs 1 4.8 1.33 

-0.61 3.2 

1.34 82.2 

E 
RANGE 
1 I :lE 
(SEC) 

13.5 

14.3 

4.Y5 82.2 
(7b6) 

--L 

0.61 85.3 
(Z.lW) 

-- --- 

engine cant ue~ -0.02, 0.05, and 0.09 degree in pitch, yaw, and roll, 
*w ively. 

Figure 10-3 shows measured angle-of-attack time histories. 

The predicted and treasured misalignments , slow release forces, winds, and 
thrust-to-weight ratio aIp shown in Table 10-2. 

10.3 S-II CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The S-II stage attitude control system performance was satisfactory. The 
vehicle dynamics were within expectations at all times. The maximum 
values of pitch par-ten occurred in response to IGM Phase I initiation. 
The maximum values of yaw and roll control parameters occurred in response 
to S-IC/S-II separation conditions. The maximun control parameter values 
for the period of S-II bum a= shawn in Table 10-3. 

Between S-IC OECO and initiation of IGM Phase I, canuands were held 
constant. Significant events occurring during this interval ore S-W 
S-II separation, S-II stage J-2 engine start, second plane separation, 
and Launch Escape T-r (LET) jettison. Pitch and yaw dynmics during 
this interval indicated adequate control stability as shwn in Figures 
10-4 and 10-5, respectively. SteaQ, state attitudes were achieved 
within 10 seconds fran S-ICfS-II separation. 

At IGbl initiation, guidance cauzuids caused the vehicle to pitch dawn 
instead of up as for previous flights. The transient magnituQs experi- 
enced were similar to previous flights. 

At S-II CECO, the guidance routines reacted properly to the decrease in 
total thrust. Flight and simulated data comparison, Figums 10-4 and 
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Table 10-2. AS-510 Liftoff Misalignment Sumnary 

PREDICTED 3cj RANGE LAUNCH 

PARAHLTER PITCr YAW ROLL PITCH YAW ROLL 

Outboard Engine 20.34 to.34 f0.34 -0.03 0.07 0.07 
WssIigr*Aent. Qg 

Center Engine to.34 to.34 - 0.23 0.0 - 
nisslignment, deg 

Vehicle Stacking 6 to.29 to.29 0.0 0.06 -0.04 0.0 
Pad Misalignment, deg 

Attitude Error at 0.0 -0.06 0.01 
Holddan Ann Release, 

%I 

Peak Soft Release 
Force Per Rod. 2! (lbf) 

415.900 (93,500) Data not available 

Mind 

Thrust to Uei9ht Ratio 

19.55 m/s (38 knots) 
at 161.5 meters 

(530 feet) 

1.212 

6.2 m/s (12.0 knots) 
at 161.5 meten 

(530 feet) 

1.224 

Table 10-3, Maximull Control Parameters During S-II Bum 

PI TCh Plt”X vAU PLANE It011 PLANE 

PARMTEA AwLIllJof RANGE ilnt AMPLITUM RANGE TIME AMPLITWIL RANGE TlHE 
(SEC; (SEC) (SEC) ._ 

Attitude Error. deq 2.1 206.0 0.4 228.2 -2.9 164.0 

4iqular Rate. deq/s -1.1 106.5 II.1 167.0 1.4 MS.0 

Aversye Gil&ml Angle. li.9 204.5 4.3 164.5 -0.9 166.0 

&Y 
I 

10-5. show agreement at those events of greatest control system activity. 
Differences between the two can be accounted for largely by engine loca- 
tion misalignments, thrust vector misalignments, and uncertainties in 
engine thrust buildup characteristics. Based on static firing tests, the 
effective thrust misalignments were 0.0, -0.1, and 0.14 degree for the 
pitch, yaw and roll axes, respectively. 

10.4 S-IVB CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The TVC System provided satisfactory pitch and yaw control during powered 
flight. The APS provided satisfactory roll ccntrol during first and 
second bums. 
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During S-IV8 first and second bumb, control system transients were experi- 
enced at S-II/S-IVB separation, guidance initiation, Engine Mixture Ratio 
(EMR) shift, terminal guidance mode, and S-IVB Engine Cutoff (ECO). These 
transients were expected and were well within the capabilities of the con- 
trol system. 

10.4.1 Control System Evaluation During First Bum 

S-IVB first burn pitch attitude error, angular rates and actuator position 
are presented in Figu.-e 10-6. First bum yaw plane dynamics are presented 
in FiguIp 10-7. The maximum attitude errors and rates occurred at IGM 
initiation. A summary of the First burn maximun values of critical flight 
control parameters is presented in Table 10-4. 

The pitch and yaw effective thrust vector misalignments during first bum 
were 0.29 and -0.30 degree, respectively. A steady state roll torque of 
6.33 N-m (4.62 lb?-ft) counterclockwise looking forward required roll APS 
firings during first bum. The steady state roll torque experienced on 
previous flights has ranged between 61.4 N-m (45.3 lbf-ft) counterclockwise 
and 54.2 N-m (40.0 lbf-ft) clockwise. 

Propellant sloshing during first bum was observed on data obtained from 
the Propellant Utilization (PU) mass probe sensors. The propellant slosh 
did not have any noticeable effect on the operation of the attitude control 
system. 

10.4.2 Control System Evaluation During Parking Orbit 

The APS provided satisfactory orientation and stabilization during parking 
orbit. Following S-IVB first ECO, the vehicle was maneuvered to the in- 
plane local horizontal, and the orbital pitch rate was established. The 
pitch attitude error and pitch angular rate for this maneuver are shown in 
Figure 10-B. 

The maneuver to the local horizontal on AS-510 required a change in vehicle 
attitude of approximately 18 degrees in pitch (see Figure 10-8). This 
change in pitch attitude although predicted was consjderably greater than 
the 6 to 10 degree maneuvers on previous Lunar Orbit Rendezvous (LOR) 
missions and resulted from the lower altitude parking orbit -- 90 nautical 
miles as compared to 100 nautical miles on previous missions. 

Propellant slosh activity resulting from the pitch maneuver appeared to be 
greater on AS-510 than on previous missions, and the resulting large ampli- 
tude LOX slosh wave caused liquid to flow into the forward portion of the 
LOX tank. The LOX nonpropulsive vent opened at approximately 775 seconds 
GET (Time Base 5 [T5] +80 seconds) and started venting liquid at approxl- 

mately 815 seconds GET. 

The larger slosh amplitudes on AS-510 were due primarily to the larger 
pitch maneuver which took correspondingly longer to complete. Initiation 
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Table 10-4. Maximum Control Parameters Dbring S-IVB First Bum 

PlTCll PLbwC VAU PLANL ROLL PLANE 
PARAMTfR AIWLI IIJU RAW TIni PHPLITULE lwtit TIHE .WPLllUDE RNlck TIME 

(SEC) (5&C)- (l[C) , 

Atticube Error, deg 1.6) 559.5 -0.69 cJ4.b 4.49 557.3 

Angular R*te. degls -0.79 

I 

561.3 -0.20 554.0 -cl. 10 -.55 .5 

Mrxiwn tinbdl*Igle. I.0 559.5 u.75 554.5 

*9 I 
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Figure 10-8. Fitch Plane Dynamics During Parking Orbit 

of the maneuver by establishing a negative pitch rate of 0.3 degrees per 
second resu?ted in phase reinforcement of the slosh wave. However, the 
pitch rate was not arrested until after termination of the APS ullage 
engine bum. 

A simulation of LOX slosh activity during the T5 pitch maneuver was 
conducted for which it was assumed that the liquid surface was quiescent 
prior to maneuver initiation. The simulation results indicate that the 
slosh wave amplitude following the maneuver was larger by a factor of two 
than on previous missions, and the amplitude reached a maximun near the 
time that LOX was vented. 

For subsequent missions the condition will be corrected by reducing the 
comnanded pitch rate during the maneuver fmm 0.4 to 0.14 deg/s. 

10.4.3 control System Evaluation During Second Bum 

S-IVB second bum pitch attitude error, angular rate. and actuator posi- 
tion am presented in Figure 10-9. Second bum yaw plane dynamics are 
also presented in Figure 10-10. The maximum attitude errors and rates 
occurred at guidance initiation. A sunnary of the second burn maximum 
values of critical flight control parameters is presented in Table 10-5. 

Control system attitude error transients resulted from pitch and yaw 
attitude commands at the termination of the artificial Tau guidance mode 
(28 seconds before ECO). 

The pitch and yaw effective thrust vector misalignments during second burn 
were approximately 0.33 and -0.25 degree, respectively. The steady state 
roll torque during second bum ranged from 3.36 N-m (2.47 lbf-ft) clockwise 
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Table 10-5. Maximun Control Parameters During S-IVB Second Bum 

PITOI PLAN VlVli PLAIiL ROLL PLAN 

PARbWETER AMPLITUDE RAtKit TIHE AMPLITUDE - RANGE TIHE PMPLITUM RAWE TIME 
(SEC) (SEC) (SLC) 

Attitude Error. deg 2.4 10202.2 -0.79 10203.4 0.8 10320 

Angular Rate. &g/s -1.58 10215.1 0.111 lUZ@4.7 -a.1 10240 

Haxiaun Ginbal Angle. 1.3 io213.5 -a. 75 10211.3 

m 
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looking forward at the low EMR to 7.54 N-m (5.55 lbf-ft) counterclockwise 
at the 5.O:l.O EMR. 

Propellant sloshing during second bum was observed on data obtained from 
the PU mass probe sensors. The propellant slosh did not have any notice- 
able effect on the operation of the attitude control system. 

10.4.4 Control System Evaluation After S-IVB Second Burn 

The APS provided satisfactory orientation and stabilization from Translunar 
Injection (TLI) through the S-IVB/IU passive thermal control maneuver 
("Barbecue Maneuver"). Each of the planned maneuvers was nerfoned 
satisfactoriiy. 

Significant periods of interest related to translunar coast attitude con- 
trol were the maneuver to the inplane local horizontal following second 
bum ECO, the maneuver to the TD&E attitude, spacecraft separation, space- 
craft docking, lunar module ejection. the maneuver to the evasive ullage 
burn attitude, the maneuver to the LOX dunp attitude, the maneuver to the 
lunar impact ullage burn attitude, the maneuver to the vernier ullage burn 
attitude, the second maneuver to the LOX dunp attitude, and the "Barbecue 
MdneuVer.” The pitch attitude error and angular rate for events during 
which telemetry data were available are shown in Figure 10-11. 

Following S-IVB second ECO, the vehicle was maneuvered-to the inplane local 
horizontal at 10,706 seconds (2:58:26) (through approximately -26 degrees 
in pitch and -0.6 degree in yaw), and an orbital pitch rate was established. 
At 11,455 seconds (3:10:55), the vehicle was commanded to maneuver to the 
separation TD&E attitude (through approximately 120, -40, and -180 degrees 
in pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively). 

Spacecraft separation, which occurred at 12,147 seconds (3:22:27), appeared 
normal, as indicated by the relatively small disturbances induced on the 
S-IVB. 

Distrubances during spacecraft docking, which occurred at 12,830 seconds 
(3:33:50), were ia. er than on previous flights. Docking disturbances 
required 3,480 N-s 7 783 lbf-s) of impulse from Module 1 and 3,040 N-s 
(683 lbf-s) of impulse from Yodule 2. The largest docking disturbances 
on previous flights occurred on AS-508 and required 2,930 N-s (658 lbf-s) 
of impulse from Module 1 and 2,180 N-s (490 lbf-s) of impulse from Module 
2. Lunar module ejection occurred at 15,481 seconds (4:18:01) with normal 
disturbances. 

At 16,260 seconds (4:31:00), a maneuver was initiated to attain the desired 
attitude for the evasive ullage bum. This involved maneuvering from the 
TDBE yaw attitude of -39.6 degrees to +40.0 degrees. At 16,802 seconds 
(4:40:02) the APS ullage engines were camnanded on for 80 seconds to pro- 
vide the necessary separation distance between the S-IVB and spacecraft. 
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The maneuver to the LOX dump attitude was perfomd at 17,382 seconds 
(4:49:40). This was a two-axis maneuver with pitch comna&d from 179.1 
to 209.0 degrees and yaw from 40.0 to -40.0 degrees referenced to the in- 
plane local horizontal. LOX dump occurred at 18,081 seconds (5:01:21) 
and lasted for 48 seconds. 

At 19,629 seconds (5:27:09), a ground cotnnand was sent to perfoml a maneu- 
ver to the desired attitude for the APS ullage burn for lunar target 
impact. This was also a two-axis maneuver and resulted in a pitch maneuver 
change from 209.0 to 192.0 degrees and a yaw attitude maneuver change from 
-40.0 to -22.0 degrees referenced to the inplane local horizontal. At 
20,761 seconds (5:46:01) the APS ullage engines were comnanded ON for 
241 seconds to provide AV for lunar target impact. 

Beginning at 35,486 seconds (9:51:26), a series of ground corrmands were 
sent to maneuver the vehicle to the desired attitude for a vernier~lunar 
impact APS ullage bum. This maneuver was a two-axis maneuver with the 
yaw maneuver delayed 33 seconds. The maneuver resulted in a pitch atti- 
tude change from 192.0 to 28.0 degrees (in a negative direction) and a 
yaw attitude change from -22.0 to -40.0 degrees refenznced to the inplane 
local horizontal. At 36,001 seconds (lO:OO:Ol? the APS engines were 
commanded ON for 71 seconds to provide AV fcr a more accurate lunar target 
impact. 

During the period between the first and second APS ullage bum fur the 
lunar impact (approximately 22,000 seconds [6:06:40] to 35,000 seconds 
[9:43:2D]) the APS made corrections for cyclic low level lateral distur- 
bances. Figure lo-12 presents the average pitch control thruster thrust 
between the lunar impact APS ullage bums. Also shown on Figure lo-12 is 
the IU Thennal Conditioning System (TCS) water valve operation. The figure 
shows that the disturbance increased for 20 minutes after the IU TCS water 
valve was cycled open. There appears to have been a low level force after 
the 20 minute period following the opening of the water valve until the 
next water valve cycle. Figure lo-13 shows the pitch, yaw, and roll plane 
dynamics during a single IU TCS water cycle. Computer simulations of the 
IU TCS sublimator forces on the S-IV8 stage resulted in pitch, yaw, and 
roll plane dynamics similar to Figure 10-13. The one-sided attitude con- 
trol system firings were controlling a negative pitch yaw disturbing torque 
located approximately 45 degrees beGeen position planes I and Ii. 

The average lateral force on the vehicle between the lunar impact APS 
ullage bums is approximately 0.85 N (0.19 lbf). The average lateral 
force on the vehicle between the 20-minute period following the opening 
of the water valve, and the next cycle is approximately 0.36 N (0.08 lbf). 
The effect of this lateral force on the stage between the two APS ullage 
bums was sufficient to cause a significant lunar impact point perturbation, 
see Section 17. 

At 36,593 seconds (10:09:53) a series of ground comnands were sent to 
maneuver the vehicle back to the LOX dunp attitude for the passive thermal 
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control maneuver ("Barbecue Maneuver"). This maneuver was a single-axis 
pitch maneuver since the yaw attitude was already at the LOX dunp attitude. 
The maneuver resulted in a pitch maneuver change from 28.0 degrees to 
209.0 degrees (in a positive direction) referenced to the inplane local 
horizontal. 

At 37,162 seconds (10:19:22) the S-IVB was ground commanded to maneuver in 
the positive roll direction and established a corresponding roll angular 
rate of approximately 0.5 deg/s. Following initiation of the "Barbecue 
Maneuverru a Digital Command System (DCS) cormnand was received at 
37,185 seconds (10:19:45) to inhibit the IU FCC leaving the S-IV8 stage 
in a "Barbecue" or tumble mode until lunar impact. 

APS propellant consumption for attitude control hnd propellant settling 
prior to the APS bum for lunar target impact was higher than the mean 
predicted require-ements. This is attributed to the higher usage during 
T5* The total propellant (fuel and oxidizer) used prior to ullaging for 
lunar impact OV was 56.4 kilograms (124.2 lbm) and 56.5 kilograms (124.7 
lbm) for Modules 1 and 2, respectively. This was 37.4 and 37.9 pcrcerc 
of the total available in each module (approximatc:ly 149.3 kilograms 
[329 lbm]). APS propellant consumption is tabulated in Section 7. 
Table 7-5. 

10.5 INSTRUMENT UNIT CONTROL COMPONENTS EVALUATION 

The flight program minor loop implemented all guidance cormnands, providing 
satisfactory attitude error outputs through the Launch Vehicle Data 
Adapter (LVDA) to the FCC. No minor loop error telemetry occurred during 
the mission. The FCC and control rate gyros functioned satisfactorily 
throughout the mission. 

10.6 SEPARATION 

All separations and assoc'ated sequencing were accomplished as planned, 
however the S-IC/S-II separation distance at the time of S-II ignition 
was less than previous flights dnd less than predicted for the AS-510 
flight. See Figure 10-14. Changes that affected the separation distance 
were deletion of four of the eight S-IC retro motors, deletion of the 
S-II ullage motors, snc ':lqying of all events in T3 for one second to 
increase the separation distance. The difference betieen the observed 
and predicted separation distance, Figure 10-15, is attributed to a greater 
F-l engine "tailoff" impulse than that used in the separation distance 
prediction. See Figure 10-16. The F-l thrust decay was normal and not 
appreciably different from previous (AS-505 through 509) flights. The 
effect of the S-IX exhaust plune at. engine start resulted in a more severe 
environment at the S-IC fomard LOX done than seen on previous flights 
(Figure 10-17) and resulted in S-IC telemetry system damage as discussed 
in Section 15.3.2. 
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Analysis indicates that with an S-IC stage having only fotir retro motors, 
faiiure of one retro motor to ignite would result in marginal separation 
distances and, in the 30 case, recontact of the two stages. See Figure 
10-18. Consequently, S-IC-11 and subsequent will be equipped with eight 
retro motors rather th;n the planned four. 

Second plane separation occurred as predicted. There :vere no significant 
vehicle attitude disturbances attributable to the second plane separation. 
Calculations indicate that the separation dynamics were similar to previous 
flight experience and were completed at 192.4 seconds. 

S-II/S-IV3 separation was normal with nominal S-II retro motor and S-IVB 
ullage motor performance. Vehicle dynamics were well within staging limits. 

%hicle dynamics were normal during CSM separation and the TD&E maneuver. 
The vehicle maintained a stable docking platform during the docking 
attempt. 
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SECTION 11 

ELECTRICAL NETWORKS AND EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM 

11.1 SUHlARY 

The AS-510 launch vehicle electrical systems and Emergency Detection System 
(EDS) performed satisfactorily throughout all phases of flight. The S-IV9 
fomard battery No. 2 depleted sooner than on previous flights and did not 
deliver its rated capacity of 24.75 ampere hours. Operation of all other 
batteries, power supplies, inverters, Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) firing 
units and switch selectors was normal. 

11.2 S-IC STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The S-IC stage electrical system performance was satisfactory. Battery 
voltages were within performance limits of 26.5 to 32.0 vdc during powered 
flight. The battery currents were near predicted and belaw the maximum 
limits of 50 amperes for each battery. Battery power consumption was 
within the rated capacity of each battery, as shown in Table 11-l. 

Table 11-l. S-IC Stage Battery Power Consumption 

POWER CONSUMPTION* 

tiTED PERCENT 
BUS CAPACITY 

BATTERY DESIGNATION (AMP-MIN) AMP-MIN CA%ITY 

Operational lDl0 500 27.6 5.5 

Instrumentation lD20 500 88.4 17.6 

*Battery power consumptions were calculated from power transfer 
(T -50 seconds) until S-IC/S-II separation. 
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The two measuring power supplies were within the 5 20.05 vdc limit during 
powered flight. 

All switch selector channels functioned as commanded by the Instrunent 
Unit (IU) and were within required time limits. 

The separation and retranotor EBW firing units were armed and triggered as 
programed. Charging time and voltage characteristics were within perform- 
ance limits. 

The range safety camnand system EBW firing units were in the required 
state-of-readiness for vehicle destruct, had it been necessary. 

11.3 S-II STAGE'ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The S-II stage electrical system performed satisfactorily. Battery voltages 
remained within specified limits through the prelauncn and flight periods. 
Bus currents also remained within required and predicted limits. Main bus 
current averaged 32 a?zeres during S-IC boost and varied from 45 to 51 
amperes during S-II boost. Instrumentation bus current averaged 21 amperes 
during S-IC and S-II boost. Recirculation bus current averaged 89 amperes 
during S-IC boost. Ignition tus current averaged 27 amperes during the S-II 
ignition sequence, Battery power consumption was within the rated capacity 
of each battery, 9s shown in Table 11-2. 

Table 11-Z. S-II Stage Battery Power Consumption 

POWER CONfWPTION+ TEMPERATURE(OF1 

RATED PERCENT 
BUS CAPACITY 

BATTERY DESIGNATION (AMP-HR) AMP-HR CAP&TY MAX MN 

thin 2011 35 14.01 40.0 93.0 84.0 

Instrunrentat!on 2D21 35 10.21 29.2 87.0 83.0 

Recirculation No. 1 2D51 30 12.87 42.9 86.0 81.0 

Recirculation No. 2 2051 30 12.91 43.0 80.0 74.5 
and 
2D61 

battery pow!r consunptlons were calculated from activation until 
S-II/S-IV8 ,,eparation and include 6.5 to 6.9 AMP-HR consumd during 
the battery actlvrtion procedure. 

- .I- 
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The five temperature bridge power supplies, the three instrunentation 
power supplies, and the five LH2 inverters all performed within acceptable 
limits. 

All switch selector channels functioned as commanded by the IU and were 
within required time limits. 

Performance of the EBW circuitry for the separation systems was satisfac- 
tory. Firing units charge and discharge responses were within predicted 
time and voltage limits. The range safety comMnd system EBW firing units 
were in the required state-of-readiness for vehicle destruct, had it 
been necessary. 

11.4 S-IVB SVAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The S-IVB stage electrical system performance was satisfactory. The battery 
voltages, currents , and temperatu=s remained within the normal range for 
the required battery lifetime, except forward No. 2 battery which depleted 
at 25,600 seconds (07:06:40) after supplying only 89.7 perrent of the rated 
capacity. Battery voltage and currents are shown in Figulps 11-l through 
11-4. Battery pawer consumption and capacity for each battery are shawrl in 
Table 11-3. 

The three 5-vdc and seven 20-vdc excitation modules all performed within 
acceptable limits. The LOX and LH2 chilldown inverters performed satisfac- 
torily. 

All switch selector channels functioned as commanded by the IU and were 
within requi.red time limits. 

Performance of the EBW circuitry for the separation system was satisfactory. 
Firing units charge and discharge responses were within predicted time and 
voltage limits. The range safety cormand system EBW firing units were 
in the required state-of-readiness for vehicle destruct, had it been 
necessary. 

11.5 INSTRUMENT MT ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

11.5.1 Sumnary 

The IU p-r distribution network for AS-510 was modified to provide 
redundant pawer to the ST-124n platform and its associated canponents. 
The redundant power modification was accomplished by diode "DR'ing the 
6DlO and 6D30 batteries. This configuration perfonaed satisfactorily 
throughout the flight (see paragraph 11.5.2). All battery voltages, 
currents, and temperatures remained in the normal range during launch 
and coast periods of flight. Available data extend through 42,200 seconds 
(11:43:20) of the flight. Battery voltages, currents, and temperatures 
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Table 11-3. S-IVB Stage Battery Power Consumption 

r 

BATTERY 

Forward No. 1 300.0 

Forward No. 2 24.75 

Aft No. 1 300.0 

Aft No. 2 75.0 

RATZD 
CAPACITY 
(AMP-HR) 

POWER ;ONSUMPTION I 

I PERCENT OF 
AMP-HR* CAPACITY I 

150.89 50.2 

22.21** 89.7 

113.15 37.7 

32.94 43.9 

* Actual usage was computed from battery activation to I 
37,162 seconds (11:43:20). 

** The battery voltage fell below the defined depletion level of 
26.0 volts at 25,600 seconds (07:06:40). Calculations of 
actual power consumption was terminated at this time. 

are shown in Figures 11-5 through 11-8. Battery power consumption and 
capacity for each battery are shown in- Table 11-i. 

The 56-vdc power supply maintained an output voltage of 55.8 to 56.6 vdc, 
well within the required tolerance of 56 t2.5 vdc. 

The 5-vdc measuring power supply performed nominally, maintaining a 
constant voltage within specified to1 erances. 

The switch selector, electrical distributors, and network cabling 
performed nominally. 

11.5.2 Battery 6010 and 6030 Load Sharing Analysis 

The ST-124M platform and associated compon,ents requires 9.75 amperes. The 
original current sharing predictions shown in Table 11-5 were made based 
on an assumption of a SO/SO sharing ratio for the diode "OR" configuration 
between batteries 6010 and 6030. Flight data indicate a voltage difference 
existed between the 6Dll and 6D31 bus. This voltage difference requires 
correcting the predicted SO/SO assumption to an 80/20 sharing ratio basis. 
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Table 11-4. IU Battery Power Consumption 

BATTERY 

t 

6DlO 

6020 

6030 

6040 

RATED 
CAPACITY 
(AMP-HR) 

350 196.0 56.9 

350 341.5** 97.3** 

350 280.0 80.2* 

350 324.8 92.8 

POWER CONSUMPTION 

I PERCENT OF 
AMP-HR* CAPACITY 

* Actual usage was computed from battery activation to 
37,162 seconds (10:19:22). 

** The CCS transponder which was powered by the 6D20 battery was 
operatin at S-IVB/IU lunar impact which occurred at 285,882 
seconds 79:24:42). 4 Power consumption until S-iV8/IU lunar 
impact was calculated based on nominal operation. 

Table 11-5. IU Load Sharing Comparison 

BATTERY 

BUS 

6DlO 

6Dll 

ORIGINAL REVISED 
PREDICTED PREDICTED 

(AMPS) (AMPS)* 

15.38 18.01 

ACTUAL DELTA 
(AMPS)* (AMPS)* 

19.40 1.39 

6030 26.68 23.76 24.20 0.44 

6031 

l Based on flight data for first 750 seconds. 
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Throughout flight, a shifting in the currnnt sharing ratio between 6DlO 
and 6D30 batteries may be seen in Figures 11-5 through 11-8. This 
shifting is to be expected for this network configuration as the 6Dll 
and 6031 voltage differential changes. Complete shifting of the total 
redundant load to either battery is not indicated in the AS-510 flight 
data. 

11.6 SATURN v EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM (EDS) 

The performance of the AS-510 EDS was normal and no abort limits were 
exceeded. All switch selector events associated with EDS for which data 
are available were issued ?t the nominal times. The discrete indications 
for EDS events also functioned normally. The performance of all thrust 
OK pressure switches and associated voting logic, which monitors engine 
status, was nominal insofar as EOS cperation was concerned. S-II and 
S-IVB tank ullage pressures remained within the abort limits, and 
displays to the crew were normal. 

The maximum dynamic pressure difference ser,sd by the Q-ball was 
0.84 psid at 79.9 seconds. This pressure was only 27 percent of the 
EDS abort limit of 3.2 psid. 

As noted in Section 10, none of the rate gyros gave any indication of 
angular overrate in the pitch, yaw, or roll axis. The maximum angular 
rates were well below the abort limits. 
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SECTION 12 

VEHICLE PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT 

i2.1 SUMMARY 

The S-IC base heat shield was instrumented with two differential 
pressure measurements. The AS-510 flight data have trends and 
magnitudes similar to those seen on previous flights. 

The AS-510 S-II base pressure environments are consistent with the 
trends and magnitudes seen on previous flights. 

12.2 BASE PRESSURES 

12.2.1 S-IC Base Pressures 

The S-IC base heat shield was instrumented with two differential 
(internal minus external) pressure measurements. The AS-510 flight 
data, Figure 12-1, show good agreement with previous flight data with 
similar trends and magnitudes. The maximum differential pressure of 
approximately 0.20 psid occurred at an altitude of approximately 3.7 n mi. 

12.2.2 S-II Base Pressures 

The S-II stage base heat shield forward face pressures are presented in 
Figure 12-2 together with the postflight analytical values and the data 
band from previous flights. The AS-51G data compare favorably with 
previous flight data. 

Figure 12-3 presents the S-II thrust cone pressure history. The flight 
data are slightly higher than the data band of the previous flights and 
are in good agreement with the postflight analysis. 

The heat shield aft face pressures, Figure 12-4, were within the previous 
flight data band. The reduction of the J-2 engine precant angle from 
1.3 to 0.6 degree was not reflected in increased heat shield aft face 
pressures. 

12.3 S-IC/S-II SEPARATION PRESSURES 

T,ie AS-510 S-IC/S-II staging sequence was different from previous flights. 
The resulting forward skirt pressure environment was greater than previ- 
r?~sl:# experienced. A detailed discussion of the staging conditions and 
incmased pressure environment is found in Section 10-6. 
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SECTION 13 

VEHiCLE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

13.1 SUMMARY 

The AS-510 S-IC base region thermal environments exhibited trends and 
magnitudes similar to those seen on previous flights. 

The base thermal environments on the S-II stage were consistent with the 
trends and magnitudes seen on previous flights and were well below design 
limits. 

Aerodynamic heating environments and S-IV6 base thermal environments were 
not measured on AS-510. 

13.2 S-IC BASE HEATING 

Thermal environments in the base region of the AS-510 S-IC stage were 
recorded by two total calorimeters and two gas temperature probes which 
were located on the base heat shield. The sensing surfaces of the total 
calorimeters were mounted flush with the heat shield surface. The base 
gas temperature sensing surfaces were mounted at distances aft of the 
heat shield surface of 0.25 inch (COOSO-106) and 2.50 inches (COO52-106). 
Data from these instruments are compared with AS-509 flight data and are 
presented in Figures 13-1 and 13-2. The AS-510 data exhibit similar 
trends and magnitudes as previous flights. The maximum recorded total 
heating rate was approximately 24.67 Btd/ft2-s and occurred at an alti- 
tude of 10.8 n mi. The maximun gas temperature was approximately 1664OF, 
recorded 2.5 inches aft of the heat shield, at an altitude of 11.3 n mi. 
in general, CECO on AS-510 produced a spike in the thermal environment 
data with a magnitude and duration similar to previous flight data. 

Ambient gas temperatures under the engine cocoons (measurements CO242-101 
through CO242-105) were within the band of previo!rs flight data and 
within predicted values. These temperatures are shown in Figure 13-3. 

13.3 S-I I BASE HEATING 

Figure 13-4 presents the AS-510 total heating rate throughout S-II burn, 
as recorded by transducer CO722-206 on the aft face of the base heat 
shield. The postfl'ght analytical curve for this transducer and the 
previous fliaht data band are also shown for comparison. The analytical 
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Figure 13-3. S-IC Ambient Gas Temperature Under Engine Cocoon 

heat rate represents the theoretical response of the transducer to the 
total thermal environment reflected by thermal math models. Key flight 
parameters relating to engine performance, engine position, and reference 
temperatures are used in the postflight analysis. The math models are 
based OF both thecretical and empirical postulates. The flight data for 

@ AS-510 are higher than that recorded during previous flights. This was 
expected since the J-Z engine precant on the S-II-10 stage was reduced 
from 1.3 degrees to 0.6 degree. Due to the uncertainty of engine 
deflections during the period CEC3 to performance mixture ratio shift, 
no attempt was made to predict the effect of CECO on heat shield aft 
face heating rates. The flight measured heating rates were well below 
the maximum design allowable values. 

Figure 13-5 shows the AS-510 flight data and postflight analysis of the 
heat shield recovery temperature transducer, CO731-206. The analytical 
temperature curve represents a calculated transducer reading based on 
math models using key flight parameters. The gas recovery temperature 
is an analytically derived value computed from the flight measurement 
datG. Note that the flight values are the probe temperatures and not 
iile 32s recovery temperatures. The AS-510 flight gas recovery tempera- 
ture values were expected to be on the high side of the previous flight 
data due to the reduction of the S-II-10 stage J-2 engine precant angle. 
Figure 13-5 shows that this is not substantiated by the flight data. 
However, as indicated by the data envelope from previous frights, a 
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considerable probe temperatur, 0 variation exists between different flights 
which cannot be explained by the variation of the parameters considered 
in the analysis alone. Also, since the initial temperature is below the 
probe range, it is not possible to determine if the probe temperature is 
biased. 

Figure 13-6 shows the AS-510 flight data and postflight analysis of the 
heat shield aft radiation heat rate. The analytical radiation heat rate 
represents the heat rate at the transducer location and is derived from 
a math model. Good agreement is obtained between flight and the post- 
flight analytical values and with previous flight data. 

There were no structural temperature measurements on the base heat shield 
and only three thrust cone forward surface temperature measurements in 
the base region. To evalluate the structural temperatures on the aft 
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surface of the heat shield, a postflight analysis was performed using 
maximum AS-510 postflight analysis base heating rates. The maximum 
postflight analysis temperature was 950°F which compares favorably with 
previous flights, and was well below the maximum design temperatures of 
1460°F (no engine out) and 1550°F (one control engine out). The effec- 
tiveness of the heat shield and flexible curtair& Mas evidenced by the 
relatively low tenlperatures recorded on the thrust cone forward surface. 
The maximum measured temperature on the thrust cone forward surface was 
29°F The measured temperatures were well below design values. 

13.4 VEHICLE AEROHEATING THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

Aerodynamic heating environments were not measured on the AS-510 S-IC 
stage. Due to the similarity in the trajectory, the aerodynamic heating 
envjronments are believed to be approximately the same as previous flight 
environments. Flow separation on the AS-510 vehicle was observed from 
ground optical data (Melbourne Beach) to occur at approximately 
110 seconds. The forward point of flow separation versus flight tir;le is 
presented in Figure 13-7. The effects of CECO during the AS-510 flight 
were similar to previous ilights. At higher altitudes the measured 
location of the forward point of flow separation is questionable due to 
loss of resolution in the ground optical data. 

13.5 S-It/S-II SEPARATION ThERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

The AS-510 S-IC/S-II staging sequence was different from previms flights. 
The resulting forward skirt thermal environment was more severe than pre- 
vioausly experienced. A detailed discussion of the staging conditions and 
thermal environment is found in Section 10-6. 
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SECTION 14 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEKS 

14.1 SLPIMARY 

The S-IC stage forward compartment ambient temperatures were maintained 
above the minimum performance limit during AS-510 countdown. The S-IC 
stage aft compartment envircnmental conditioning system perfrJrmed 
satisfactorily. 

The S-II thermal control and compartment conditioning system appa**ently 
performed satisfactorily since the ambient temperatures external to the 
containers were normal, and there were no problems with the equipment in 
the containers. 

The Instrument Unit (IU) Environmental Control System (ECS) performeo 
satisfactorily for the duration of its mission. Coolant temperatures, 
pressures, and flowrates were maintained within the required limits. 

14.2 S-IC ENVIRONMENTAL CONTRDL 

The S-IC stage forward skirt ECS has three phases of operation durinn 
prelaunch operations. When onboard electrical systems are energized, 
but prior to cryogenic loading, conditioned air is used to maintain 
the desired environment. When cryogenic loading begins, warmed GN2 is 
substituted for the conditioned air. The third phase uses a warmer 
GN: flow to offset the cooling effects caused by S-II stage J-2 engine 
thrust chamber chilldown. All three phases functioned satisfactorily 
as evidenced by ambient temperature readings. 

The most severe prelaunch forward cumpartment thermal environment 
(-77°F at CO206-120) occurred during J-2 engine chilldown and was 
above the minimum perff,rmance limit of -90°F. During flight the 
lowest forward compartment temperature measured was -135.6"F at 
instrument location CO206-120. 

After the initiation cri is! loading, the temperature in the vicinity of 
the battery (12KlO) decreased to 65°F which is within the battery 
qualification limits of 3'5 to 95°F. The temperature increased to 79°F 
at liftoff. Just prior to liftoff, the other ambient temperatures ranged 
from 70°F at instrument location CO203-115 to 90.3"F at instrument loca- 
tion CO205-115. During flight the lowest aft compartment temperature 
recorded was 60.8"F at instrument location CO203-115. 
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14.3 S-II ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

The engine compartment conditioning system maintained the ambient 
temperature and thrust cone surface temperatures within design ranges 
throughout the launch countdown. The system also maintained an inert 
atmosphere within the compartment as evidenced by the abpence of H2 or 
02 indications on the hazardous gas monitor. 

No equipment container temperature measurements were taken. However, 
since the ambient measurements external to the containers were satis- 
factory and there were no problems with the equipment in the containers, 
it is assumed that the thermal control system performed adequately. 

14.4 IU ENVIRONMENTAL CSNTROL 

14.4.1 Thermal Conditioning System 

Performance of the IU Thermal Conditioning System (TCS) was satisfactory 
throughout flight. The temperature of the coolant supplied to the cold- 
plates and internally cooled cmponents was continuously maintained 
within the required 45 to 68°F temperature band. 

Figure 14-1 shows the TCS coolant control temperature (COO15-601) out to 
41,000 seconds (11:23:20). The range of measurement COO15-601 does not 
allow reading the minimum coolant temperature; however, extrapolation of 
the data indicates that the coolant temperature did not drop below the 
specification limit. 

Sublimator performance during ascent is presented in Figure 14-2. The 
water control valve opened at approximately 183 seconds allowing water 
to flow to the sublimator. Significant cooling of the sublimator was 
evidenced at approximately 215 seconds at which point the temperature 
of the coolant began to rapidly decrease. This high cooling rate during 
the first 120 seconds after water valve opening ia typical of a fast 
starting sublimator. At the first thermal switch sampling (480 seconds) 
the coolant temperature was below the actuation point, hence the water 
valve was closed. At the second thermal switch sampling, the coolant 
temperature was still below the actuation point and the water valve 
remained closed. 

Figure 14-1 shows temperature control parameters over the time span for 
which data has been received. Sublimator cooling was nominal as evidenced 
by normal (COO15-601) coolant temperature cycling through 40,COO seconds 
(11:06:40) into the flight. Following water valve closure at approxi- 
mately 20,580 seconds (05:43:00) the water line pressure, as indicated by 
measurement 30043-601, leveled off at about 0.72 psia rather than 
continuously decreasing to zero as normally observed during the sublimator 
drying out cycle. The indicated pressure remained at this level until the 
water valve reopened at approximately 22,680 seconds (06:18:00), at which 
time tiic indicated pressure rose to approximately 3.0 psia. Once the 
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Figure 14-2. IU Sublimator Performance During Ascent 

water valve closed at approximately 22,980 seconds (06:23:00), the 
indicated pressure decreased to a level of 1.95 psia and remained at 
this level throughout the remaining data even though several water 
valve cycles were experienced. At the time of each occurrence and 
thereafter, sublimator cooling was evidenced by cycling of coolant 
control temperature, water inlet temperature, and water flowrate. The 
water line temperature sensor indicated a value less than 32°F just 
prior to the initial and final leveling off of pressure (D0043-601). 
This suggests that the probable cause for the pressure inconsistency 
was ice formation at or on the pressure transducer. Such an inconsis- 
tency could occur if the water immediately adjacent to the transducer 
diaphragm were to freeze leaving a small hole which allowed the pressure 
to instantaneously increase during the next water valve cycle and allow- 
ing more water to reach the transducer diaphragm. The water induced 
through the small hole could freeze, completely sealing off the trans- 
ducer diaphragm with a positive pres,ure entrapped. Tnis ice blockage 
would physically prevent the diaphragm from returning to its undistended 
(zero pressure) position. In any case, the erroneous pressure indication 
had no effect on TCS operation. 
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Hydraulic performance of the TCS was as expected throughout the ti.-ie 
period for which data have been evaluated. System flowrates and pressures 
are presented in Figure 14-3. No significant changes in performance were 
noted throughout this time span. 

The TCS GN2 supply pressure decay, which is indicative of GN2 usage rate, 
was nominal, as shown in Figure 14-4. 

All component temperatures remained within their expected ranges through- 
out the primary IU mission, (Figure 14-5) and continued under ECS control 
throughout the time span for which data have been evaluated. 

The thermal shrouds were effective in shielding the Ill components from 
solar heating as evidenced by the low-normal component temperatures. This 
is especially significant since the IU was never in the earth's shadow 
after 10,200 seconds (02:50:00). 

14.4.2 ST-124M-3 Gas Bearing System (GBS) 

The gas bearing system pe rfonance was nominal throughout the IU 
mission. Figure 14-6 dep 
(DOOll-603) and platform 

icts ST-i24M-3 platform pressure differential 
internal ambient pressure ;D0012-603). 

The GBS GN2 supply sphere 
Figure 14-7. 

pressure decay was nominal, as shown in 

Figure 14-3. IU KS Hydraulic Performance 
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Figure 14-4. IU TCS GN2 Sphere Pressure 

Figure 14-5. Selected IU Component Temperatures 
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Figure 14-6. IU Inertial Platform GN2 Pressures 

Figure 14-7. IU GBS GN2 Sphere Pressure 
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SECTION 15 

DATA SYSTEMS 

15.1 SUMMARY 

All data systems performed satisfactorily throughout the flight. Flight 
measurements from onboard telemetry were 99.8 percent reliable. 

Telemetry performance was normal except that the S-IC telemetry was lost 
after S-IC/S-II separation. Radio Frequency (RF) propagation was generally 
good, though the usual problems due to flame effects and staging were 
experienced and an additional dropout occurred when S-II stage flame 
impinged on the S-IC stage at S-II sta e ignition. Usable VHF data were 
received until 23,225 seconds (6:27:05 s . The Secure Range Safety Command 
Systems (SRSCS) on the S-IC, S-II, and S-IVB stages were ready to perform 
their functions properly, on comnand, if flight conditions during launch 
phase had required destruct. The system properly safed the S-IVB on a 
comnand transmitted from Bermuda (BDA) at 701.5 seconds. The performance 
of the Command and Communications System (CCS) was excellent. Usable CCS 
telemetry data were received to 48,240 seconds (13:24:00) at which time 
the telemetry subcarrier was inhibited. Ascension (ACN), Canary Island 
(CYI), Goldstone (GDS), Madrid (MAD), and Merritt Island Launch Area 
(MILA) were receiving CCS signal carrier at S-IVB/IU lunar impact at 
285,882 seconds (79:24:42). Good tracking data were received from the 
C-Band radar, with Carnarvon (CRa) indicating final Loss of Signal (LOS) 
at 53,358 seconds (14:49:18). 

The 58 ground engineering cameras provided good data during the launch. 

15.2 VEHICLE MEASUREMENT EVALUATION 

The AS-510 launch vehicle had 1353 measurements scheduled for flight; 
three measurements were waived prior to start of the automatic countdown 
sequence leaving 1350 measurements active for flight. Three measurements 
failed during flight resulting in an overall measurement system reliability 
of 99.8 percent. 

A sumnary of measurement reliability is presented in Table 15-l for the 
total vehicle and for each stage. The waived measurements, failed 
measurements, and partially failed measurements are listed by stage in 
Tables 15-2 and 15-3. None of these listed failures had any significant 
impact on postflight evaluation. 
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MEASUREMENT s-IC S-II S-IVB INSTRUMENT TOTAL 
CATEGORY STAGE STAGE STAGE UNIT VEHICLE 

Scheduled 

Waived 

Failures 

Partial 
Failures 

Questionable 

Reliability, 
Percent 

Table 15-1. AS-510 Measurement Sumnary 

296 

3 

0 

5 

0 

100.0 

553 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 

275 

0 

3 

2 

0 

98.9 

229 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100.0 

15.3 AIRBORNE VHF TELEMETRY SYSTEM EVALUATION 

15.3.1 Performance Sutmnary 

Performance of the eight VHF telemetry links was generally satisfactory, 
however, as indicated in Table 15-4, several data dropouts occurred. 

All inflight calibrations occurred as programed and were within 
specifications. 

Data degradation and dropouts were experienced at various times during 
boost, as on previous flights, due to the attenuation of RF signals. 
Signal attenuation was caused by main flame effects, S-IC/S-II staging, 
S-II ignition, and S-II second plane separation. In addition to the 
normal expected data dropouts at S-K/S-II separation, an unexpected 
data dropout was experienced approximately three seconds after separation 
and S-IC telemetry was lost at 164.7 seconds. On AS-510 the expected 
dropout occurred at about 161.3 seconds followed by a second dropout 
observed in all stage telemetry channels at approximately 164 seconds. 
The apparent cause was a reflected plume effect when the S-II stage 
flame impinged on the S-IC stage, since the S-IC was closer to the S-II 
engines at ignition than on previous missions. Loss of this data, how- 
ever, posed no problem since losses were of such short duration as to 
have little or no impact on flight analysis. The second unexpected 
dropout was the loss of both S-IC telemetry links at 164.7 seconds. 
This occurrence is discussed in paragraph 15.3.2. 
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Table 15-2. AS-520 Flight Keasurements Waived Prior to Flight 

HEASUF!E14ENT 
NUMBER i 

f4EASUREHENT TITLE NATURE OF FAILURE REMRKS 

S-IC STAGE 
1 

LOOOZ-119 

LOOlO-119 

LOOl3-119 

LOX Level 
Positlon 

Sensor Segment, 
I 

Segment Identificrtlon 
Position II 

LOX Level 
Position 

Time Correlation 
I 

Shorted Probe 
Se-et or Cebling 
Inside LOX lrnk 

:horted Probe 
Segmnt or Crbllng 
Inside LOX Tank 

Shorted Probe 
Se-It or Cebllng 
Inside LOX Tent 

KSC Uefver l-B-510-4 

KS? YIlver l-B-510-4 

KSC M4lver l-B-510-( 

Table 15-3. AS-510 Measurement Malfunctions 

TIM OF 
.ILASUREM!II OURATI~ 

MUWEB MEASuREHEN TITLE !lAWNE OF FAILURL FAILURE 
SAlISFACTOll~ RWARKS 

WERATlal 

co199-401 

COZII-401 

KOllZ-404 

MlWl-118 

ccm3-102 

COWSIM 

KOlZ4-I20 

raw-IO2 

T 

I 

I+ASWE~NT FAILURES. S-IVB STAGE 

Tewerrtu~, Thrust 
Chr&-?r J4cket 

SIW resDonsc co 
t-rKhm change 

-ml scccmQ Prior to 
-m 
secmds 

Probably the ,,,I~ of 
hhquste sensor-to- 
jacket therv1 contact 

Pressure-Oaldlzer Pq oatr Offset. er-rtic -100 seconds Prior to TmmdrpWly 
Inlet. Cl Coupled durin) burn periods -loo semitlw to them1 

seconds 4hakWerhuldtty 

Ewit. Fuzl 
Prewln Closed 

Failed to indicate 
"closed" mhen LIR- 
rrlvcs YCR closed 

m  seconds Prior to 
9m4 
semnds 

Preb4bly due to high 
contact nslstancc in 
tllkback n icrosuitch 

PARTIAL rCASIiREMe1 FAILUES. S-IC STABE 

Accclcratlon. 
Longitudinal 

I 

I 
Rectification crmr at 

I 

-2.5 ta II 
lIftoff SCCCWldS 

Tcqcrrture . 
lulbine knitold. 
EngIn No. 2 

rogcratun. 
lbrbtn Illnlfold. 
EnpIne Ilo. 4 

LOX Tar* vent valve 

ru- RPM 

Failed 
Off scale hi* 

Failed 
Off sc4lc high 

osta norry 

oatl l rrrtlc 

45 seconds 

5 to 145 
secmds 

0 to 96 
rccmds 

20 seconds 

P1IIlIAL f4HWftEl(tllT FAiLaS. S-11 ST1y 

1Yl sccmds 

45 secmds 

21 sccmds 

65 seconds 

20 seconds 

Pressure u114* 
Cmtrol Lher 
I@. 2-4 

oata crratlc. 
Should bc nm cl4 

25.400 
seconds 

12.4W 
secondl 

Prier In 
12.400 

ScCollQ 

Probable transducer 
hllurr 

noisy witch coet4cts 

sole us4ble data after 
20 second3 

PmWabIe trmsdwcr 
eliHer fallwe 

P&able tnmhucr 
or tms&cr 
qll flcr ta1lu-c 
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Table 15-4. AS-510 Launch Vehicle Telemetry Links 

LINK FREQUENCY FLIGHT PERIOD 
WZI MODULATIoN STAGE (RANGE TIME. SEC) PERFORMANCE SUWARY 

4F-1 

4P-1 

256.2 FM/FM s-IC 0 to 164.7 Data Dropouts 

244.3 PCM/FM s-IC 0 to 164.7 Range Time (set) Duration (set: 

161.4 1.5 
164.5 
164.7 kf5Pfr;9rW 

. . 

SF-1 

SF-2 

)P-1 

241.5 FM/FM S-II 0 to 800 Data Dropouts 

234.0 FM/FM S-11 0 to 800 Range Time (set) Duration (set) 

248.6 PCM/FM S-11 0 to 800 136.5 0.8 
137.6 

I 163.9 161.3 z-: 3:1 
168.7 0.6 
192.4 1.4 

:P-1 258.5 PCM/FM S-IV8 Flight Duration Data Dropouts 

Range Time (set) Duration (set) 

161.3 
16b.5 ::: 

DF-1 

DP-1 

DP-1B 
itiS) 

250.7 FM/FM 13 

245.3 PCM/FH Iu 

2282.5 PC&J/FM IU 

Flight Duration Data Dropouts 

Flight Duration Range Time (set) Duration (set) 

161.1 @P-l) 0.9 'light Duration 
163.0 (DP-18) 
164.6 @P-l) 
193.0 (DP-18) 

The performance of S-IVB and IU VHF telemetry systems was normal during 
earth orbit, S-IVB second burn, alrd final coast. Usable VHF telemetry 
data were received to 2?,680 seconds (6:18:00) for the IU VHF and tc 
23,225 seconds (6:27:05) for the S-IVB VYF telemetry system. A summer 
of available VHF telemetry coverage showing Acquisition of Signal (AOS J 
and LOS for each St&ion is shown in Figure 15-l. 
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Figure 15-1. VHF Telemetry Coverage Smnary 

15.3.2 S-IC Telemetry Data Loss After Separation 

The S-IC stage AP-1 and AF-1 telemetry links RF signal degraded to a 
level that caused data dropout at about 164.7 seconds, shortly after 
S-IC/S-II separation. Weak S-IC stage RF signals continued to be 
received at ground stations up to 225 seconds. The continuing RF signal 
indicated that S-IC stage transmitters were functioning but antenna gain 
was severely attenuated. The received signal strengths were about the 
levei to be expected from the RF radiating from a coaxial cable without 
ant2nna. It appears the problem occurred in the RF link between S-IC 
RF canister and antennas. Previous flights have experienced random 
instru;nentation losses in the S-IC forward skirt area due to the pressure 
and temperature environment during separation. The more severe environ- 
ment (see paragraph 10.6) created by slower S-IC/S-II separation appar- 
ently damaged the equipment associated with RF output. Possible 
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failure modes are: (1) Severed RF coaxial cables; (2) Shorted RF coaxial 
cables; (3) Failure within cable bundle to RF canister applying power 
to coaxial switch; and (4) Damage to RF canister. 

Since S-IC stage operational telemetry is not required after separation, 
there is no impact on RF system for subsequent flights. 

15z4 C-BAND RADAR SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The C-Band radar performed satisfactorily during flight, although several 
of the ground stations axperienced problems with their equipment which 
caused some loss of signal. The phase front disturbance reported on 
previous missions occurred only once ana was not as severe as on some 
previous missions. 

The BDA FPQ-6 and FPS-16 radar reported a large amount of modulation- on 
the downlink signal during launch, however, this did not affect tracking. 

The Carnarvon ground station had acquisition problems during the second 
revolution. This was due to initially locking on a sidelobe. 

MILA achieved late acquisition during Translunar Coast (TLC) because of 
antenna pointing problems; however, once MILA acquired the signal, lhey 
maintained track for 9.5 hours. Carnarvon was the last station to main- 
tain track and indicated final LOS at 53,358 seconds (14:49:18). 

A sumnary of available C-Band radar coverage showing AOS and LOS for each 
station is shown in Figure 15-2. 

15.5 SECURE RANGE SAFETY COWND SYSTEMS EVALUATION 

Telemetered data indicated that the ccmnand antennas, receivers/decoders, 
Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) networks, and destruct controllers on each 
powered stage functioned properly during flight. They were in the 
required state-of-readiness if flight conditions during the launch had 
required vehicle destruct. Since no arm/cutoff or destruct commands 
were required, all data except receiver signal strength remained unchanged 
during the flight. Power to the S-iVB stage range safety connand systems 
was cut off at 701.5 seconds by ground command from BDA, thereby deacti- 
vating (safing) the.systems. 

15.6 COMMAND AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM EVALUATION 

The performance of the CCS was excellent. No onboard equipment mal- 
functions occurred. Ground stations were able to acquire and maintain 
two-way lock with the CCS until S-IVB/IU lunar impact. 

The RF portion of the CCS performed satisfactorily with minor exceptions 
during boost, earth orbit, and translunar coast. Downlink data dropouts 
occurred during S-IC/S-II staging and at S-II second plane separation. 
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Figure 15-2. C-Band Radar Coverage Smlary 
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Other downlink dropouts were caused by vehicle antenna nulls, multipath 
effects, and station handover. None of these dropouts caused any signif- 
icant loss of data. 

Uplink dropouts occurred during S-lC!S-II staging and at S-II second 
plane separation. The usual ground station handover dropouts during 
TLC were of extremely short duration. 

The last CCS telemetry data were received at 48,240 seconds (13:24:00) 
when the telemetry subcarrier was inhibited by a scheduled switch 
selector command. ACN, CYI, GDS, MAD, and MILA indicated tracking LOS 
at lunar impact at 285,882 seconas (79:24:42). A sumnary of CCS coverage 
giving AOS and LOS for each station is shown in Figure 15-3. 

The performance of the command section of the CCS was satisfactory. All 
ground commands were accepted by the onboard equipment on the first 
transmission. The multi-word lunar impact cotmnands were transmitted in 
the Message Acceptance Pulse (MAP) override mode so that command trans- 
mission would not be interrupted. The CCS command history is shown in 
Table 15-5. 

15.7 GROUND ENGINEERING CAMERAS 

In general, ground camera coverage was good. Fifty-eight items were 
received from KSC and evaluated. Seven items had unusable timing. As 
a result of these seven failures, system efficiency was 88 percent. 
Tracking coverage was excellent, with all cameras acquiring data. 
Specific emphasi 's was given to the modified separation sequence of 
the S-IC/S-II stages and the flame impingement on the S-IC upper dare. 
The separatioil rate of the stages was reduced from Melbourne Beach 
tracking films. 
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Table 15-5. Command and Communication System Command History, AS-510 

FANGE TIME T~il.NSP!TT!'~G COw4NC NLMIER OF YORDS REMARKS 
SECOYCS HRS:MlN5:5ECS ' SlATICN TRAN5WlTTEO 

- 
5,377 1 29.37 GOS N8vlgdtion Update (NU) Y  Accepted 

5.401 1.30 33 its Sector Curno for NU 3 AcLPvtec 

6.071 1.41:ll BOA 'lavlgatlon Update 36 Accevtec 

6.118 1.41 58 83A Sector ?ump for NU 3 kievted 

Ib.‘"U G.-i CO !J;: "2:: 9t'ltude Maneuver I Accepted 

16,sno -40 00 %I0 :a In1 t1ate 1 Accepted 

19,629 5 27.09 IaD lunar lmaact (5 hr 30 min) 8 Acccvted 

19.665 5 27~45 MAD Lunar lmcact Dumps 28 Accepted 

22.123 ' 6 f> 43 MAD Set Antenna Lou Gdio I Accepted 

29.967 3 19-27 GD5 LCX VPV Valve UnlAtch and 9 Accepted 
C!OS.Sd 

29,933 3 19:49 GOS LLy Latc'l Relief Valve 9 Accepted 
Unlatch and Closed 

30.309 3 20.0? GS5 w2 Tank went 35: 9 Accepted 
Close Cycle 

30.027 a:20-27 GD5 LJX Tank vent 351 9 Accepted 
Close Cycle 

12.281 8:58:01 CD5 LH2 Latch Relief Vrlve 21 Accepted 
Own and Latch 

32.341 3:59:01 GD5 LOX NPY Valve Open 21 Accepted 
and Latch 

14.979 9:42:59 GO5 Set htemas Cnmi 1 Accepted 

35,466 5 5l:i6 CD< 2nd Lunar Im 
Y  

act Zum 8 
(10 hr 0 ain 

Accepted 

15,492 9.51:32 GOS 2nd Lunar Bum Impact 8 Accepted 

15.497 9:51.17 GO5 2-d Lundr lmp4ct Bum B Accepted 

35.502 9:51.42 CD5 2nd Lunar Imprct Eum a Acccpred 

35.507 9:51:47 :m 2nd Lunar lnpixt Burn a Accepted 

35.519 9:51:59 Gm 2nd Lunar Impact Bum 8 Accepted 

15.671 9:54:11 Gm 2nd Lunar Imct Dups 28 Accepted 

l6.593 10:09:53 CDS Lunrr Impact +30 deg 8 
01 t:)! 

Accepted 

36.598 10:09:58 GD5 Lunrr Imct +3a dq 8 
Pitch 

Accepted 

36.603 10:10:33 tm Lpy.:; Iwact l m dq 8 Accepted 

16.607 l0:10:07 GOS p,r Impact +30 dq 8 Accept& 

l6.612 10:10:12 Gm pm; lwct *lo deg 8 Accepted 

16.617 10:10:17 GOS :unf; Impact +Y) dq 8 Accepted 
L 

17.162 10:19:22 Gm 31 dag Lunar 1-t 8 
Roll 

AcccDted 

j7.183 10:19:43 GDS FCC be+ 'A' Off 3 Acceptad 

31.193 10:19:53 GOS FCC Pmer 'B' Off 3 Accepted 
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SECTION 16 

MASS CHARACTERISTICS 

16. SUMMARY 

Total vehicle mass, determined from postflight analysis, was within 
0.52 percent of prediction from ground ignition through S-IVB stage 
final shutdown. This small variation indicates that hardware weights, 
propellant loads and propellant utilization during powered flight were 
close to predicted values. 

16.2 MASS EVALUATION 

Postflight mass characteristics are compared with final predicted mass 
characteristics (MSFC Memorandum S&E-ASTN-SAE-71-60) and the final 
operational trajectory (MSFC Memorandum S&E-AERO-FMT-95-71). 

The postflight mass characteristics were determined from an analysis of 
all available actual and reconstructed data from S-IC ignition through 
S-IVB second burn cutoff. Dry weights of the launch vehicle are based 
on actual stage weighings and evaluation of the weight and balance log 
books (MSFC FOG 998). Propellant loading and utilization was evaluated 
from propulsion system performance reconstructions. Spacecraft data 
were obtained from the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC). 

Differences in dry weights of the inert stages and the loaded spacecraft 
were all within 0.39 percent of predicted, which was well within accept- 
able limits. 

During S-IC burn phase, the total vehicle mass was less than predicted 
by 3677 kilograms (8107 lbm) (0.13 percent) at holddown arm release, and 
by 3086 kilograms (6804 lbm) (0.37 percent) at S-IC/S-II separation. 
These differences are attributed to S-IC stage burn characteristics, dry 
weight, and propellant loading. S-IC burn phase total vehicle mass is 
shown in Tables 16-1 and 16-2. 

During S-II burn phase, the total vehicl,? mass was more than predicted 
by 575 kilograms (1269 lbm) (0.09 percent) at ignition, and by 595 kilo- 
grams (1312 lbm) (0.28 percent) at S-II/S-IVB separation. These 
differences are due primarily to S-II and S-IVB stage propellant loading 
which was higher than predicted. Total vehicle mass for the S-II burn 
phase is shown in Tables 16-3 and 16-4. 
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Total vehicle mass during both S-IVB burn phases, as shown in Tables 16-5 
through 16-8, was within 0.33 percent of the predicted values. A differ- 
ence of 140 kilograms (309 lbm) (0.08 percent) from predicted at first 
burn ignition was due largely to a greater than predicted propellant 
loading. The difference at completion of second burn was 216 kilograms 
(475 lbm) (0.33 percent), reflecting a larger than expected LOX residual. 
Total vehicle mass at spacecraft separation was 236 kilograms (520 lbm) 
(1.43 percent) greater than predicted. 

A summary of mass utilization and loss, both actual and predicted, from 
S-IC stage ignition through spacecraft separation is presented in 
Table 16-9. A comparison of actual and predicted mass, center of 
gravity, and moment of inertia is shown in Table 16-10. 
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Table 16-1. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IC Burn Phase--Kilograms 
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635, 635. 
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‘3. 

3b. 
2d5. 
635. 
513. 
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Table 16-2. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IC Burn Phase--Pounds 
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Table 16-3. Total Vehicle Mass--S-II Bum Phase--Kilograms 
-I_--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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1-1 TION *li INSTAGE EwilrrE cutwc 5WARAl ml 

~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~----~~-~~-~~~~~~---~~-~~-~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~~~ 

PM0 ACT PREO ACT mm UT PnEO ACT PtlED AC1 
---_---------------_------------------------------------------------__---_----- 

MWE lI*E-SEC -*.ss 3.30 1*2.39 lb3.00 wr.39 lbr.90 Sb9.bS %9&b SS0.W 9w.10 
---__-----_-_---------_-_---------------------------------------------~------------------ - 

I-IC/S-II WALL IS b1b. LIS. 0. 0. 0. 
5-ICIS-11 LAME IS 3319. 3504. 3515. 35OI. 35,X: 3501. 
5-ICIS-I I PRWIUAWT 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. n. 

._ - -  

- - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - _ _  

TOtAiL S-lC1S-11 I.5 4132. 0119. 3513. 3504. 3515. 3SOI. 
- - - - - - - m - - - - - - - - - m -  .- .e 

MI STAGE 
LOI IN TAM 

39720. 
37097b. 

LOI UELW TANK 
LOX ULLAOC GAS 

FUEL 111 1-K 
CULL OfLOU TAM 
FUEL ULLAGE GAS 
INSULAtION WAGE 9AS 

CAOST 

737. 
IS9. 

7,974. 
106. 

35790. 
3193b9. 

137. 
151. 

72000. 

35720. 
3709?b. 

731. 
159. 

71917. 

110. 
b.. 

0. 

0. 

35720. 39790. 

SW. 690. 

10.. 
b3. -c3. 
17. 17. 

206. 206. 

--------_ 

35190. 

3793b9. 
731. 
1st. 

71991. 
111. 

b3. 
0. 
0. 

.-----mm 

3S720. 
37OSZb. 

000. 

1b1. 
71?35. 

127. 
bS. 

0. 
0. 

------we- 

3579U. 
3709lb. 

000. 
IWO. 

71101. 
121. 

be. 
0. 
0. 

.-------- 

35720. 
633. 
107. 

107b. 
1339. 

123. 
)?a. 

---m----- 

35790. 
bI2. 
707. 

ISW. 
1190. 

1a3. 
003. 

707. 701; 
1001. 1906. 
IJOI. /WV. 

123. 123. 
776. 00% 

.~ -- 
StA1)t TANK 

__ 
. . 

OlMl 2: ::. ::: 5. 3:: 3:: 3:: 3:: 3:: 3:: 
_-___-__--------______---------------_----___________I________--~-----~--~----___ 

TOTAL S-11 STAGE bOOOO3. bOUb93. bO7?04. 400211. LO7194. 607b70. l 1309. 61771. A1120. blwe. 
=_____-___---_-___-_-----=-------------------------=--~------~~--------~------~-------~----~----I___ 

tot s-111s-IYe 15 3bb3. 3bhI. 3bb3. 3b41. 3bbS. 
TOTAL S-IV0 STAGE 

3b41. 3bbS. 
120-3. 120799. 

3bC1. 3bb3: 
120SS2. 120707. 

3b41. 
12OSS2. 

TOTAL IU 
120707. 1205S3. 

2037. 2035. 
120107. 120550. 

2037. 
129705. 

2035. 2937. 
1074~ SPACLCIIAFT 

1035. 2U37. 
52773, 

2035. 
52723. 52773. 

2037. 2035. 
52723. 52713. 52723. bObO6. 40591. bObOh 60591. 

-------~-----~~-~-~-----------~--------~--------------------~-----------~~-----‘---------,,,,,,,~, 

TOTAL UPPER STAGE I79100. 179190. 179009. 179100. 17YUOV. A 79100. 17*061. i7b97b. 174030. 17r97r. 
-_--__----------______-_-________-___--______-______-_-__-_________--___________________----~~-~--- 

TOTAL VEHICLE 671239. 671312. 670309. b7UOOb. bbP71’3. b7029I. 216150. 216760. 215917. 2IbSb2. 
~~~~~~-~~~~-----~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ------------------------------------ 

Table 16-4. Total Vehicle Mass--S-II Bum Phase--Pounds 

7b 750. 7bYUb. 

*15500. U,b3bb. 
lb25. 1625. 

352. 347. 
158b7i. 153735. 

231. 231. 

ORT STAGE 
LOX IN 7.w 
LOK BELOU TAMA 

LOX ULLAGE GAS 
CUEL IA TAN& 
FUEL OLLO~ TANK 
FUEL ULLAriE GAS 
IYSULAtION -WllGE G&S 
CROST 
$1.111 TW 
OTmEA 
-s-m----- ----em- .-=== 

TOTAL S-l! 5lAGt 
--__--=-_------=--==~ 

18750. 76906. 79750. 
135sw. 03b3bb. 936S09. 

1626. IbZS. 17b4. 
352. 367. 357. 

lSObb2. lSO721. I3Ul91. 
244. 265. 202. 

ICI. .bl. 143. 

0. 0. 0. 

0. 0. 0. 
30. 30. 5. 
lb. 7b. 7b. 

------__--------__-_____ 

161. 161. 
33. 30. 

49U. .53. 
33. 
76. 

::. . 

.-------------e---e 

78904. 
l 353bU. 

I7b6. 
3S3. 

15OdSO. 
102. 
146. 

0. 
0. 
5. 

76. 

101 l -lllS-Ivo IS 
TOTAL S-IVU STAGE 
IOIAL IU 
lCllL SPACECRMT 

lO?SObO. l(r?b943. lOlS300. 107b4SS. 107b979. IW514b. 
-~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..~~~~~~~~~~ 

(1039. 302v. 0030. OU29. *039. ““IV. 
265973. 260315. 2bS773. :belIS. 2bS773. 269115. 

b492. 6607. Ll92. bbO7. ..92. bbO1. 

116365. 116235. llb3b3. lIbdJ5. IIbW.5. 116235. 

It? 75U. 76906. 

139b. 1373. 
173b. 113b. 

413A. -199. 
2YYb. 3lSU. 

d72. 212. 
17U3. 1176. 

70906. 

lU32. 
173b. 
r1oe. 
dbjb. 

(72. 
IIlb. 

113b. 
.1.7. 
2375. 

272. 
1700. 

5. 3. 5. 5. 
7b. lb. 76. 7b. 

. - - - - - m - - - e  

91uw. 

----em. 

92091. 

- I - -  

9IbOb. 

OVJO. ltOd90 3030. owe. 
lt.5173. LbalI5. 1bS1bO. 2bbIIO. 

..92. bbO7. 6692. 6607. 

lU7155. 10t117. 101155. 107127. 
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Table 16-5. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IVB First Bum Phase--Kilograms 

._ 

Ibb. 160. LO@. 166. LUC. 
lb. A,. 2U. I). 25. 

19759. LO7BO. lY7b5. ,978.. IY69U. 

21. 2,. 26. 25. 26. 

20. Il. 20. 1,. h). 

53. 53. Y. 9. 

2*5. 296. 295. 2%. 2d5. 

IYU. 203. IPU. 203. ,va. 

136. 136. 65. 65. b5. 

2. 2. 2. 2. 0. 

25. 25. 25. 25. 25. 
._-__----_-----_-------------------------------- 

296. 2u3. 29n. 2.3. 49.. 

203. 171. 1?0. ii7. 17a. 
65. .>. .5. 65. .3. 

0. 3. 3. 3. 3. 

25. 25. 25. 25. 25. 
-----------*--I---------------_---------- 

101bL s-IVB SlAGf I2OL13. ,2” rw. l2ObUb. 120641. 120317. ld”.b3. seers. YCJCU. “YWB. uurll. 
----__-----_-----_--I___________________--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TOTAL ,u 2037. 2”35. 2031. 2d35. 2U>I. 2”,5. 2U11. 2035. 2ll31. 2035. 
101.c SCUECYIII *bbOO. bb59,. h8b01. *9591. bB10‘. roYI. *wo*. *n591. l B60.. .tts91. .~ 
_-__---____----__-____-------------------___----------------------------------------------------------------- 

IOIAL "PPE@Sl.GC 5ObL2. 50627. 53662. 5062?. 50622. 5062 I. 506.2. 59621. 5Obb2. 50.2 1. 
---_-_-______---_----------------------------------------------------------- ----------_-_--------------_--_ 

lOTAL “E”,CL4 17128b. 171*25. 17112.3. I712bB. 110959. 111U90. ,605bl. 1*0915. 1*05>0. AWY,.. 

Table 16-6. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IVB First Bum Phase--Pounds 

------------_-------------------------------------_------------_---~--------- --- 

b-15 Iwlllom S-IW S-IV0 
EVENTS 

S-IUD b-1YD 
1011110* !4AlltSlAtE EffilnE CUIOW EW OECAT 

------------------------ --------------------___I___ 
PIED AC1 PREO Ul WED ACT PREO AC1 PRLO AC1 

--------------------_________________I__-------------------------~----------- 
MWE TIME-SEC -6.50 -b.5U 553.19 553.2U 55b.29 585.79 b9V.01 bOI.bl b99.D bVI.VO 
---~,-~~-~-L~~~~-~~~~~---~--,~-~~~~~~~~~,~,,~~,~~-~~~~~,~~~,~,~~,~~_,~~~~~~~~~~~_~_ 

OR* SlAGE 25100. 15198. 25049. 25147. 25OCV. 25147. 26916. 25912. ?69lb. 
LO1 IN IANK 

25012. 
195290. 195121. 195279. 195421. APCPV7. 19512% 139180. 

LOK RELW 1AM 
13989b. 139119. 139835. 

3bI. 3bl. 367. 3bl. 391. 391. 391. 397. 39l. 
LOI ULLAGE GAS 

*9?. 
35. 30. 4b. 30. 55. 30. 220. 

PULL 184 r&N& 
132. 

63542. 
220. 133. 

l 3bZb. 63531. LJCI?. b1621. 63513. 32152. 
l UEL BELW TAM 

32350. 32129. 323W. 
bh 40. 5a. 51. 58. 38. 58. 58. 

PUEL WLAGL 8AS 46. 38. . . . 
,‘:: 

65. 38. 150. 117. 
ULLAGE AOCKEl PUOP 

1::: 2:: 
118. 118. 22. 

APS PROPELLAY b3C. b59. b30. b59. b3J. b59. b2b. b53. 
MELIW III 8OllLES 

bZb. b51. 
631. 468. 631. 668. l 3b. UI. 

MO81 
391. 396. 391. 393.’ 

300. WC* loo. 100. 100. 100. MQ. 
STAll TANK GA5 

100. 100. 108. 
5. 5. 9. 5. 1. 1. 1. 

OlMEl 
I. 1. 

5b. 57. 5b. 51. 5b. 51. 58. 57. 5ba ,:: 
w-m ------_-------------------__ -------------I------------_- 
TiIIAL S-IV@ SIAGE 2b5911. 2bb315. 2b5bZb. 2b5WI. 2b525b. 2b5571. 198151. 19,195. 1981b9. lz 
--------s-s--- --------_-----------__-_I__ 
TOTAL IU rr92. +681. 6692. 4681. 642. 

mm---- 
6487. 

TOTAL SPACECRAP 
b-2. 6687. 6692. -81. 

107155. 107117. 101155. 10?121. 101155. 101127. 101155. 107121. 101155. lOl~31. 
----__--I----------_--------- -------w--B _I__-- ---- 
TOTAL UPPERIIAGE lllb.?. lllbl+e lllb.7~ lllblb. 1llb.7. lllblb. Ill..?. IlIbl~. Allbbl. ,llbAb. 
---------------_--I-------- -------B -- 
7OlAL VEHICLE JllbZl. 377929. 3t7273. 317581. 3lbWl. 317191. 309899. 3lWW. -lb. 310111. 
------------------~---_--- -----MS------- m------ --- 
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Table 16-7. Total Wehicle Mass--S-IVB Second Burn Phase--Kilograms 

__________-_________------------..-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

S-IVH S-IV0 5-lVFl s-IYU SPUECMF 1 

EYEklS _._. _ AGhlT1DN *Al*sIAGt E~(.lht CUIOFF ESV DECAI 5EPAMI lo* 
_____________-____I____._-_____________________________________---------------------- 

PltD AC1 PRED AC1 WED UT PREU l I PRED AC1 
_____________-______--------------------------I___----___-__------____________________---------------- 

RANGE 1 IME-SEC 10196.59 ,U)2v,?.PJ ,U:99.39 30205.9” 19552.9, 105S3.61 IDSSJ.OO IUSS3.90 lS3SZ.99 ISaW. 
________-_-_----_--------------------------------- -_-_--------------------------_-__-_---______w__- 

DRY by&GE 11300. 11365. 1,300. 11345. 113UO. 1L3.3. 113UU. L13.5. 11300. 11345. 
LOX IN T.W 63065. 63184. b2919. b30bS. ,566. 1 ns. ,539. ,132. 1-11. IMa. 

LOX BELOW IAML 166. 166. 110. 180. 110. 1e9. 1W. 1.0. lbb. lbb. 
LO. ULLAGE GAS 125. :02. I.?,. 102. 191. 197. 19b. 191. ,*a. IV?. 

FUEL ,h IAN* lWS6. 13L79. 13*0*. lv.28. 7bl. 7%. 751. 146. 0. 0. 
FUEL BELOW 1AW 26. 26. Zb. 26. 26. 26. Zb. 2b. 21. 21. 
FUEL ULt.lGE GA5 ,e*. ,**. 186. 1.4. 295. Z?B. 29,. 219. 271. 4%. 
APS PROPELLINl 227. 237. 221. 237. 225. 231. 225. 23T. 202. 214. 

“EL,u* ,r( BOTTLES 1.8. 165. I... 165. 90. 9?. VU. 9b. 90. 96. 
fI)OST cs. OS. 45. 65. *I). 65. .s. 65. .S. 6s. 

STIR, TINI. GAS 2. 2. 0. 0. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 

Ol)rER 25. 25. 25. 25. 25. 25. 23. 25. IS. 25. 
_____________-______-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
IDTAL S-IV9 STAGE ae 154. 9e925. 911591. 887bb. 16119. 149.9. ,668,. 12913. 13197. Iwl35. 

_____________-______---------~---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
lOTAL IV 2037. 2031). 2037. 2035. 2037. 2U35. 2037. ZUJS. 2037. zu35. 
TOlAL SPACECSAFT *.St.0*. *8591. *BbD.. r.3591. Cl)bD.. s.359,. CBbOb. iese,. b25. b25. 

_____________________________________________----------------------------------__-_---------------------- 

iC,U WPEISIAGE $0642. 5062 I. 50**2. SDb2 I. sobrz. 50627. $04.2. subz7. 2bb3. 2661. 
_____________-______--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1014L VHICLE 139396. 139552. 139233. 139393. bS3bO. bS57b. 65323. 55540. lb+bI. lbb97. 
____________-___________________________-__--_-_-_-----_-_---------------------------------------------- 

Table 16-8. Total Vehicle Mass--S-IVB Second Bum Phase--Pounds 

-------------. .-___-________-------------------------------------------------------_--_-------------------- 

5-1”s S-,“R s-lye S-I”11 SPICECRAF I 
EVLYlS ,GN,~,O~” Wl~SllGE EPdG,RE CUTOFF EM0 OECAV ?rEPAIIAl,O” 

---_-___--___-------________I___________---------------------------------------------------- 

_,__________________--~~~~------~~~-----~~~~------~~!-----~~~~------!~!-----~~~~------!~!-----~~~~---~--~~~-- 

l.hGE T I”t--SEC 10196.59 LUZ’d2.30 10199.09 10205.80 10552.1): 10553.Cl IUSS~.“” 10SS3.W 153S2.99 1Se90.W 
_--_--_----__-_____------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

OPV STAGE -.v,.. 250,L. 26914. *50,2. 2.91.. 25012. d.V,.. 2mJ12. 2491a. 25U12. 
LO” IN 14”. ; L‘C91. 119298. 138712. ,,9035. 325.. 38?b. 3J9.. 3OlP. 32bb. 3bi9. 
LOI RFLOd 1Aw. 367. 361. 397. 39,. 397. 397. 397. 391. 3bl. dbl. 
LO” IJLLIGE 645 275. 225. 276. 225. *3e. .3b. .a,. b3b. l 3a. .,b. 
WFI. IN TANR ZPLCZ. zv?rl. 29SSb. 2960.. 1bl.a. Lbb.. 1CSb. 1bb2. 0. 0. 
FUEL REL”Y IIXK 5,. $1). ,a. ,a. 58. $0. 5.. se. 68. a.. 
fUtL uLLlGE GAS .,O. 319. 610. 319. 651. 613. 65,. b16. $99. Sb2. 
ADS PPOPFLLN,~ 501. 526. 50,. 52.. l P7. 523. .9l. 523. 661. l la. 
q  EL,Uw I” ROTrCES 32’. 365. 329. MS. 199. 216. 109. 213. 199. 213. 
FROST LOO. 103. LOO. 100. 100. 100. 1”“. 100. 100. 10”. 
ST.llT 11111( G.5 5. 5. 1. 1. 7. 7. 1. 1. P. ?. 
OTWP 56. 51. 56. $7. 56. 57. 36. 51. 56. 51. 
_--_----_-__---__-_------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TOTAL S-IV8 514GE 19366Y. 196041. iPS311. lPSb97. ,2.**. 329, r. 3235). 31876. 35419. 3OY.I. 
_____-___-____------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

lOfAL IV .*92. 668,. 6.92. YCR7. 6692. .CB7. l .92. **al. r.92. buJT. 
1OlAL 5D4CECb!AFl 10715,. 10712~. 107155. lU?lZI. IU7125. 107127. 107155. lU7121. 13.5. IMU. 
________-______-________________________---~-------------.---------------------------------------------------- 

TO14L “YPESSI.GE 111bb1. ALLb,.. Al!b41. ,&lb,.. 111*r7. Illb,.. ,Ilb*l. lAAb1~. $9?2. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~~~ 

TOTlL VHICLE 307)lb. 301bhA. JObP>B. 3u7311. I..OOb. ,.*51,. ,.cu,s. 114.92. 36191. 36.11. 
-_____-_-_______________________________----------------- _----_------------------------------------*-------_ 
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Table 16-9. Flight Sequence Mass Sumary 

NASS nISlORY 

S-IC STAGE* TOTAL 
s-IC/S-II IS. TOiAL 
S-II STAGE* TOTAL 
S-II/S-IvB IS* TOTAL 
S-IVB STAGE* TOTAL 
INSTRUMENT UNIT 
SPACECRAFTB TOTAL 

1st FL7 STG AT IGN 
THRUST BUILDUP 

1ST FLT STG AT HDAR 
FROST 
WAItiSTAGE 
N2 PURGE GAS 
THRUST DECAY-IE 
ENG EXPENDED PROP 
S-II INSUL PURGE 
C.-I I FROST 
+IVB FROST 
THRUST DECAY-OE 

PREDICTED ACTUAL 
KG LBH KG LBM 

2274712. 5014983. 227400b. 5013323. 
4132. 9110* 41&P* 9093. 

488005. 1075869. 488493. 1076943. 
3645. BC3B. 3641. 802Y. 

120643. 265974. 120798. 266315. 
2037. 4492. 2035. 4407. 

52773. 116345. 52723. 116235. 

2945950. 6494710. 2945816. 6494415. 
-3944Oa -86951. -42984. -94763. 

2906jO9. 6407759. 2902832. 6399652. 
-294. -650. -294. -650. 

-2069284. -4561993. -2068461. 4560179. 
-16. -379 -16. -37. 

-959. -2115. -1005. -2217. 
-:e9* -418* -189. 418. 

-17. -38. -17. -3Y. 
-204. -450. -204. 450. 

-PO* -200. -90. -200. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 

1st FLT STG AT OECO 835452. 184U58. 832551. 183546i. 
THRUST DECAY-OE -3838. -8461. -4023. -8069. 
S-IUS-II ULL RKT 0. 0. 0. 0. 

1st FL1 STC AT SEP 
SIG AT SEPARATION 
S-IC/S-II SMALL IS 
S-IWS-11 ULL RKT 

831614. 1833396. 
-160681. -354256. 

-616. -1360. 
0. 0. 

828527. 1826592. 
-157021. -346187. 

-615. -1356. 
0. 0. 

2ND FLT STG AT SSC 670309. k477779. 670804. 1479040. 
FUEL LEAD 0. 0. 0. 0. 
S-(C/S-II ULL RKT O* 0. 0. O* 

2ND FLT STC AT IGN 67G309. A477779. 67OG.4. 147904G. 
THRUST BUILDUP -57a. -1276. -582. -&PO*. 
START TANK -11. -25. -11. -25. 
S-ICJS-II ULL RKT 0. 0. 0. 0. 

2ND FLT STG AT MS 
MAINSTAGE 
LES 
S-IC/S-II LARGE IS 
TD 6 ERG PROP 

669719. 1476470. 
-445C22. -9~2671. 

4160. -9190. 
-3515. -7750. 

-62. -137. 

670291. A4777390 
-445.43. -9.2915. 

4131. -9AOh 
-3504. -7727. 

45. -139. 

2ND FLT STG AT COS 216150. 476529. 216740. 477849. 
THRUST DECAY -1mi. -397. -1.3. -405. 
S-IV@ ULL RKT PROP -2. -5. -?a -5. 

2ND FLT STG AT SEP 
STG AT SEPARATIOR 
S-II/S-IV@ IS DRY 
S-I I/S-IVB PROP 
S-IV8 AFT PRAM 
S-IV8 ULL RKT PRO0 
S-IV8 DET PKG 

3RD FLT STG AT SSC 171160. 377362. L7A3G.o 377670. 

215967. 476127. 

-2::;;. . -zizt* . 
480m -1060. 

-21. 44. 
-1. -3. 
-1. -3. 

216562. 477439. 
-d5@.. -916@6. 

-3A60. -6967. 
4.1. -1062.. 

-2%. 48. 
-1. -3. 
-1. -3. 
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Table 16-9. Flight Sequence Mass Sunmary (Continued) 

390 FLT STG 1LT IGk 
ULLAGf ROCKET PROP 
START TA’UK 
THRUST WI LDUP 

3RO FLT STG 1ST ~5 
LILLAGE dOC<ET CASli 
CAINSTAGE 
APS 

3RD FLT STG 151 COS 
THRUST OECAY 

3’30 FLT STG 1ST ETD 
tNGlNE PROP 
FUEL TANK LOSS 
LOX TANK ;oSS 
APS 
START TANK 
021H2 BURNER 

3RD FL1 STG 2ND SSC 
FUEL LEAD 

3RD FL1 STG 2NO IGN 
SlART TANK 
THRUST WI LDUP 

30 FL1 S?G 2ND MS 
MAINSTAGE 
APS 

3RD FL1 SIG ZNO COS 
TtiRUST DECAY 

3RD FL1 STG 2N0 El0 
JET1 I SON SLA 
CSM 
S-IVB STAGE LOSS 

STRT TRAYS/DOCK 

CSM 

EN0 TRANS/ODCK 
csw 
LM 
S-lift) STAGE LOSS 

LAU VEn AT S/C SEP 
S/C NOT SEPARATtD 
IU 

16461a 
-625e 

-2037. 

362919 16691. 3681ie 
-1380. -625. -1380* 
-4492. -2035a s.4407. 

S-lVB STAGE -137Y7. -30410. -14035. -30944. 

!71168. 
-39. 

-0. 

171!20. 
-9. 
-1. 

-156. 

170959. 
-61. 

-30328. 
-1. 

140567. 
-37. 

140530. 339816. A40038. 310717. 
-la. -40* -la* 40. 

-YY6. -2lY7. -1084. -2391. 
-43. -06. -204. -451. 
-56. -125e -e0. -133. 

-cl* -2* -O* -2. 
-7* -16. -7. -16. 

i39406e 307339. 1395b3. 307684. 
-10. -23. -lO* -23. 

13Y396. 307316. 139552. 307661. 
-I* -49 -la -4. 

-160. -354. -156. -346. 

139233. 
-7M71. 

-1. 

65360. I44Q96. 65576. 144571. 
-37. -82. -35. -70. 

653239 144014* 65540a 144492. 
-1170* -2581e -1172. -a5r4. 

-30304. -66987. -30356e -bb925. 
-462. -1018. -459. -1011. 

33305. 73427. 33552a 73Y71. 
30384. 66987e 30356. bb925. 

636900 140414. 63903s 140096. 
-30384. -66987. -303560 -66925. 
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Table 16-10. Mass Characteristics Comparison 
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SECTION 17 

LUNAR IMPACT 

17.1 SUMMARY 

All aspects of the S.!VS,'IU Lunar Impact mission objectives were 
acccmplished successfully except the precise determination of the 
impact point. Previous experience and the high quality and large 
quantity of tracking data indicate that the final impact solution 
will satisfy the remaining mission objective after additional analysis. 
At 285,881.55 seconds (79:24:41.55), the S-IVB/IU impacted the lunar 
surface at approximately 0.99 degrees south latitude and 11.89 degrees 
west longitude with a velocity of 2,577 m/s (8,455 ftis). This pre- 
liminary impact point is approximately 154 kilometers (83 n mi) from 
the target of 3.65 degrees south latitude and 7.58 degrees west 
longitude. 

The mission objectives were to maneuver the S-IVB/IU such that it 
would have at least a 50 percent probability of impacting the lunar 
surface within 350 kilometers (189 n mi) of the target, and to deter- 
mine the actual impact point within 5 kilometers (2.7 n mi), and the 
time within 1 second. The AS-510 targeting philosophy for seismic 
experiment performance and data resolution defined "preferred," 
"acceptable," and "undesirable" impact regions about the Apollo 12 and 
Apollo 14 lunar seismometers. Although the impact location is not within 
the preferred region nor within the acceptable region of the Apollo 14 
seismometer, it is within the acceptable region of the Apollo 12 seis- 
mometer, and the ptinciple seismic experiment investigator reports that 
both seismometers-gave valuable scientific data from the impact. 

The projected impact point resulting from the APS-1 maneuver was perturbed 
in an easterly direction by unplanned forces acting after the LOX dump. 
A first force was caused by the ambient helium pressurization spheres 
dumping through the ambient helium engine control sphere into the J-2 
engine. Other forces were apparently caused by the IU Thermal Control 
System (TCS) water valve operations and APS attitude engine reactions. 
Following the APS-2 maneuver, a small and gradually decreasing unbalanced 
force (also unplanned) acted during a 5-hour period to perturb the vehicle 
trajectory. This perturbation coupled with the inaccuracy involved in 
the real time tracking analyses leading to the APS-2 maneuver resulted 
in t!ie lunar impact being northwest of the target. 
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17.2 TRANSLUNAR COAST MANEUVERS 

Following Command &nd Service Module (CSM)/Launch Vehicle (LV) separation 
at 12,147 seconds (3:22:27) the CSM was docked with the Lunar Module (LM) 
at 12,829 seconds (3:33:49) and the CSM/LM was then ejected from the 
S-IVB/IU at 15,481 seconds (4:18:01). After CSM/LM ejection, the S-IVB/IU 
was maneuvered to the inertially-fixed attitude as required for the 
evasive burn. Timebase 8 (T8) was initiated 66 seconds later than nomiilal 
at 16,801 seconds (4:40:01;. The Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) ullage 
engines were started 1 second following T8 and burned for 80 seconds to 
provide a near-nominal spacecraft/launch vehicle separation velocity 
(se.- Table 17-1). Following a maneuver to the Continuous Vent System 
(CVS) and LOX dump attitude, the initial lunar targeting velocity changes 
were accomplished by means of a 300 second CVS vent starting 1000 seconds 
after T8 and a 48 second LOX dump starting 1280 seconds after T8. The 
velocity changes resulting from these two maneuvers were near nominal 
(see Table 17-1). 

A first APS lunar impact targeting burn (APS-1) was determined in real 
time by the Lunar Impact Team (LIT) at the Huntsville Operations Support 
Center. The specifications for this APS burn (described in Tables 17-1 
and 17-2) were sent from the Mission Control Center at Houston (MCC-H) by 
the Booster Systems Engineer (BSE) to the S-IVB/IU. At 3960 seconds 
after T8, a 241 second APS burn was initiated giving a near-nominal 
velocity change. 

Table 17-1. Comparison of Longitudinal Velocity Increments 

VELOCITY INCREMENT, H/s (FT/S) 
EVENT 

ACTUAL NOMINAL ACT-NOM 

APS Evaslve Burn 2.95 3.10 -0.15 
(9.68) (10.17) (-0.49) 

CVS Vent 0.42 0.47 -0.05 
(1.38) (1.54) (-0.16) 

LOX Dump 9.14 8.53 0.61 
(29.99) (27.99) (2.00) 

APS Impact Burn 1 9.90 9.98 -0.08 
(32'.48) (32.74) (-0.26) 

APS Impact Burn 2 2.98 2.99 -0.01 
(9.78) (9.Bl) (-0.03) 
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Table 17-2. Translunar Coast Maneuvers 

EVENT INITIATION 
oYR:r,'o" 

PITCH VAY 
(SEC) s (&I (DE61 (0661 

CSWLV Scparatlon 12.147 - -0.10 138 -40 

CSWlW Oocklng 12,fl29* 500' -0.08, 148 -40 

Ln Ejcctlor 15.481 w -0.29 172 -40 

APS Evasive Burn 16,802 80 2.95 176 40 

CVS Vent1 ng 17,801 300 0.42 209 -40 

LOX Dump 18.081 48 9.14 209 -40 

We1 i urn Dump 18,081 675 1.37 209 -40 

APS Lunar Impact Burn 1 20.760 241 9.90 192 -22 

TCS 6 APS Thrust 1 22.680 300 0.08. 262 41 

TCS 6 APS Thrust 2 25,080 300 0.08* 262 41 

TCS 6 APS Thrust 3 21.480 300 0.08' 262 41 

TCS 6 APS Thrust 4 29.880 300 0.08. 262 41 

TCS 6 APS Thrust 5 31.980 300 0.08. 262 41 

TCS 6 APS Thrust 6 34,080 300 0.08* 262 41 

IIPS Lunar Impact Burn 2 36,001 71 2.98 28 -40 

*Calculated from tracking observations 
Note: Attltudes are the local horiron;al 

orientation of the change in velocity. 

A second APS lunar impact targeting bum (APS-2) was determined by the LIT 
in real time following analyses by the MCC-H of tracking data obtained 
after the APS-1 bum. The MC-H analysis gave a lunar impact point of 
9.3 degrees south latitude and 11.0 degrees east longitude. The specifi- 
cations for the APS-2 bum were commanded by tie BSE fmn WC-H and at 
36,001 seconds (lO:OO:Ol), a 71 second APS-2 burn was initiated giving a 
velocity change near the real time predicted value. Shortly after APS-2 
and a return to a good communication attitude, a Passive Thermal Control 
(PTC) "barbecue" maneuver was initiated by commanding the vehicle to roll 
and then turning off the Flight Control Computer (FCC). 

Table 17-1 provides a comparison of the actual and nominal velocity 
increments resulting from the planned maneuvers. All maneuver start 
times, durations, and attitudes were nominal except for the APS-2 
burn which started 30 minutes later than initially planned. Table 17-2 
lists data for the planned maneuvers and also includes data for several 
unplanned velocity changes. 
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Figure 17-1 presents the line-of-sight range rate residuals from a 
Goldstone tracking station and depicts graphically several of the 
S-IVB/IU velocity changes. Residuals are obtained by differencing 
observed range rate data from a tracking station with calculated 
range rate data from a sophisticated orbital model fitting portions 
of the data (Observed minus Calculated). Figure 17-2 shows residuals 
from Madrid tracking data that are associated with the docking and 
ejection maneuvers. Figure 17-3 gives Madrid and Texas tracking data 
residuals for the APS evasive burn. The magnitude of the range rate 
residual for each maneuver is dependent upon the geometrical considera- 
tions associated with the station location, the line-of-sight, and the 
vehicle attitude. This is clearly evident in Figure 17-3 for the LOX 
Dump and the APS-1 maneuvers as well as the APS evasive maneuver. 
Figure 17-4 is a comparison of the real time predicted and actual 
accumulated longitudinal velocity changes. 

17.3 TRAJECTORY PERTURBING INFLUENCES 

The range rate residuals shown in Figure 17-3 give clear evidence of a 
significant velocity change following the LOX Dump. This velocity 
change was caused by an unplanned force due to the ambient helium 
repressurization spheres dumping through ,the ambient helium engine 
control sphere into the J-2 engine-(Helium Dunp). This foEe perturbed 
the projected APS-1 lunar impact point east of the target. Figure 17-5 
shows this impact point at 1.67 degrees south latitude and 4.44 degrees 
east longitude, which is 309 kilometers (167 n mi) from a postflight 
impact point of 4.33 degrees south latitude and 5.40 de 
longitude. This latter point is 69 kilometers (37 n mi from the 4 

rees west 

target point, and was obtained by propagating the postflight recon- 
structed CSM separation state vector through the various planned 
maneuvers to the moon. The 309 kilometers (167 n mi) movement was 
obtained by adding the Helium Dump velocity change maneuver to the 
analysis. 

Figure 17-5 depicts the MCC-H lunar impact point at 9.3 degrees south 
latitude and 11.0 degrees east longitude that was obtained by analyzing 
tracking data in real time. The tracking data used was obtained after 
the APS-1 burn was completed. This impact point was used to determine 
the APS-2 burn for retargeting 589 kilometers (318 n mi) back to the 
desired location at 3.65 degrees south latitude and 7.58 degrees west 
longitude (see Figure 17-5). It is to be noted that the real time MCC-H 
determined impact point !s 305 kilometers (165 n mi) southeast of the 
postflight reconstructed impact point which incorporated the Helium 
Dump. The following discussion outlines additional trajectory pertur- 
bations which may account for some of the 305 kilometers (165 n mi) 
distance, with tracking uncertainties probably accounting for the 
remainder. 

Figure 17-6 shows line-of-sight range rate residuals for the Goldstone 
tracking station with only the first 4300 seconds of the tracking data 
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Figure 17-Z. Docking and LM Ejection Maneuvers 

after the anomalous thrust used to reconstruct a trajectory between the 
APS burns. The residuals from 25,200 seconds (7:00:00) to 86,001 seconds 
(1O:OO:Ol) show velocity changes that indicate non-gravitational forces 
were acting which slow the S/IVB/IU and perturb the lunar impact to the 
east. These velocity changes correlate with the times of the IU/TCS 
sublimator cycling and the subsequent APS reaction firings that maintain,' 
the vehicle attitude. A conservative line-of-sight residual difference 
of 57 mm/s (0.19 ft/s) for one of the velocity change cycles is obtained 
from Figure 17-6. This figure shows six similar velocity changes over 
the period from 22,680 seconds (6:18:00) through 35,000 seconds (9:43:20). 
The residual change for the first cycle is masked in Figure 17-6 because 
data through the first cycle were used in the trajectory reconstruction. 
Attributing the residual velocity changes to forces arising from the 
TCS/APS operations and performing the appropriate geometrical analysis 
leads to a force acting at 262 degrees pitch and 41 degrees yaw (relative 
to local horizontal) which has a total velocity change of 0.08 m/s 
(0.26 ft/s) per cycle. These maneuvers would be sufficient to move the 

(84 n mi) east and 46 kilometers (25 n mi) impact point-155 kilometers 
south of the projected APS- 1 
of the tracking data caused 
vector on which to base the 

impact point. In addition, the perturbation 
difficulty in obtaining an accurate state 
APS- ' burn. 

Following the APS-2 burn at 36,001 seconds (lO:OO:Ol), that retargeted 
the S-IVB/IU to the desired impact point, a small unbalanced non- 
gravitational force perturbed the early period of the post APS-2 tra- 
jectory. This force contributes to the final impact being perturbed to 
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a point 154 kilometers (83 n mi) northwest of the target. Figure 17-7 
shows selected range rate residuals arising from the best reconstructed 
lunar impact trajectory to date. The analysis detemined a state vector 
at 10:00:00 using tracking data from 26:26:OU to lunar impact. The 
residuals from the two Madrid tracking data sets (depicted in Figure 17-7) 
show an excellent fit and consistent tracking data over the total time 
period. The Goldstone tracking residuals, presented in Figure 17-7 and 
obtained from the sam trajectory which gives the Madrid residuals, show 
a definite inconsistency in the early tracking data. An analysis of 
these tracking residuals indicates that the vehicle is being acted upon 
by a small unbalanced non-gravitational force which increases the 
velocity of the S:IVB/IU and perturbs the lunar impact to the west. The 
effect of this unbalanced force decreases gradually and after 5 hours 
it cannot be detected in the tracking data residuals. A low frequency 
oscillation (1.25 cycles per hour) modulating the higher frequency roll 
oscillation (13.5 cycles per hour) ;s evident in the Goldstone residuals 
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Figure 17-5. Real Time and Postflight Lunar Impact Points 

of Figure 17-7. The initial long period flmediately following the 
"barbecue" roll initiation is 2880 seconds and roughly correlates with 
the 2000 to 2400 second TCS/APS periods prior to the APS-2 burn. The 
continuation of the TCS operation following the shutdown of the flight 
control computer may account for the small non-gravitational force 
perturbing the early portion of the post APS-2 trajectory. Since the 
APS system no longer maintains attitude control, the TCS forces would 
also produce an unbalanced moment which would perturb and greatly 
complicate the roll motion. After a period of tine, the net force 
perturbing the vehicle trajectory should reduce to zero since the 
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Figure 17-6. TCS and APS Thrust Perturbations 

complicated rotational motion would probably distribute the TCS forces 
into many different directions. Additionally, the rotational frequencies 
should increase. These hypotheses are all supported by the evidence 
contained in the tracking data range rate residuals. 

17.4 Trajectory Evaluation 

Table 17-3 presents the actual and nominal geocentric orbit parameters 
of the S-IVB/IU trajectory after the APS-2 burn. These parameters are 
near nominal. As discussed in Paragraph 17.2, after the APS-2 burn was 
complete the PTC maneuver was initiated by commanding a roll rate of 
5 rotations per hour. MCC-H reported a roll rate of 0.659 degree per 
second during the early post APS-2 tracking period. This is equivalent 
to 6.5 rotations per hour. The Goldstone tracking residuals presented 
in Figure 17-7 give a frequency of 13.5 cycles per hour for the early 
tracking period. This frequency is modulated by a lower frequency of 
1.25 cycles per hour at ll:OO:OO. Since there are two omni antennas 
providing the tracking data, the observed frequency of 13.5 cycles per 
hour is twice the rotational frequency cf the S-IVB/IU. A rotational 
rate of 6.75 revolutions per hour compares well with the reported MCC-H 
value of 6.59 revolutions per hour. The Madrid tracking residuals 
pResented in Figure 17-7 show that the PTC rotation becan# mom 
complex and faster at 28:00:00, 17.0 cycles per hour modulated by a 
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Table 17-3. Geocentric Orbit Parameters Following APS-2 Burn 

FARAHETER ACTUAL NORINAL ACT-NOM 

Apogee, km 503,764 504.991 -1,227 
(n mi) (272.011) (272,673) (-662) 

Eccentricity I 0.974504 0.974804 -0. QOO300 

C+ km212 
3 ( 4 

-1.562327 -1.558768 -0.003559 
n mi /s2) (-0.455502) (-0.454464) (-0.001038) 

Perigee Radius. km 6,505 
(n mi) 

6,443 
(3.512) (3.479) 

l C3 is twice the specific energy of orbit 

frequency of 2.57 cycles per hour. Again, Madrid residuals near lunar 
impact show an even more complex and faster PTC rotation, 20.0 cycles 
per hour modulated by a frequency of 4.5 cycles per hour. Considering 
the doubiing effect mentioned above, the apparent tumble rate near 
lunar impact is about 10 cycles per hour or equivalently 1.0 degree per 
second. It is noted that the amplitude of the range rate residuals for 
the AS-510 S-IVB/iU is significantly less than the modulation of the 
AS-509 S-IVB/IU. This factor assists in more precisely determining the 
lunar impact point. 

17.5 Lunar Impact Condition 

Figure 17-8 presents the lunar landmarks of scientific interest relative 
to the S-IVB/IU impact. Analysis to date indicates the S-IVB/IU impacted 
the moon at 0.99 degree south latitude and 11.89 degrees west longitude. 
This impact point is accurate within about 10 kilometers (5 n mi) and 
will require further analysis to meet the mission objective of 5 kilometers 
(2.7 n mi). The high quality and large quantity of tracking data plus 
previous lunar impact trajectory reconstruction experience indicate the 
5 kilometers objective will be met. Impact parameters and miss distances 
are presented in Table 17-4. The distance frori the impact point to the 
target is 154 kilometers (83 n mi) which is within the 350 kilometers 
(189 R mi) mission objective. The distance to the Apollo 12 seismometer 
is 353 kilomters (191 n mi) and the distance to the Apollo 14 seismometer 
is 188 kilometers (102 n mi). The impact time presented in Table 17-q is 
determined from the loss of signal (LOS) as recorded in Table 17-5 and 
is accurate wil:hin 0.1 second satisfying the mission objective. This 
table presents recorded LOS times, the range to the impact point, the 
transmission delay, and the corrected impact time. 
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Table 17-4. Lunar Impact Conditions 

PARAMETER Al !MPACT 

stage mass, kg 
(lbm) 

Moon Centered Space-Fired 
Velocity. m/s (ft/s) 

Impact Angle Measured from 
Vcrtlcrl. dcg 

lncorlng Herding Angle 
Measured From North to 
Ycst, deg 

Apparent PrlrAry Tumble 
Rate et Impcct. deg/s 

ACTUAL NOMINAL ACT-NON 

14,007 13,964 
(30.880) (30.785) (9:: 

2,577 2,519 
!8,4SS) (8,461) (-2 

27.83 31.04 -3.21 

83.46 81.37 2.09 

41.0 0.5 %0.5 

Sclcnogrephlc South latitude. 
de9 

0.99 3.65 -2.66 

Selcnographlc Yest Longitude. 
de9 

11.89 7.58 4.31 

Inprct Tlnc. HR:NIW:SEC 

Olstrncr ta Terget. La 
(n ml) 

Olstrnce to Apollo 12 
Sels8omrtcr. km 

(n ml) 

otstancr co Apollo 14 
felsmorrter. km 

(n ml) 

79:24:41.55 73:14:35.37 00:10:06.18 

154 
co: 

154 
(83) (83) 

353 478 -125 
(191) (258) t-67) 

188 301 -113 
(102) (163) l-61) 

Scientific fnfluences defined desirable AS-510 lunar impact objectives 
which are more stringent than the mission objective of hitting within 
350 kilometers (189 n mi) of the target point. For seismic purposes, 
regions of preferred and acceptable impact were defined. 

Figure 17-9 shows these regions and the Apollo 15 impact point. The 
acceptable region lies greater than 250 kilometers (135 n mi) and less 
than 575 kilometers (310 n mi) from a seismometer. The preferred region 
is additionally defined to lie within a wedge of 20 degrees extending 
eastward from the Apollo 14 seismometer. Although the Apollo 15 impact 
point is not in the preferred region, the distance of 353 kilonreters 
(191 n mi) from the Apollo 12 seismometer is acceptable. 

17.6 Tracking Data 

Figure 17-10 shows the tracking data available to the Trajectory 
Determination group. Both C-Band and S-Band data of good quality 
were received. Table 17-6 shows the tracking site locations and 
configurations. 
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Table 17-5. Lunar Impact Times 

r I 
TRACKING STAT108 RECOROEO TIME ON - 

!  

RIME LIGHT TIME CORRECTEO 
JULY 29. :97! (KM) DELAY (SEC) RANGE TIME 

(GMT-HR:W;N:SEC; [HR:MIW:SE;) 
--- 

Merrr tt Is:rnd 20:58.42.8: 391.217 

;;zli;;i 1 iijl i g; ;; 79z24tii; 

NOTE. Range Lero at 13:34:00 GMT 
AVERAGE 

on Juiy 26. 1971 

79~24.41.55 
295.981.55 SEC 

-L 

r 
25 

AS-510 S-IVB/IU LUNAR IMPACT TIME: 79:24:41.55 SETI I I I i 

EGENO: I : 

i 
APOLLO I2 SEISMOMETER (2.99'5. 23.34.Y) 
APOLLO 14 SCISMOMETER (3.67.5. 17.49'Y) 1 !  !  

d APOLLO IS LUNAR IMPACT TARGET (3.65's. 7.5J.Y) 
0 APJLLC IS LUNAR InPACT ACTUAL (0.99'5. 11.89=Y) I / I 1 

2-i 1; -1'0 

SELEMOSRAPHIC YES1 LOIGITVDE, deg 

Figure '7-8. Lunar Landmarks of Scientific Interest 
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Table 17-6. S-IVB/IU Tracking Stations 

STATION LOCATION 

Hadrld, Spatn 

Madrid, Spaln 

Ascension Island 

Canary Island 

Clerritt Island, Florida 

Greenbelt, Maryland 

Corpus Chrtstl, Texas 

Goidstone, Callfornla 

Goldstine, Caltfornlr 

.aurl, Hawa!l 

Guam Island 

Carnarvon, Austrrlla 

Tldblnbllla, Australia 

Canberra, Austrrllr 

Insertlo Shlp 

Bernuda Island 

Bermuda Island 

Merritt rsIrnd, Florlda 

Carnarvon. iustralla 

CONFIGURATION 

DSN 85' S-Band 

HSFN 85' S-Band 

I4SFN 30' S-Band 

MSFN 30' S-Band 

MSFN 30' S-Band 

HSFN 30' S-Band 

HSFN 30' S-Band 

DSN 85' S-Band 

MSFN 85' S-Band 

MSFN 30' S-Band 

MSFN 30' S-Band 

MSFN 30' S-Band 

DSN 85' S-Band 

MSFN 85’ S-Bard 

FPS-1611 C-Band 

FPS-16 C-Bard 

FPQ-6 C-Band 

TPQ-18 C-Brhd 

FPQ-6 C-Band 

ABBREVIATIOI 

HADW 

MAD8 

ACM3 

cr13 

MI13 

NTF3 

TEX3 

GDSY 

SDS8 

HAY3 

6YMl 

CR03 

HSKY 

WSKd 

VANC 

BD.‘lC 

BDQC 

WILC 

CROC 
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SECTION 18 

SPACECRAFT SUMMARY 

Tke Apollo 15 mission, 
A40110 missions, 

the first of three flights in the J series of 
was launched from Kennedy Space Center, Florida at 

9:34:00 Eastern Daylight Time (13:34:00 Universal Time) on July 26, 1971. 
The spacecraft was manned by Colonel David R. Scott, Commander; Major 
Alfred M. Worden, Jr., Command flodule Pilot; and Lt. Colonel James 6. Irwin, 
Lunar Module Pilot. The spacecraft/S-IV6 combination was inserted into 
a parking orbit of 91.5 by 92.5 miles for systems checkout and prepara- 
tion for translunar injection, which was initiated about 2.75 hours 
after liftoft. 

Shortly a;tr?r the cormland and service module separated from the S-IVB, 
the color television camera was activated to observe docking with the 
Lunar Module (LM), and separation of the combined spacecraft from the 
S-IVB. The crew observed the venting of the S-IVB tanks which was 
followed by the auxiliary propulsion system firing which targeted the 
S-IVB to a lunar impact. During the separation phase, a shorted condi- 
tion in the control circuit to bank A of the service propulsion system 
occurred, requiring bank A to be used in the manual mode for the lunar 
orbit insertion and transearth injection firings. The first midcourse 
correction was performed at about 28.75 hours with a velocity change of 
5.3 ft/s,and the second midcourse correction of 5.4 ft/s was performed 
at about 73.5 hours. The impact of the S-IVB stage at about 79.4 hours 
was recorded by the Apollo 12 and 14 seismometers, and was about 83 miles 
from the preselected point, and approximately 102 miles east/northeast 
of the Apollo 14 landing site. 

The service propulsion system was fired for 398.4 seconds during the 
lunar orbit insertion maneuver at about 78.5 hours, inserting the space- 
craft into a lunar orbit 170.1 by 57.7 miles. The descent orbit insertion 
maneuver was performed at about 82.5 hours. Some 13 hours later, a 
3.2 ft/s trim maneuver was required to raise the perilune altitude. The 
spacecraft were separated at about 100.75 hours, after which a 68.3 ft/s 
circularization maneuver was perfocrrled using the service propulsion system. 

The 741-second powered descent initiation maneuver was performed at 
104:30:09 and the LM landed in the Hadley Rille region of the moon at 
104:42:30. At lunar touchdown, the low-level propellant light illuminated, 
indicating a total hover time of 111 seconds remaining. The best estimate 
of the landing location is 26 degrees, 6 minutes, 10 seconds north latitude 
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and 3 degrees, 38 minutes, 55 seconds east longitude on the Rima Hadley 
Lunar Photomap, First Edition, April 1970. 

About 2 hrurs after landing, the Commander performed a 33-minute standup 
extravehicular activity by extending his upper body through the top hatch. 
from this position, he described and photographed the surrounding lunar 
surface. 

The first lunar extravehicular activity began at 119:39:10. The crew 
egressed, activated the television camera, made relevant comments, and 
quickly became acclimated to the lunar environment. The Lunar Roving 
Vehicle (LRV), Apollo lunar surface experiments package, and related gear 
were unstowed. Some difficulty was experienced in detaching the LRV from 
the LM. Checkout of the LRV disclosed that front wheel steering was in- 
operative. After verifying that all other LRV systems were operative and 
that adequate vehicle control could be maintained with rear wheel steering, 
the crew proceeded to explore the lunar surface. The first traverse 
was made by passing close to Nameless, Quadrant, Pooh and Canyon Craters 
on the way to the first stop at Elbow Crater. An enthusiastic crew pro- 
vided a colorful commentary on the lunar features as they were observed, 
and as samples were obtained and documented. Hadley Rille and St. George 
Crater were covered in exacting detail. The return traverse was made 
using the LRV navigation system, which provided accurate vectoring to the 
LM landing site. After returning to partially unload and to retrieve 
additional gear, the crew drove to the selected Apollo lunar surface 
experiments package deployment site, approximately 360 feet west/northwest 
of the LM. The Apollo lunar surface experiments package was deployed and 
two drilling operations were partially performed. The lunar surface was 
more difficult to drill than expected. Duration of the first lunar surface 
extravehicular activity was 6 hours and 32 minutes. 

The second traverse began at about 142.25 hours and after recycling LRV 
switches and circuit breakers, the LRV front wheel steering was restored. 
This traverse was east of the first, but also in a southerly direction. 
After passing in sight of Index, Arbeit, Crescent, Dune, and Spur Craters, 
the crew stopped in the sampling area. The return traverse closely 
followed the outbound route. Drilling was completed, and the second of 
two probes was emplaced while the nearby area was photographed. Returning 
to the LM, the United States flag was erected, and samples were stowed. 
This traverse lasted approximately 7.25 hours and communications were 
satisfactory despite the fact that the LM operated with a broken antenna 
blade, which was repaired with tape prior to the extravehicular activity. 

The third day of lunar exploration was cut short to allow the crew rest 
and to meet the liftoff timeline. A curtailed traverse was made to pick 
up the deep core samples, visit Scarp and Rim Craters, and investigate the 
ri?gion named The Terrace. The traverse was roughly in a westerly direction 
from the landing site. More samples were obtained and trouble was experi- 
enced with the 16 and 70-mm cameras. On return, the LRV was parked at a 
vantage point to allow television coverage of liftoff. During the three 
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extravehicular periods totaling 19 hours 46 minutes and 12 seconds of 
lunar exploration, approximately 171 pounds of lunar material were col- 
lected for return to earth. Dust and high sun angles caused some heat 
management problems with the cornnunications equipment, and te'evision 
picture quality was degraded; however, the crew dusted the space radiators 
and camera lens, and this restored near nominal operation. 

After 66 hours 54 minutes and 53 seconds on the lunar surface, the ascent 
stage lifted off the lunar surface at 171:37:23 and attained a 42.5 by 
9.0 mile orbit. From this orbit, the crew performed a nominal LM-active 
rendezvous, and docking was completed at about 173.5 hours. 

During the lunar stay, the command and service module had orbited the 
moon 34 times and functioned as a scientific satellite. The LM was 
jettisioned one revolution later than planned hecause of difficulty 
with the tunnel venting or sealing. Jettisoning occurred at about 
179.5 hours, and the LM deorbit maneuver was initiated about 1.5 hours 
later. The LM impact occurred at 181:29:36 at 26 degrees 21 minutes 
north latitude and 0 degree 15 minutes east longitude, about 12 miles 
from the planned impact point and about 50 miles west of the Apollo 15 
landing site. Impact was recorded by the Apollo 12, 14, and 15 seismic 
stations. 

The laser altimeter malfunctioned after 24 lunar revolutions and could 
not be restored to an operative condition. The lunar slrface television 
camera which had provided good coverage of liftoff, was cycled on again 
at about 211.25 hours and operated normally for about 13 minutes before 
the downlink signal was abruptly lost. All efforts to restore video 
transmission failed. The subsatellite was deployed at about 222.5 hours. 
All systems were operating and the subsatelli te orbit was approximately 
76.3 by 55.1 miles. The lunar orbital phase of the Apollo 15 mission 
was terminated by the transearth injection maneuver at 223:48:45. 

The transearth coast extravehicular activity began at about 242 hours. 
Television coverage was provided while the ComMnd Module Pilot retrieved 
film cassettes and examined the scientific instrumentation module for any 
abnormalities. The extravehicular activities lasted approximately 38 min- 
utes which was about 20 minutes shorter than planned. 

The only midcourse correction of the transearth phase was performed at 
the seventh midcourse correction opportunity. The maneuver was 24.2 sec- 
onds in duration and provided a velocity of 5.6 ft/s. The entry flight 
path angle, as a result, was reduced to a nominal minus 6.51 degrees. 
The comnand module was separated from the service module 15 minutes prior 
to entry interface. The entry was nominal and the spacecraft was observed 
on the main parachutes. Later, one of the three main parachutes collapsed, 
but a safe landing was made at 295:11:53. The landing coordinates, deter- 
mined by the onboard computer, were 26 degrees, 7 minutes, 48 seconds 
no;th latitude, and 158 degrees, 7 minutes, 12 seconds west longitude, 
about 1 mile from the planned landing point. The crew were brought aboard 
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the recovery ship by helicopter about 39 minutes after landing. The 
Apollo 15 mission was successfully concluded with the placing of the 
command module aboard the recovery ship about 1.5 hours after landing. 
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SECTION 19 

APOLLO 15 INFLIGHT DEMONSTRATION 

Mm weve no HSFC Infllght demonstrations for the Apollo 15 flight. 
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SECT1 ON 20 

LUNAR RDVING VEHICLE 

20.1 SUMMARY 

All Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) systems performed satisfactorily with the 
range capability being approximately twice the predicted value. The total 
range traversed during the three traverses was 27.9 kilometers at an aver- 
age velocity of 9.3 km/hr; the maximun velocity was 13 km/hr and the maxi- 
mum slopes negotiated were up to 12 degrees. The stopping distance was 
approximately 4.6 meters from 10 km/hr, and the braking and steering duty 
cycles were much less than predicted, with estimates as low as 5 percent 
of the time given by the crew. The LRV average energy consumed was 1.87 
amp-hr/km with a total consumed energy of 52 amp-hr. The navigation system 
attained a Lunar Module (LM) closure error of less than 0.2 kilometer on 
each traverse while gyro drift was negligible. 

The wander factor (LRV path deviation due to obstacles) plus wheel slip 
was approximately equal to the predicted value of 10 percent. 

The following concerns occurred during the lunar surface operation: 

a. Battery No. 2 volt-ammeter was inoperative at first power up. 

b. Forward steering was inoperative on Extravehicular Activity (EVA)-1 
but was successfully activated on EVA-2 and 3. 

C. Seat belt fastening iJas excessively time cansuning. 

d. Lunar Cormiunication Relay Unit (LCRU) TV dropped out after LM liftoff. 

e. The left front fender extension was missing after EVA-l. 

A detailed description of the LRV may be seen in paragraph 20.14. 

20.2 DEPLOYMENT 

There were three occurrences during LRV deployment which were not nominal, 
although their significance on the deployment operation was minimal. These 
occurrences were: 

a. Both support arm latch mechanis.ms unlatched (corrected by crew during 
normal inspection procedures). 
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b. Saddle did not release although pin was out. (Crew accomplished release 
with manual force. Could be avoided by using proper release procedure.) 

C. Two chassis pins were not flush with hinge. (Crew used deployment tool 
md normal procedures to push pins into latch.) 

Details of narlinal deployment are described in paragraph 20.14. 

20.3 LRV TO STOUED PAYLOAD INTERFACES 

The interfaces between the stowed payloads and LRV were adequate. 

20.4 LUNAR TRAFFICABILITY ENVIRONMENT 

Prior to the Apollo 15 mission a series of environmental constraints (oper- 
ations envelope) were established for use as design criteria for the LRV 
lunar surface operations. These design criteria outlined the expected range 
of surface temperature, radiation levels, meteoroid flux rates, etc., as 
well as a spectrum of surface roughness for use in mission planring and 
trafficability analyses. Because premission photography (EC-mzter resolu- 
tion) left much 'co be desired in providing answers to the basic questions 
relative to the expected vehicle trafficability, it was necessary to make 
certain conservative assumptions regarding these factors for the Apollo 15 
landing site. 

In general, the environment was more favorable than anticipated in the 
normal case. Premission scientific traverse planning assumed that the 
crew would require at least a 10 percent wander fz,tor to reach the various 
scientific stations on the traverse. Based on preliminary data obtained 
from the real-time operations, preliminary data fvom analysis of soil 
samples, and cursory examination of available photography and discussions 
with the Apollo 15 crew during their debriefings, these operational enve- 
lopes were not exceeded. Based on real-time observations the premission 
wander factor seems to have been a good value for this landing site. During 
-the Standup EVA (SEVA), the crew described the surface as good from a 

rafficability standpoint, since only a small percentage of the surface 
ppeared to be covered with fragmental debris. See Figure 20-l for a map 
*howing the LRV traverses. The crew further remarked that the surface 
looked very much like the Apollo 14 site ir. terms of the amount of huwnocky 
surface; however, the surface looked as if it would offer no problem to the 
LRV. The mare surface at the site, as shown by TV and surface photography, 
shows that the surface is indeed gently undulating (hurmockh) in detail and 
although abundantly cratered, there is a very small percentage of the sur- 
face littered with blocky debris. Craters near the LM, although 25 to 30 
meters in diameter, had smooth interiors and very small amounts of blocky 
ejecta indicating that the fragmental layer was relatively thick at this 
site. In terms of surface roughness, the entire area traversed by the LRV 
can now be classified a smooth mare surface; however, some photography 
does show blocky craters and crew comnents indicate other types of roughness 
as indicated by the series of large depressions or swales (apparently very 
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old subdued craters) which were traversed by the LRV during EVA-3. Further 
discussion of sull.ce roughness is contained in paragraph 20.6. The mean 
regional slope distLibution of the surface traversed by the LRV was much 
less than had been dssumed prior to the Apollo 15 mission. A comparison 
of the premission estimates and postmission assessments of the slope dis- 
tribution for EVA's 1, 2, and 3 can be made on Figures 20-2 through 20-5. 
The latter estimates were based on map distances corresponding to lunar 
surface profile segments ranging between 1OC m and 500 m. The topographic 
data used to obtain range of slopes was a 1:15,840-scale topographic map 
compiled by NAjA MSC from Orbiter V photographs with a photographic 
resolution of 20 m. In general, the fine-grained surface material cf the 
Apennine-Hadley region is characterized by a slightly cohesive granular 
soil with bulky grains in the silt-to-fine-sand size range which exhibits 
adhesive characteristics when in contact with other surfaces. The soil 
conditions encountered during EVA's 1, 2, and 3 were variable. As 
expected, at locations of different geologic history, variations in the 
consistency, packing characteristics, and gradation of the lunar soil 
were observed to depths varying from a few centimeters to a few tens of 
centimeters. The LRV mobility performance could be materially affected 
by these soil ccrldltions. The available information indicates that the 
soil conditions at the Apollo 15 landing site do not appear to be sub- 
stantially different , rom those encountered during previous Apollo 
missions. In general, the material appears to be more cohesive than that 
encountered at the Apollo 14 site and at least as cohesive as that 
encountered at the Apollo 11 and Apollo 12 sites. 

Figure 20-6 shows gradation curves from grain-size analyses performed at 
the Lunar Receiving Laboratory on several lunar soil samples obtained 
during the Apollo 15 mission. These curves are compared with the grain- 
size distribution of the crushed basalt, designated as LSS (WES Mix), that 
was used as a 'lunar soil simulant for LRV wheel-soil interaction studies 
performed at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (USAE 
WES), Vicksburg, Mississippi. The physical and mechanical properties of 
the five consistencies at which this simulant,was placed, designated 
respectively as LSSl through LSS5, are listed in Table 20-l and are 
canpared with ranges of corresponding lunar soil properties obtained 
during missions prior to Apollo 15. 

For.comparison purposes, listed below are a limited amount of preliminary 
quantitative or semi-quantitative lunar soil mechanics data that have been 
obtained from real-time observations and photographic coverage, and post- 
mission analyses on lunar soil samples from the Apennine-Hadley region: 

(1) The bulk density of the double-core tube soil sample (#UO3/LO4), 
obtained at Station 2 of EVA 1 (near St. Geo;'ge Crater), is 
estimated to range between 1.4 g/cm3 , along t,ie upper 27 to 29 cm, 
and 1.64 g/cm3 along the lower section of th? tube which is 
34.9 cm long. 
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(2) The bulK density of the three upper sections of the &e core 
obtained at the ,ALSEP site is estimated to be 1.62 g/c .s B 
1.84 g/cm3, and 1.75 g/cm3 in order of il,creasing depth. Each 
of these sections is 39.9 cm long. 

(3) The cohesion of the material in the vicinity of the soil 
mechanics trench is estimated to be 0.1 M/cm2 (0.15 psi) and 
the rate of its sistance to 
between 4.1 N/cm F s 

enetration with depth to range 
and 5.4 N/c! (15 psi/in to 20 psi/in). 

(4) The average depth of crew bootprints was 1 cm (0.4 in). 
However, bootprints as deep as 15 cm (6 in.) were also 
developed especially on soft rims of fresh craters. 

It is indicated that the physical and mechanical properties of the soils 
traversed by the LRV were within the range of the properties of the lunar 
soil simulants LSSl through LSS5 used In terrestrial LRV wheel-suil 
interaction studies. 

20.5 WHEEL-SOIL INTERACTION 

Information relative to the interaction of the vehicle with the iunar 
surface was extracted from: (1) crew descriptions; (2) photographic 
coverage of the EVA activities, including a short 16 mn movie taken 
with the Data Acquisition Camera (DAC) while the vehicle was in 
motion along segments of the EVA 2 traverse; and (3) LRV amp-hr 
integrator, odaneter and speedaneter madouts. On the basis of 
this infomatian, the LRV interaction with the lunar surface c;,;I 
be srnrnarized as follows: 
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a. The general impression of the crew was that the LRV exerted a very 
low ground presclrre on the lunar surface. This observation is also 
corroborated by numerous photographs obtained during the lunar surface 
EVG'S. With both crewmen onboard the vehicle and the weight of the 
vehicle and its payload evenly distributed mJng the wheels, the depth 
of the wheel tracks was on the average of 1 l/4 cm (l/Z in) and 
varied between an imperceptible amount and 5 cm (2 in). High wheel 
sinkage was usually developed when the vehicle was traversing small 
fresh craters. Because of its light weight, on one occasion the LRY 
had the tendency to slide down a rather steep slope sideways as soon 
as the crew had stepped off the vehicle. To prevent sliding, the 
crew took turns holding it. 

b. The 50-percent chevron-covered wire-mesh wheels of the LRV developed 
excellent traction with the lunar surficial material. In most cases 
a sharp imprint of the chevron tread was clearly discernible, indi- 
cating that the surficial soil possessed a small amount of cohesion 
and that the amount of wheel slip was minimal. The latter observation 
is also corroborated by the small error of traverse closure in the 
odometer and navigation systems, which were based on a constant nheel- 
slip bias of 2.3 percent. Also, an average LRV wheel sinkage of 
l-1/4 cm (l/2 in) at a wheel slip of 2.3 percent is in agreement 
with data obtained from the USAE WES wheel-soil interaction tests cn 
lunar soil simulants. 

C. The crew reported driving was quite easy when the vehicle was cperated 
on level surface which was relatively free of obstacles, On this type 
of surface the indicated vehicle speed, which was not corrected for 
wheel slip, ranged between 10 km/hr and 12 km/hr, with one maximun 
speed readout of 13 km/hr. In these instances the throttle setting 
was reported to be at or close to 100 percent. When the vehicle ran 
across crater fields with a high density of small craters (1 m to 
2 m diameter) with low rims, the maximum indicated vehicle speed fc,- 
comfortable riding was 6 km/hr to 7 km/hr. At all of these speeds, 
no wheel slip could be detected. From terrestrial experience, a 
wheel slip of less than about 20 percent is not detectable by the 
vehicle driver. In one instance at the ALSEP site, the wheels 
attained a 100 percent slip when the vehicle was being started from 
a stand-still position. While spinning, the wheels dug into the lunar 
soil to a depth of 2pproximately 13 cm (5 in); i.e., down to the 
lower part of the wheel rim. This contiI,l;ency did not delay the 
mission and did not impose undue inconvenience to the crew who lifted 
the vehicle out of the depression and placed it on undisturbed soil 
and resumed their activities. 

d. During hard-over turns executed at high speeds, the momentum of the 
vehicle tended to maintain it along a straight line course until its 
speed would be reduced by a sufficient amount to allow the wheels to 
turn. In those instances, the vehicle would tend to slide sideways. 
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e. Driving on previously developed LRV tracks did not materially change 
the performance of the vehicle, although the crew commented 
that in some instances the vehicle speed tended to increase. 

f. On the basis of crew debri.efings and EVA photographic coverage, it 
appears that the LRV was operated on slopes ranging in slope angle 
between 0 degrees and 12 degrees. Because of its light weight and 
the excellent traction obtained by the LRV wire-mesh wheel on the 
lunar soil, the general performance of the vehicle on these slopes 
was reported to be very satisfactory. On the basis of wheel-soil 
interaction tests performed on lunar soil simulants prior to the 
mission, the maximum slope angle that could be negotiated by the 
LRV had been estimated to be 20 degrees. It appears that the slopes 
actually negotiated at the Apennine-Hadley region represented about 
60 percent of the vehicle's maximun slope climbing capability. 

9. Maneuvering the vehicle on slopes did not present any serious problems. 
It was reported that the vehicle could be controlled more easily on 
up-slope than down-slope. When the vehicle was traversing along 
slope contours, the resulting ride was somewhat uncomfortable and the 
wheels on the down-slope side tended to displace the soil laterally 
and to sink by a greater' amount than the wheels on the up-slope side. 
It was also reported that the most preferable way to cross a crater 
was not to drive cross-slope, but: (1) to drive the vehicle 
down to the bottom of the crater along the gradient of the crater 
slope; (2) to drive it across the bottom of the crater; and (3) to 
drive it up-slope, again along the gradient of the slope. 

h. Based on crew observations, it appears that no perceptible amount of 
soil was collected inside the wheel when the vehicle was in motion. 
This observation is in agreement with the behavior of the lunar soil 
simulant used in the USAE WES wheel-soil interaction tests within the 
range of wheel slip realized during the LRV operation on the lunar 
surface. 

i. Durin the performance of the wheel-soil interaction task ("Grand 
Prix" 4 at high vehicle accelerations, a "rooster tail" was developed 
by fine-graineo material ejected from the wheels. The maximm height 
of the trajectory of the ejected material was 4.5 m (15 ft). 
Because of the presence of the fenders the material was being ejected 
forward fran the uncovered sides of the wheels. As reported by the 
cred, ejected dust was below the level of vision. 

j. During the "Grand Prix" exercise, the crew observed that some of the 
vehicle wheels were airbom in some instances, although the crewman 
driving the vehicle, had no sensation of this vehicle behavior. 

k. The vehicle's response to braking was reported to be excellent. The 
wheels tended to completely lock and the vehicle came to a complete 
stop within one to three vehicle lengths. 
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1. As a result of the vehicle interaction with the lunar surface a thin 
layer of very fine-grained material tended to cover the surface of 
the vehicle components over a long period of time. The accumulated 
particles appeared to be evenly distr'huted over the vehicle surface. 
However, the material could be easily brushed off. 

In sunnary, it appears that the LRV wheel-soil interaction at the 
Apennine-Hadley region is consistent with expectations based on premission 
terrestrial wheel-soil interaction studies on lunar soil simulants. 
Accordingly, the existing MSFC lunar soil model appears to be adequate 
for LRV performance evaluation purposes. 

20.6 LOCOMOTION PERFORMANCE 

The locomotion performance of the LRV was satisfactory and met all of the 
demands required by the Apollo 15 mission. However, as the mission pro- 
file was well vJithin the expected capabilities of the LRV, the vehicle 
was never operated under performance-limiting conditions or under degraded 
operating modes. Consequently no direct quantitative information exists 
regarding its limiting mobility performance capabilities at the Apennine- 
Hadley region. 

A postmission evaluation of the energy consuned by the LRV during EVA's 
1, 2, and 3 was made using the MSFC power profile computer model. The 
results of these calculations are shown and compared with real-time LRV 
amp-hr integrator readouts in Figure 20-7. 

On the basis of the information obtained relative to the roughness of the 
lunar surface traversed by the LRV, this analysis has been based on two 
surface roughness models: One corresponding to a Smooth Harp Low-Range 
PSD and the other to a perfectly smooth surface with the same regional 
slope distribution. These two limiting conditions were used because, on 
the basis of current information, the surface roughness coefficient K 
along the LRV traverses at the Apennine-Hadley region is estimated to 
be within the range of 0 to 17.5, corresponding to K values for "Perfectly 
Smooth Surface" and "Smooth Mare, Low-Range PSD" surface models. The pre- 
mission estimates and postmission assessments of this coefficient are used 
as constants of proportionality to calculate pcmer losses in the LPV 
dampers as a function'of the square of the vehicle speed. These data are 
shown in Figure 20-8. By comparing the weighted average of the premission 
estimates on K with the current assessments, it can be seen that the power 
losses in the dampers may have been overestimated in premission power 
profile analyses by a factor of 5.2. 

The MSFC LRV power profile computer program was also used to obtain 
estimates on the maximun steady state velocity attained by the LRV and 
corresponding wheel slip at full throttle as a function of slope angle. 
The results of these calculations are shown in Figures ZO-^, 20-10 and 
20-11. Inasmuch as the wheel slip calculations corresponding to a 
"Perfectly Smooth Surface" are almost identical to the ones obtained for 
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the "Smooth Mare Low-Range PSD" surface, they are not shown on a separate 
plot. The computer estimates of both the velocity and the wheel-slip 
appear to be consistent with crew observations. 

Finally, on the basis of the average values from the LRV amp-hr integrator 
readouts at the beginning and the end of each EVA, the reconstructed 
vehicle traverse routes and the reconstructed mission timeline estimates 
on the LRV range at the Apennine-Hadleyregion were made and are sholJn 
in Table 20-2. 

On the basis of this analysis, the follwing conclusions can be made: 

(1) Assuming that the LRV amp-hr integrator readouts are correct, 
the 'agreement between the estimated and "actual" performance 
of the LRV is very satisfactory, even by terrestrial vehicle 
mobility performance standards. 
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Table 20-2. Reconstructed LRV Total Range 

8712 WATT-HR BATTERY 8712 VATT-HR BATTERY 
-10 PERCENT DRAWDWN -10 PERCENT DRAHDOM 

-1800 WATT-HR CONTINGENCY 

MSFC LRV Reconstructed 
Power Profile, km 82.8-;;I; +5*7 

65 . 9 -9.4 

LRV Amp-Hr Integrator 
Readouts (Based on 
Median Values at the 
Beginnin and End of 
Each EVA 7 , km 

Gent Difference 
Between Cnr-nouter 
Estimates and Amp-Hr 

123.0 

32 7 +g-6 . -6.3 

LRV Amp-Hr Integrator 
Readouts (Based on 
Median Values at the 
Beginning and End of 
EVA's 1, 2, and 3* 
(See Figure 20-7). km 

Percent Difference 
Between Canputer 
Estimates and Amp-Hr 

117.3 93.4 

29 4 +6*6 ' -13.1 29.4-$; 

I *Reading at end of EVA-3 taken after lneter tapped. t 

(2) Appreciable deviation between premission LRV power consunption 
estimates and actual LRV data on the Apennine-Hadley region 
can be attributed mainly to conservative estimates of the slope 
distribution and roughness characteristics of the lunar surface. 

(3) The lunar soil model used in LRV performance evaluation is 
adequate and consistent with lunar soil mxhanics and wheel-soil 
interaction data obtained from the Apollo 15 mission. 

(4) Deviatio ns between the current MSFC LRV pmr profile computer 
estimates and "actual" LRY perfonance data can be attributed 
mainly to the following sources: 

(a) Inaccuracies in the LRV amp-hr integrator readouts. 

(b) Errors in postmission estimates of the regional slope 
distribution at the Apennine-Hadley region which were 
made on the basis of a 20-m resolution topographic map. 
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(c) Inaccuracies in estimating power losses due to navigation, 
steering, etc., which according to the current estimates 
were about 30 percent of the estimated traction-drive 
losses. 

(d) Errors in estimating actual distances traversed by the LRV. 

(e) Variable soil conditions at the Apennine-Hadley region. 
region. 

20.7 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

20.7.1 Harmonic Drive 

The harmonic drive performed satisfactorily; no excessive power consunp- 
tion or temperatures were noted nor was any mechanical malfunction appar- 
ent. All wheel drives were operational throughout the mission. 

20.7.2 Wheels and Suspension 

The wheels and suspension systems performed as expected, verifying 
adequacy of the design. 

20.7,3 Brakes 

The crew cumnented that the brakes appeared to perform as they had 
expected although they took longe- to stop than they had experienced 
with the 1 g trainer as anticipated. The clpw also camnented that they 
learned to brake down to 5 km/hr or less when avoidinq craters or other 
obstacles to prevent sliding. During the "Grand Prix' exercise the 
vehicle was brought to a stop from 10 km/hr in about three vehicle 
lengths or less according to the crew. Evidence indicates that or a 
rolling surface of the type at Hadley base, the brake system performed 
as expected. 

20.7.4 Suspension and Stability 

The crew reported that the suspension system performed well during lunar 
traverse. The suspension system produced a low frequency "rocking" type 
ride, which was predominantly a pitching motion. Very little roll was 
noticed. The suspension reportedly did "bottun out" a few times. One 
specific instance was when the LRV encountered a 30 centimeter high 
obstacle at a velocity of 10 km/hr. This was expected for obstacle:; of 
this size. 

The LRV was sensitive in the area of controllability. When steering with 
the rear wheels only, as was the case throughout EVA-l, the front wheels 
tended to dig in while the rear end drifted out when making a sharp turn 
at high speeds. The LRV did a 180 deg=e spin-out once under this 
steering mode. With the front wheel steering operable and the rear 
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steering electrically disconnected, as was the case for a short time 
during EVA-Z, the rear wheels apparently drifted off center caus'ng an 
undesirable crabbing motion. Subsequently, the crew chose to return to 
the Double Ackermann steering mode and utilized it for the remainder of 
EVA-2 and al; of EVA-3. Double Ackermann steering proved to be very 
sensitive. After a little driving experience, however, the crewman 
driving reported thut this steering mode was good although he had to pay 
close attention to *iving. 

The sliding breakpoint was estimated as being between 5 km/hr (3.125 mph) 
ar:d 7 km/hr (4.375 mph). The LRV tended to slide straight ahead instead 
of turning when given a steering command at high speeds. With driving 
experience, the crew decided that the best driving practice was to brake 
before entering a turn. 

The LRV was exceedingly stable and had no tendency to roll even when in 
a spin-out condition. The wheels did become airborne occasionally, but 
did so independent of one another and did not cause a controllability 
problem. The crew reported that during the "Grand Prix" all four 
wheels were off the ground for a short period of time. The driver, 
however, did not sense that the wheels were off at this time. The chassis 
stayed relatively horizontal while driving. Driving cross slope, although 
stable, proved to be an uncomfortable driving condition. 

20.7.5 Hand Controller 

The hand controller performed satisfactorily with no apparent problems. 
The manner of steering was a "bang-bang" action. The steering soft stops 
were of no consequence. The IJsual mode for applying throttle was to apply 
full throttle and then back off to the desired speed. The reverse mode 
performed satisfactorily. 

20-7.6 Loads 

Instrunentation was not available on the LRV t> ascertain loads induced 
on the vehicle, In addition, the 16 mn camera failure during the "Grand 
Prix" nullifies the only other source of data. However, no apparent 
load problems were encountered since the crew reported no problems in this 
area. 

20.8 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

The LRV electrical systems performed adequately with no major problems. 

20.8.1 Batteries 

The batteries proved to be more than adequate for this mission based on 
amp-hr meter readings. Configuration via current and speed indications 
was inconclusive due to lack of crew Eadouts. Amp-hour meters indicated 
a total usage of 52 anp-hr out of a nominal capacity of 230 amp-hr for 
the two batteries, leaving a residual of 178 amp-hr. 
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20.8.2 Traction Drive System 

The traction drive system appears to have worked nominally. There were 
no indications of any off nominal conditions and all four units performed 
as expected. The crew indicated that the temperature of the units all 
remained below 200°F which is the lowest indication of the meter. During 
sorties the current readings were approximately 10 amps/battery for speeds 
ranging from 8 km/hr to 12 km/hr. The crew indicated at the debriefing 
that the throttle position was about 90 percent of full throttle which was 
consistent with the other data. 

20.8.3 Distribution System 

The electrical distribution system provided pawer to all functions as 
required with the excepticl of the battery No. 2 volt-ammeter which 
failed to function during the mission. 

20.8.4 Steering 

After LRV deployment, the forward steering did not respond to crew 
commands. Routine procedural checks were made with negative results 
and EVA-l was initiated and completed using only the rear steering. 
The crew reported no difficulty in driving the LRV and experienced 
good mobility rates. Prior to initiating the LRV traverse during EVA-2, 
the cww performed recommended corrective action operations with the 
forward steering and repurted that the forward steering was functioning. 
No further problem was encountered with the forward steering throughout 
EVA-2 or EVA-3. 

The following information was taken from the carmunication linic during 
LRV operation: 

a. Steering circuit breaker depressed and power switch placed in Bus A. 
No steering response was noted. 

b. Traction drive units were found to be operating, indicating that the 
+,15 volt pok'er supply was operational. 

C. Steering switch was changed to Bus C position and there was still no 
steering response. 

d. The crew attempted to physically turn wheels and were unable to do so. 
(They assuaed that they were to try to correct a binding condition and 
so applied an impulse force rather than a more desirable stea& force 
to overcome the reverse 256:l gear ratio.) 

e. Steering drive was applied with all other power off and the wmeter 
observed, but no movement was detected. 
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f. The crew at this point turned steeri.ig power off for tne front wheels 
and began EVA-l. 

9. Wheels tracked well during entire EVA-l. 

h. At the beginning of EVA-Z, steering power was turned on and the front 
steering began to work. 

i. After EVA-2 had begun, the crew found steering a little sensitive to 
the Double Ackerman ccnfiguration and turned the rear steering power 
off. 

j. The crew indicated that the rear whenls were wandering and so returned 
to Double Ackerman. (The length of time that rear power was off was 
very short; approxin;atel:l 1 or 2 min&es.) 

From the above data the following possibilities may explain the failure: 

a. Mechanically frozen motor or gear. 

b. Open motor circuit: 

(1) Brush contact lost on either of the two brushes. 

(2) Front steering circuit breaker open. 

(3) Pole side of steering power switch open. 

Wiper 'command potentiometer open due to lubricant or otner material 
Cm ( something that might be removed either from exercise of the hand 

controller, vibration or heat). 

The first possibility seems to fit the information that the steering tended 
to track well and that the crewmen were unable to physically move the 
wheels. However, tests on the quality test vehicle revealed that the meter 
deflects slightly when the hand control is energized, so this should have 
been detected by the crew. The movement i.s small enough, however, to be 
missed if not observed carefully, and with the suit on could have been 
missed rather readily. 

The second possibility would satisfy the fact that current was not observed, 
but fails to explain why the wheels did not wander. Other available data 
give evidence that the wheels may or mqy not track reasonably well depending 
upon the operating conditions. 

The third possibility would explain the fact that the current deflection 
was absent and would perhaps explain the inability of the crew to turn 
the wheels. However, it fails to explain the lack of wander when power 
was off. In conclusion, none of the possibilities are ruled out but at 
the SW time none explain the situation well enough +A reach a definite 
solution. 
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20.8.5 Amp-Hour Integrator 

Just after deployment, the values read from the amp-hour meters showed an 
oftset from the expected full scale reset values. Later sufficient read- 
ings were recorded that indicated proper operations, but it I expected 
that a number of small discrepancie s in the read values were result of 
the crew members reading the meters from different angles. 

20.9 CONTROL AND DIS"IY COHSOLE 

The Control and Display Console (C&DC) proved adequate in all areas with 
the exception of some difficulty ir reading meters. Amp-hour and bat:ery 
current meters were espe,:ially difficult to read due to the large scale 
divisions. There was an offset fmm the expected full scale readings on 
the amp-hour meters. The battery No. 2 volt-ammeter did not register 
during the entire mission. 

20.10 NAVIGATION SYSTEM 

Performance of the navigation system was satisfactory. In addition to 
supplying navigation support for the LRY, the system, by using range and 
bearing readings frun known landmarks, determined the location of the LM 
on the moon. 

Table 20-3 sumnarizes the navigation performance. 

20.11 CREW STATION 

The seat belt design was the principal problem Involving the crew station. 
The velcro used to tie down the loose end of the seat belt prevented the 
seat belt from being lengthened. The crew commented that the seat belt 
woulo have been usable had they been eble to lengthen it, but it would 
still have required too much time and effort. A modified seat belt for 
LRV No, 2 and No. 3 is concidered necessary. 

The velcro taus on the upright portion of the seat were not used. The 
crew feels that had this velcro been used, their movement would have been 
overly restrained and the driver would have had difficulty positioning 
himself relative to the hand controller. 

Ingress was accanplished by sitting on the edge of the seat with c-n's 
back to the LRV, then swinging the legs around against the foot rest, then 
pressing back on the foot rest to erect the body. In doing this the 
Portable Life Support System (PLX) would slightly hang on the PLSS support 
on back of the seat. The crew stated that possibly a better ingress 
procedxe should be used. 

The outboard toeholds were not used as they were a hindrance to ingress 
and were removed and stawed. Egress was accanplished without difficulty. 
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Table 20-3. LRV Navigation System Performance 

.- 

Odometer Distance 

Map Distance 

Ride Time 

Park Time 

Total Time of 
Traverse 

Averace \elocit.y 

Mobility Rate 

N$unber of 
Navigation 
Checks 

Number of 
Navigation 
Upda.tes 

Navigation 
Closure Error 

Maximun Position 
Error 

GYRO Drift Rate 

GYRO Misalignment 

Percent Loaf&r 

/ 
TRAVERSE I 

10.3 km 

9.0 km 

approx. 62 min 

approx. 74 min 

approx. 1% din 

10.0 km/hr 

8.7 km/hr 

1 

0 

less than 200 m 

less than 300 m 

little or none 

small 

14 

TRAVERSE II 

12.5 km 

11.7 km 

approx. 83 min 

approx. !% min 

approx. 237 min 

9.0 km/hr 

8.46 km/hr 

1 

1 

less than 200 m 

less than 350 m 

little or none 

small 

7 

TRAVERSE III 

5.1 km 

4.5 km 

aD?rsx. 35 min 

approx. 82 min 

approx. 117 min 

8.7 km/hr 

7.54 km,lhr 

0 

0 

less than 200 m 

less than 250 m 

little or none 

small 

i6 

Definitions 

Map Distance - Map distance traveled, neglecting deviations around small 
craters. 

Ride Time - The tiw spent riding, including minor stops, fran departure 
to arrival at the LH. 

Average Velocity - The odometer reading at the and of the traverse div'ded 
by the ride time. 

Mobility Rate - The map distance divided by the ride time. 
Navigatiul, Closure Error - The position error in thd navigation system at 

the end of the traverse. 

Percent Wander - speed - mobility mobil. 
ity rate 

rate x 100 percent 
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There were no apparent visibility problems caused by the LRV, altilough 
the crew commented that !-meter diameter subdued craters were not visible 
more than 3 meters from the vehicle. 

20.12 THERMAL 

20.12.1 Sumnary 

The LRV-1 thermal control system performed satisfactorily during the 
Apollo 15 mission. Although sOme deviations from preflight predictions 
occurred during the LRV-1 mission , all components were maintained within 
design temperature limits during the transportation, extravehicular, and 
cooldown periods. 

Significant dust degradation of the space radiators resulted in a lack of 
cooldown during the post EVA-2 cooldown period. However, no restriction 
on LRV operation during EVA-3 resulted. Minimal design and/or crew pro- 
cedure changes will be necessary to assure clean radiators for cooldown 
periods on subsequent missions. 

20.12.2 Transportation Phase 

All components were maintained within storage tmperature limits during 
the transportation phase (translunar coast, lunar orbit, LM landed 
attitude). 

Prior to EVA-l, the temperature readings were 2Y8OK (78OF) and 300°K 
(8OOF) for battery No. 1 and battery No. 2, mspectivel . These tempera- 
ture deviations from the predicted value of 283OK (50°F J did not degrade 
EVA-l capabilities. Possible explanations being investigated include a 
different attitude timeline and high temperature bias on meters. 

20.12.3 Extravehicular Activity Periods 

All components remained within operational temperature limits throughout 
the three lunar surface EVA's. As pedicted, motor temperatures were 
off-scale law throughout the EVA's. Comparisons between predicted and 
actual battery temperatures during the three EVA's are presented in 
Figures 20-12 through 20-14. The tenperatures were canputed based on 
preliminary EVA timelines. 

Major larameters affecting thermal performance of the LRV batteries are: 
soil model, damping power, vehicle orientation, driving time, and distance 
traversed. Correlation of analytical and actual battery temperatures will 
be improved with more complete definition of these influencing parameters. 

Predicted and measured temperatures for the batteries during cooldown 1 
are presented in Figure 20-15. Cooldown 1 is defined as the period 
between the end of EVA-1 and beginnIng of EVA-%. The predicted 
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temperatures were computed using a radiator solar absorptance (as) of 
0.07 (clean surface) and with the right side of the Jehicle facing the 
solar vector as specified in the ICD 13MO7391. The LRV was parked headed 
North, resulting in a slight increased radiator solar heat load and 
decreased cooldown rate. Dust accumulation on the radiator was not 
indicated during cooldown 1. 

The battery dust covers should close automatically at 283°K (50'F). 
Battery No. 1 cover closed during cooldown 1. However, the temperature 
meter indicated 2S3'K (68OF). This indicates that either the bimetallic 
actuator spring malfunctioned or the temperature gage was reading high 
(see transportation phase). 

Cooidown 2 - Predicted and measured battery temperatures during cooldown 
2 are shown in Figure 20-16. The radiators' heat load was higher than 
predicted due to dust coverage and the northerly parking position. 

Radiator temperatures with dust coverages of 5 and 15 percent in canbi- 
nation with the northerly parking attitude were determined. The 15 per- 
cent (as = 0.45) indicates temperatures slightly above the measured values. 

Minor changes in the design, preflight checkout, and operational procedures 
are being considered to preclude dust accunulation on future missions. 

BATTERY RO. 1 - CElSURlD 0 
-RECONSTRUCTED--- 110 

330 
BATTERY c. 2 - HEASURED A 

- RECONSlMJCTED--- 
130 

320 120 
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Figure 20-16. LRV Battery Temperatures During Cooldow 2 
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20.13 STRUCTURES 

No structural damage to the LRV was noticed by the crew, although a close 
inspection was not performed. A preliminary review of LRV photos reveals 
no wheel wire mesh breakage. Tiiese photos, however, do show that the 
forward portion of the left front fender was missing after EVA-l. Cause 
of this is unhnawn. 

20.14 LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 

The LRV was the first manned vehicle to traverse the lunar surface. The 
LRV was stowed in the LM stowage bay and deployed on the lunar surface 
after landing. This section contains general information pertaining to 
the LRV operational capabilities and subsystem descriptions. 

20.14.1 LRV Overall Description 

The LRV system on the lunar surface consists of the LRV, the structure 
for securing the LRV to the LM stowage bay and the mechanism for deploying 
the LRV from the LM onto the lunar surface. 

The LRV (Figure20-17) is a four-wheeled, self-prc:,el\ed, manually con- 
trolled vehicle to be used for transporting creFJmen and equipment on the 
lunar surface. The vehicle has accommodations for two c-n and the 
stowed auxiliary equipment designed for the particular mission. 

The LRV system is comprised of the Mobility Subsystem, Electrical Poner 
Subsystem, Control and Display Console (C&DC), Navigation Subsystem, Crew 
Station, Thermal Control Subsystem and Space Support Equipment. Each sub- 
system is described in subsequent paragraphs. 

20.14.2 Subsystem Description 

20.14.2.1 Mobijity Subsystem 

The mobility subsystem consists of the chassis and equipment and controls 
necessary to pml, suspend, brake and steer the LRV. Each wheel inclu&s 
an open wire mesh tire with chevron tread covering 50 percent of the sur- 
face contact area. The tire inner frame provides a stiff load path to 
accommodate high impact loads. Each wheel has a decoupling mechanism and 
can be decoupled fm the traction drive by operating the two decoupling 
mechanisms which allaw the wheel to "free-wheel' about a bearing indepen- 
dent of the drive train. This decoupling mechanism can also be used to 
re-engaga the wheel with the traction drive. Decoupling disables the 
brake on the affected wheel. When the LRV is folded for stowage in the LM 
the front and rear wheels are compressed together. l&on deployment of the 
vehicle and unfolding of the wheels the wheel bulge retention wire is 
released and the wheel assunes its normal contiguration. 
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Figure 20-17. Deployed LRV Without St-d Payload 

Each LRV wheel is provided with a separate traction drive, consisting of 
a harmonic drive gear reduction unit, drive motor and brake assembly. Each 
traction drive also contains an odaneter pickup which transmits a pulse to 
the navigation subsystem at the rate of nine pulses per wheel revolution. 
The four harmonic drive gear reduction units transmit torque to each wheel. 
Input torque to the four harmonic drives is supplied by the four electric 
drive motors. The harmonic drive Educes the motor speed by a ratio of 
8O:l. 

The drive motors a.re direct current series, brush-type laotors which operate 
fran a naninal input voltage of 36 vdc. Speed control for the motors is 
furnished by pulse tiidth modulation frcm the drive controller electronic 
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package. Each motor is instrumented for thermal monitoring. An analog 
temperatui-e measurement from a thermistor at the stator field is displayed 
on the C&DC. !n addition, each motor contains a thermal switch which 
closes on increasing temperature at 400°F and provides an input sigiial to 
the caution and warning system to actuate the warning flag. 

Each traction drive is equipped with a mechanical brake actuated by a 
cable connected to a linkage in the hand controller. Braking is accom- 
plished by moving the hand controller rearward. This operation de-energizes 
the drive motor and forces brake shoes against a brake drun which stops the 
rotation of the wheel hub. Equal braking force for the left and right 
wheels is accomplished by routing the cables through an equalizer device. 
The forward and rear brakes are actuated by separate cables. 

The chassis is suspended from each wheel by two pairs of suspension arms 
connected between the LRV chassis and each traction drive. Loads are 
transmitted from the suspension arms to the chassis through torsion bars. 
Wheel vertical travel and rate of travel is limited by a linear damper 
connected between the chassis and each traction drive. The deflection of 
the suspension system and wheels combine to allow 14 inches of chassis 
ground clearance when the LRV is fully loaded and 17 inches when unloaded. 

Forward movement of the hand controller about the T-handle throttle pivot 
axis proportionately increases forward speed. A constant torque of about 
6 in.-lb is rel;tiir-ed to move the hand controller beyot,d the limit of the 
dead band. The g-degree positSo. corresponds to a pulse duty cycle of 
approximately 50 percent, at each drive motor. The maximun power setting 
is achieved by pivoting the hand controller to the hard stop (maximun) 
position at approximately 14 degrees. To decelerate, the hand controller 
is pivoted toward neutral. To pled the vehicle in neutral, the hand 
cont*rolier is pivoted to the zero 21/2 degree position. To operate the 
vehicle in reverse, the reverse inhibit switch is placed in the up position 
and the hand controller pivoted rearward about the throttle pivot point. 
Tne vehicle must be brought to a ful! stop before a direction change is 
comnanded. This is required to prevent the possibility of some wheels 
being in forward and some in reverse upon reapplication of power. The 
hand controller will remain in the existing forward or reverse speed 
position in the crewmen "hands off" condition. Pivoting the hand controller 
left or right about the roll pivot point proportionally changes the wheel 
steering angle. The steering control, like the throttle control, has a 
l/2 degree neutral dead band on either side of zero. A torque of 7 in.-lb 
is required to roll the hand controller beyond the neutral position to 
begin steering angle change. The hard controller is spring loaded to 
return to the neutral steering position when released. If the wheels are 
not aligned with the LRV centerline, they will autanatically return to the 
aligned position when the steering system is turned on. 

Braking is initiated with the LRV in either fomard cr reverse by pivoting 
the hand controller iean:ard about the brake pivot point. Forward and 
reverse power is disabled when the brake is displaced 15 degrees. A 3-inch 
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rearward displacement of the hand controller engages and locks the parking 
brake. To disengage the parking brake, the hand controller is placed in 
the steer left position. The Drive Control Electronics (DCE) accepts 
forward and reverse speed control signals from the hand controller and 
transmits them to the drive motors in a format which allows drive motor 
speed control. In addition, the DCE accepts odometer signals from the 
traction drives and processes the signals for speedometer readout and 
nav 

20. 
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gation system usage. 

4.2.2 Electrical Power Subsystem 

electrical power subsystem consists of two batteries, distribution 
fig, connectors, switches, circuit breakers and meters for controlling 

and monitoring electrical power. 

combinations through circuit breakers and switch settings 
and display console. 

on the control 

The batteries am located on the forward chassis enclosed by the thermal 
blanket and dust covers. Battery No. 1 (on the left side ) is connected 
thermally to the navigation Signal Processing Unit (SPU), and serves as 
a partial heat sink for the SPU. Battery No. 2 (on the-r ight side) is 
thermally tied to the navigation TJirectional Gyro Unit (UGU) and serves 
as a heat sink for the DGU. 

The two batteries are of silver zinc construction and have a nominal 
voltage of 36 +5/-3 vdc and each has a capacity of 121 ampena hours. 
Both batteries are normally used simultaneously on an approximate equal 
load basis during LRV operation by selection of various load-to-bus 

Each battery is protected from excessive internal pressure by a pressure 
~lief valve that is set to open at 3..1 to 7 psi differential pressure. 
The relief valve closes when the differential pressure is below the 
valve's relief pressure. Each battery is capable of carrying the entire 
LRV electrical load, and the circuitry is designed such that in the event 
one battery fails, the entire electrical load can be switched to the 
remaining battery. 

During normal LRV operation, the navigation system power remains on during 
the entire sortie. To conserve power for increased range, all mobility 
elements (i.e., traction drives, steering motors, electronic controller, 
and power supplies) are turned off if a stop is to exceed 5 minutes 
duration. 

The normally open temperature switches in the batteries and drive motors 
close on incEasing temperatures. When either battery reaches 125°F or 
any drive motor reaches 400°F, the temperature switch closes, energizing 
the "OR" logic e?ement and the driver. The driver then sends a lo-milli- 
second 36 volt pulse to the coil of the electromagnet which releases the 
magnetic hold on the indicator at the top of the console and a spring 
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SUN StIADW DEVICE- 

loaded flag flips up. The cmwman can reset the flag by pushing it down 
even though the cause has not been eliminated. The flag will not flip 
up again unless an overtemperature occurs on another battery or traction 
drive or the initial overtemperature subsides and then recurs. The par- 
ticular higil temperature item can be selected for continuous monitoring 
on the control and display console analog meters. 

20.14.2.3 Control and Displqir Console 

The C&DC (Figure 20-18) is se::arated into two main funct'onal areas: 
Navigation on the upper area c" the panel and monitoring and ~o.,~rols on 

CAUTlON/MARNIK LATCH 
(DISCARDED AFTER LRV 
DEPLOVHENT) 

f  

SYITCH 
WARD 

Figure 20-18. Control and Display Comle 
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the lower area of the panel. The C&DC legends are activated with radio- 
active Promethium which provides visibility of displays under lunar shadow 
conditions. 

The attitude indicator provides indications of LRV pitch and roll. It 
indicates PIic upslope (U) or downslope (D) within a range of +25 to 
-25 degrees in Sdegree incremer ; and indicates ROLL within a range of 
25 degrees left to 25 degrees right in l-degree increments. The pitch 
and roll readings are transmitted to Mission Control Center (MCC) for 
navigation update computation. The heading indicator displays the LRV 
heading with respect to lunar north. The initial setting and updating 
of this instrument is accanplished by operating the GYRO TORQUING switch 
LEFT or RIGHT. The HEADING indicator was set to read 270 degrees at KSC 
prior to launch. This setting will allow minimum yyro torquing time on 
the lunar surface to adjust to the required heading. 

The bearing indicator displays bearing to the LM in l-degree digits. In 
the event of power loss to the navigation system, the bearing indication 
will remain displayed. 

Distance indicator displays distance traveled by the LRV in increments of 
0.1 kilometer. This display is driven from the navigation signal proceLsing 
unit which receives its inputs from the third fastest traction drive odom- 
eter. Total digital scale capacity is 99.9 kilometers. Range indicator 
displays the distance to the LM, and is graduated in 0.1 kilometer incre- 
ments with a total digital scale capacity of 99.9 kilometers. Speed 
indicator shows LRV velocity from 0 to 20 km/hr. This display is driven 
by the odometer pulses from the right rear wheel, through the SPU. 

The sun shadow device is used to determine the LRV heading with respect to 
the sun azimuth. When deployed, the device casts a shadow on a graduated 
scale when the vehicle is facing away from the sun. The point at which 
the shadow intersects the scale is transmitted by the crew to MCC for 
navigation update. The scale length is 15 degrees either side of zero 
with l-degree divisions. The sun shadow device can be utilized at sun 
elevation angles up to 75 degrees. 

20.14.2.4 Navigation Subsystem 

The navigation subsystem provides heading, bearing, range and distance 
information for the astronauts. The system consists of a directional 
gyro unit, a signal processing unit, an integrated position indicator, 
a sun shadow device and an attitude indicator. Vehicle input signals 
are processed in the signal processing unit and displayed as follows: 
heading with respect to lunar north, bearing back to the LM, range back 
to the LM, total distance traveled and vehicle velocity. 

The navigation subsystem is initialized by momentarily transferring the 
sys tern reset switch to SYSTEM RESET position and back to OFF which 
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initializes reset of all digital displays and internal registers to zero. 
Initialization is performed at the start of each EVA only. Alignment of 
the directional gyro is accomplished by measuring the pitch and roll of 
the LRV using the attitude indicator ard measuring the LRV orientation 
with respect to the sun using the sun shadow device. This infcnation is 
relayed to MCC where d heading angle is calculated. The gyro is then 
adjusted by slewing with the toquing switch until the heading indicator 
reads the same as the calculated value. The heading angle of the LRV is 
implicit in the output from the gyro, which is generated by a three wire 
synci,ro transmitter. The heading indicator in the Integrated Position 
Indicator contains a synrhro control transformer and an electromechanical 
servo system nhich drives the control transformer until a null is achieved 
with the inputs from the gyro. There are four odometers in the system, 
one for each traction drive unit. Nine odometer pulses are generated for 
each revolution of each wheel. These signals are amplified and shaped in 
the motor controller circuitry and enter the line receiver in the SPU. 
The odometer pulses from the right rear wheel enter the velocity processor 
for displqy on the LRV SPEEG indicator. 

Odometer pulses from all four wheels enter the odometer logic via the SPU 
line receivers. This logic selects the third fastest wheel for use in the 
distance computation. This insures that the odometer, output pulses will 
not be based on a wheel which is locked, nor will they be based on a wheel 
that has excessive slip. 

20.14.2.5 Crew Station 

The crew station consists of seats, footrests, inboard handholds, outboard 
handholds, arm rest, floor panels, seat belts, fenders, and toeholds. 

LRV seats are tubular aluminun frames spanned by nylon. The seats are 
folded flat onto the center chassis for launch and held in place by Velcro 
tiedown straps. After LRV deployment on the lunar surface the tiedown 
straps are removed and the seats are erected to the operational position 
by the clpw. The seat back is used to support and restrain the PLSS from 
lateral motion when the crew is positioned for LRV operation. Velcm pa& 
on the seat backs mate with Velcro on the crewman's PLSS to aid in lateral 
restraint. These pads, at crew option, can be covered to prevent seat 
back/PLSS attachment. Covers for these pads are provided as part of the 
LRV and can be installed or removed at KSC before LRV installation in the 
LM. For launch, each footrest is stowed against the center chassis floor 
and secured by two Velcro straps. The footrests are deployed by the cmw 
on the lunar surface. Inboard handholds are constructed of 1 inch O.D. 
aluminun tubing and are used to aid the crew during ingress and egress. 
The handholds also contain payload attach receptacles for the 16 mn data 
acquisition camera and the LCRU low gain antenna. Outboard handholds are 
integral parts of the chassis and are used to provide crer~ comfort and 
stability when seated on the LRV and for attachment of tiE seat belt. The 
arm rest is used to support the arm of creumen during hand controller 
manipulation. 
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A seat belt is provided at each seat. The seat belts are constructed of 
nylon webbing. The belt end terminates in a hook which is secured to the 
outboard handhold. Belt length adjustment is provided by an adjustment 
buckle. A stretch section of the belt permits normal fastening and 
release. 

Each wheel is covered by a fiberglass fender. To permit LIP! ,olding for 
LM installation, the fenders were required to be cunpresjed into a smaller 
envelope fhan their operational configuration, resulting in each fender 
having a depioyable extension. The deployable portion of each fender is 
positioned by the crewman during LRV deploymnt on the lunar surface. 
The front fenders also have a flap at the Ipar end to provide increased 
dust protection. 

There are two toeholds, one on either side of the vehicle. The toehold 
is used to aid the clpw in ingressing and egmssing the LRV. The toehold 
is formed by dismantling the LRV/LM interface tripods, and using the leg 
previously used as the tripod center member as the toehold. The tripod 
metier is inserted into the chassis receptacle to fornr the operational 
position of the toehold. The floor panels in the crew station area ana 
beaded a?uminun panels. The floor is structurally capable of supporting 
the full weight of standing cmmen in lunar gravity. 

All instrunents on the CLDC are mounted to an aluninun plate. The external 
surfaces of the C&DC are coated with thermal control paint and the face 
plate is black anodized and isolated from the instant mounting plate by 
radiation shields and fiberglass momts. Thermal control of tne C&DC is 
totally passive. Handholds, footllests, tubular sections of seats and 
center and aft floor panels are anodized. The underside of the center 
chassis floor panels are covered wath aluninue foil insulation to prevent 
LRV components fran becoming too cold during translurw flight. The 
traction drive assemblies a= coated with them1 control paint to minimize 
solar energy absorbed and utilizes its ow mass in conjunction with the 
suspension assembly to store heat energy released by the traction drive 
motor and harmonic drive. The steering motor utilizes the caaplete 
steering motor and transmission assenrbly and chassis to store heat energy 
released by the steering motor. The hand controller primary source of 
heating is from solar energy. The surface finish is.such that a mininm 
of solar energy is absorbed. Each of the above wits utilizes energy 
transfer to deep space while vehicle is patied ktween sorties to 1-r 
the starting terperature of each sorUe. 

20.14.2.6 Thermal Control 

Thermal control systems are incorporated into the LRV to awintain teryera- 
ture sensitive carponents within the appropriate teaperaturt linits during 
the translunar phase of a mission and during its operational iife on the 
lunar surface. Thermal control systers consist of special surface fin3shes. 
multilayer insulation, space radiators, thenwl straps, and fusible RUSS 
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heat sinks. In addition, the LM thermal blanket-encloses the lower portion 
of the stowed LRV to prevent heat damage to the LRV from the LM descent 
engine during the Fire-Until-Touchdown phase of lunar landing. 

The basic concept of thermal control for forward chassis components is 
energy storage during operation with subsequent energy transfer to deep 
space while the vehicle is parked between sorties. During operation heat 
energy released in the DCE is stored in the DCE and the DCE thermal control 
unit (a fusible mass device). Heat energy released in the SPU is stored in 
the SPU, the SPU thermal ton trol uni: (a fusible mass device) and battery 
No. 1. The SPU is thermally connected to battery No. 1 by means of the 
SPU thermal strap. Heat energy released in the Directional Gyro Unit (DGU) 
is stored in the DGU, and by means of the DGU the,mal strap in battery 
No. 2. Space radiators are mounted on the top of the SPU, DCE, battery 
No. 1 and Battery No. 2. Fused silica second surface mirrors are bonded 
to the radiators to minimize the solar energy absorbed by an exposed 
radiator, and to minimize the degradation of the radiating surface by the 
space and lunar environment. TCe space radiators are exposed only during 
the parking period between sorties. During sortie operation the space 
radiators are protected from l'jner dust by covers on battery No. 1 and the 
CCE; the SPU radiator and the radiator on battery No. 2. These dust covers 
are opened manually at the end of a sortie. An overcenter latch holds the 
dust covers open until battery temperatures reach 45 &5OF, at which time a 
bimetallic spring disengages the overcent latch allowing the dust covers 
to close. The SPU dust cover is slaved to the battery No. 1 dust cover. 

In addition to the dust covers, a multi-layer insulation blanket is pro- 
vided to protect the fomard chassis components from the space and lunar 
surface environments. The exterior, and certain portions of the interior, 
of the multi-layer insulation blanket are covered with a layer of Beta 
Cloth to protect against wear and direct solar or hot gas heat loads. 

In addition to protective cooling, thermal instrunentation displw at the 
C&DC is provide&for the traction drives and batteries. The display takes 
the form either of a discrete warning by a warning flag activated by a 
thermostat or an analog temperature display, (as sensed by a thermistor). 
Analog tempera:ure thermistors are located on the extomal case of each 
drive motor and on the main battery bus within each battery. Thermistors 
located in each assembly are monitored by a bridge circuit in the C&DC 
and the output of the bridge drives the display meters, which are cali- 
brated in degrees Fahrenheit. By interrogating the temperature display 
meters, an overtemperature condition can be isolated to the specSfic sub- 
asseerbly and corrective action in!tiated. 

20.14.2.7 Space Support Equipment 

The Space Support Equipment (SSE) consists of two basic subsystems of 
ha&am, the structural support subsystein and the Qployment hardware 
wbsysten. The function of the structural support subsystem is to , 
structurally support the LRV in the LM during launch boost, earth-lunar 
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transit and landing. The function of the deployment hardware subsystem 
is to deploy the LRV from the LM to the lunar surface after landing. 

The deployment hardware system consists of bellcranks, linkages and pins 
to release the LRV from the structural support subsystem, thus allowing 
the LRV to deploy from the LM. It also consists of braked reels, braked 
reel operating tapes, braked reel cables, LRV rotation initiating push- 
off spring, deployment cable, telescopic tubes, chassis latches, release 
pin mechanisms, and LRV rotation support points. See Figure 20-19. A 
deployment manipulation tool is also provided. The tool provides a 
contingency method for pulling deployment quick release pins and cables. 

!NHcET. DEPlDY)IIzRT WlPvLATlW 
Too1. ARD DEPLOYS OPERATING TAPFS 

0 AiTKWAUT DPERATES MPLDVMNT 
RELEASE llECMNlyl 

. LRV STWED IN QUADWNT 
@ ASTROlAUT MMDVES I:MLATla 0 ASTWAIJT DEPLOYS 1 

FR)I STUIM MY MI 
RIQT HAWO DEPLOVME 

OF-0 CHRSSIS uI#DLDS 
OFRWT HEELS URFaD 

.AFT tHASflS URFDWS cu 
0 REAR UHEELS WFDLD 
*AFT CHASSIS LOCKS IN 

PDSITIW 

LEFT nM0 

~:oyM"T 

0 FDRUiRD CHASSIS LOCKS 
II PDSITI~. ASTWMUI 

l fSSTt DlSCarrClS 1RV 
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YITH LEFT HAND oCPlOVMNT 

0 mow UIcaDs SAN. 
TAPE 

FDDTRESTS. (FINN STEP) 

Figure 23-19. Deployment Sequence 
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APPENDIX A 

ATMOSPHERE 

A.1 SUMMARY 

This appendix presents a sumnary of the atmospheric environment at 
launch time of the AS-510. The format of these data is similar to 
that presented on previous launches of Saturn vehicles to permit 
comparisons. Surface and upper levels winds, and thermodynamic 
data near launch time are given. 

A.2 GENERAL ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 

At launch time, the Cape Kennedy launch area was experiencing fair 
weather resulting from a ridge of high pressure extending westward, 
from the Bermuda High, through central Florida. See Figure A-l. 

Surface winds in the Cape Kennedy area were light and southerly as 
shown in Table A-l. Wind flow aloft is shown in Figure A-2 
(500 millibar level). The maximum wind belt was located north of 
Florida, giving less intense wind flow over the Cape Kennedy area. 
Winds were light and vdriable from the surface to 10.5 kilometer 
(34,450 ft) altitude. 

A.3 SURFACE OBSERVATIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 

At launch time, total sky cover was 7/10, consisting of high thin 
cirrus at 7.6 kilometers (25,000 ft). Temperature was 303OK (85.7OF). 
All surface observations at launch time are sumnarized in Table A-l. 
Solar radiation data are given in Table A-2. 

A.4 UPPER AIR MEASUREMENTS 

Data were used from three of the upper air wind systems to compile 
the final meteorological tape. Table A-3 summarizes the wind data 
systems used. Drily the Rawinsonde and the Loki Dart meteorological 
rocket data were used in the upper level atmospheric thermodynamic 
analyses. 
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Figure A-1. Surface Weather Map Approximately 1 l/2 Hours 
Before Launch of AS-510 

A.?.1 Wind Speed 

Wind speeds were light, beitlg 3.6 m/s (7.0 knots) at the surface, 
increasing to a peak of 18.59 m/s (36.2 knots) at 13.75 kilometers 
(45,110 ft). The winds began decreasing above this altitude, reaching 
a minimum of 7.0 m/s (13.6 knots) at 16.35 kilometers (53,640 ft) 
altitude. Above this altitude, the wind speed continued to increase, 
as shown in Figure A-3; a maximum Speed of 76.0 m/s (147.7 knots) was 
measured at 55.75 kilometers (182,900 ft) altitude. 

A.4.2 Wind Direction 

At launch time. the surface wind direction was 163 degrees. The wind 
direction was quite variable with increasing altitude to 8.0 kilometers 
(26,000 ft). Above this level, wind direction was easterly to 
58.0 kilometers (190,290 ft) altitude. Figure A-4 shows a complete 
wind direction versus altitude profile. 
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CONTINUOUS LINES INDICATE HEIGHT CONTOURS IN 
FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL. DASHED LINES ARE ISO- 
THERMS IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE. ARROWS SHOW 
WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED AT THE 500 MB LEVEL. 
(ARROWS SAME AS ON SURFACE MAP). 

Fi9ure A-2. 500 Millibar Map Approximately 1 l/2 Hours 
Before Launch of AS-510 

A.4.3 Pitch Wind Component 

The pitch wind velocity component (component parallel to the horizontal 
projection oc the flight path) at the surface was a headwind of 0.6 m/s 
(1.2 knots). A maximum headwind of 17.82 m/s (34.6 knots) was observed 
at 13.73 kilometers (45,030 ft) altitude. See Figure A-5. 

A.4.4 Yaw Wind Component 

The yaw wind velocity component (component normal to the horizontal 
projection of the flight path) at the surface was a wind from the right 
of 3.54 m/s (6.9 knots). The peak yaw wind velocity in the high dynamic 
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Table A-l. Surface Observations at AS-510 Launch Time 
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Table A-2. Solar Radiation at AS-510 Launch Time, Launch Pad 39A 

HOUR ENDING TOTAL HORIZONTAL 
EST SURFACE 

05.00 
06.00 
07.00 
08.00 
09.00 
10.00 
11.00 

8.: 
0:09 
0*31 
0.60 
0.81 
0.97 

NORMAL 
I 

DIFFUSE 
INCIDENT (SKY) 

1 0.00 
1.01 

~ 8*Z 1:07 
1.15 
1.06 

pressure region was from the left of 7.34 m/s (14.2 knots) at 13.43 kilo- 
meters (44,040 ft). See Figure A-6. 

A.4.5 Component Wind Shears 

The largest component wind shear (Ah = 1000 m) in the altitude range of 
8 to 16 kilometers (26,247 to 52,493 ft) was a pitch shear of 0.0110 set-1 
at 11.23 kilometers (36,830 ft). 
lower levels, was 0.0071 set-1 

The largest yaw wind shear, at these 
at 14.43 kilorrsters (47,330 ft). See 

Figure A-7. 

A.4.6 Extreme Wind Data in the High Dynamic Region 

A sutmnary of the maximum wind speeds and wind components is given in 
Table A-4. A sumMry of the extreme wind shear values is given in Table 
A-5. 



Table A-3. Systems Used to Measure Upper Air Wind Data for AS-510 
--Y P 

T RELEASE TIME T PORTION OF DATA USED 

TYPE OF DATA 

FPS-16 Jimsphere 

Rawinsonde 

Loki Dart 

TIME 
(UT) 

1350 

1344 

1505 

TIME 
AFTER 

16 

10 

91 

START 

ALTITUDE TIME 
AFTER 

125 
(410) 

14,000 
(45,931) 

58,000 
(190,286) 

16 

56 

91 

END 

ALTITUDE 

(:t) 

13,750 
(45,111) 

24,750 
181,2W 

25,000 
w ,020) 

TIME 
AFTER 

63 

91 

116 

A.5 THERMODYNAMIC DATA 

Comparisons of the thermodynamic data taken at AS-510 launch time with 
the annual Patrick Reference Atmosphere, 1963 (PRA-63) for temperature, 
pressure, density, and Optical Index of Refraction are shown in 
Figures A-8 and A-9, and are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

A.5.1 Temperature 

Atmospheric temperature differences were small, generally deviating less 
than 2 percent from the PRA-63. below 45 kilometers (147,640 ft) altitude. 
Air temperatures were warmer than the PRA-63, from the surface and through 
13 kilometers (42,650 ft). Above this altitude, temperatures deviated 
about the PA-63 values. See Figure A-8. 

A.5.2 Atmospheric Pressure 

Atmospheric pressure deviations were greater than the PRA-63 pressure 
values from the surface to 58.0 kilometers (190,290 ft) altitude. All 
pressure values versus altitude were within 6 percent of the PRA-63 
values, as shown in Figure A-8. 
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Figure A-3. Scalar Wind Speed at Launch Time of AS-510 
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Figure A-4. Wind Direction at Launch Time of AS-510 
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Figure A-6. Yaw Wind Velocity Component (W,) at Launch lime of AS-513 
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Table A-4. Maximtwl Nind Speed in High Dynamic Pressure Region for 

Apollo/Saturn 501 through Apollo/Saturn 51s Venicles 

T 

\S- 502 

K-503 

6 -504 

Lc-505 

G-506 

5-507 

IS-508 

B-509 

S-510 

-- 
SPEED 
n/s 

(KNOTS) 

-- 

26.3 
(50.5) 

29.1 
(52.3) 

34.8 
(67.6) 

76.2 
148. I) 

42.1 
(82.6) 

47.6 
(92.5) 

55.6 
lQ8.l) 

loi%; 

18.6 
(36.2) 

273 

?55 

284 

264 

270 

297 

245 

252 

255 

063 

11.50 17.9 
(37,XO~ (25.1) 

12.30 27. I 12.00 12.9 15.?S 
(42,6OC) 52.7) (42,600) (25.1) (51,700) 

15.22 31.2 15.10 72.6 15.80 
(49.900) (60.6) (49.500) (43.9) i 51.800) 

11.73 74.5 11.70 21.7 11.43 
(38.480) (144.8) (38.390) (42.2) (3?,500) 

14.18 40.8 13.80 18.I lb.85 
(46,520) (79.3) (45,280) (36.3) (48.720) 

11.40 
(37,400) 

12.05 
(39.530) 

14.23 
(46.670) 

13.58 
ibb,540) 

13.33 
[43.720) 

13.75 
‘45 110) L . 

47.2 
(91.7) 

55.6 
(108.1) 

52.8 
(102.6) 

17.8 
(34.6) 

11.18 
(36.680) (137813 

lb.23 19.5 
(46,670) (37.9) 

13.58 15.0 
(bb,SfiO) (29.1) 

13.33 24.9 
(43.720) (48.5) 

13.65 
(44.780) 

12.98 
(42.570) 

10.20 
[33.46@ 

13.73 
(45,030] (14';; 

13.43 
:bbJMo) 
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Tab's A-5. fxtreme Wind Shear Values In the High Dynamic Pressure 
Region for Apollo/Saturn 501 through Apollo/Saturn 510 Vehicles 

1 

- 

VEHICLE 
NUMBER 

T 

AS-501 

AS-502 

AS-W3 

AS-504 

AS-505 

AS-506 

AS-503 

AS-508 

AS-SOS 

9s-5?0 

PIT‘” ,,::: = l@oo y7ixi7-1 
L 

-- 
1 I 

SHEAR 
$LTlTUDE 

SHEAR 
(SEC-11 (SEC-') 

0.0066 

0.0iZ5 

U.Ul0.3 

U.U248 

0.0203 

0.0377 

0.0183 

0.0166 

0.0201 

O.0110 

16.W 

(52,5UU) 

15.15 
(49,700) 

15.30 
(50,200) 

14.78 
(48,490) 

14.25 
(46.750) 

15.43 
(50,6iO) 

13.33 
(43.720) 

11.73 
(36.830) 

I C.0067 

0.0084 

0.0!57 

0.0254 

O.Cl25 

0.0056 

0.0178 

0.0178 

0.0251 

0.0071 

ALTITUDE 

(:I 

10.00 
(32,800) 

13.28 
(43,500) 

15.78 
(5l,t300) 

14.68 
(48,160) 

15.53 
(50,950) 

10.30 
(33.790) 

14.58 
(47,820) 

13.98 
(45,850) 

11.85 
(38,880) 

14.43 
(47,330) 
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Figure A-9. Relative Deviation of Temperature and Pressure from the 
PRA-63 Reference Atmosphere, AS-510 
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Figure A-9. Relative Deviation of Density and Absolute Deviation of the 
Index of Refraction from the MA-63 Reference Atmosphere, AS-510 
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A.5.3 Atmospheric Density 

Atmospheric density deviations were small, being within 9 percent of the 
PRA-63 for all altitudes. Surface density was 1.52 percent less than 
the PRA-63 density value. Density deviations became positive above 
5.5 kilometers (18,040 ft). See Figure A-9. 

A.5.4 Optical Index of Refraction 

Optical Index of Refraction was 10.7 x 10-6 units lower than the 
corresponding value of the PRA-63. The deviation became less negative 
with altitude, and it approximated the PRA-63 at high altitudes, as is 
shown in Figure A-9. The maxima value of the Optical Index of Refrac- 
tion was 2.37 x 10-6 units greater than the PRA-63 at 14 kilometers 
(45,930 ft). 

A.6 COMPARISON OF SELECTED ATMOSPHERIC DATA FOR SATUlFl V LAUNCHES 

A sumnary of the atmospheric data for each Saturn V launch is shown in 
Table A-6. 

Table A-6. Selected Atmospheric Observations for Apollo/Saturn 501 through 
Apollo/Saturn 510 Vehicle Launches at Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
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APPENDIX B 

AS-510 SIGNIFICANT CONFIGURATION CHANGES 

B.l INTRODUCTION 

The AS-513, tenth flight of the Saturn V series, was the eighth manned 
Apollo Saturn V vehicle. The AS-510 launch vehicle configuration was 
essentially the same as the AS-509 with significant exceptions shawn in 
Tables B-l through B-4. The Apollo 15 spacecraft structure and components 
were essentially unchanged from the Apollo 14 configuration. However, the 
Lunar Module (LM) descent stage was changed to make provisions for storing 
and deploying the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV). A detail description of the 
LRV is contained in paragraph 20.14. The basic launch vehicle description 
is presented in Appendix B of the Saturn V Launch Vehicle Flight Evaluation 
Report, AS-504, Apollo 9 Mission, MPR-SAT-FE-69-4. 

Table B-l. S-IC Significant Configuration Changes 

F-l Eqlnes 

.-- 

LOX 

RorOfice of five engines to yield 
1.522,OW lbf rated thrust. 

Redesign of LOX vent end relief vrlm. 

~ronimetely 6a pwn& of 
rddltlalel payloed cepebill~ to 
tremluner Injectlen Is melI&. 

To l Inlm12r th probeblllty of velve 
failure durlq cantdan. 

s-lC/s-I I 
Scperetlen 

Increase outboard eqlne LOX depletion 
;zystlr delay from 1.2 to 1.6 

. 

Lletbn of four retmotors fra 
SIC rtqe. 

To permit en Increase In p4yloed. 

ueight ad cost srvings. 

Lta nadlfll-rtlm of Pcn/mS ehd wlsn 
tel-tly esrdly. Also Imorparetlon 
ofwf;‘Dumrhglly flltermndpaw 

. 

To Iqtweperf~ tilmroese 
~lllblllty. 

CtE WwmtofRCO/Ulntec~ulrton 
ulth gmve rqulrton In the S-IC 
pmmtlc console prlvg nltrqen 
reguletlon systr. 

educe ulbretlon In prlmevy 
regulrtlam sys-. 

- 
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Table B-2. S-II Significant Configuration Changes 

SVSTEH I CLANGE 

Instnm?ntdtlon Addition of five engine LH2 inlet temperature 
transducers and four valve actuation and 
helium injection pressure trdnSduCerS.. 

To provide redundant launch redllne 
measurements. 

Propulsion Engine vent dnd relief valves for start bottle 
conditioning hdVe replacement vent port check 
valves. 

To improve reliability by selection of 
check valve used on S-11 stage prevalve 
and recirculation valve solenoid valves. 

Addition of nonflight relief valves to Ltlz 
tdnk vent Valve Sensing port covers. 

To protect the LH2 tank vent valve 
sehsing element against ercessive 
pressure during checkout operations. 

Deletion of the four remaining ullage 
lm?Ors. 

Analysis has verified satisfactory 
flight conditions without the motors. 

Reduction of engine precan: angle fmn 
1.3 to 0.6 degree outboard. 

To reduce probability of interstage 
collision during separation. 

Electrical 

Replacement of propellant tank pressurization 
regulators with orifices. 

-- 
Addition of disable circuitry for center 
engine G-switch backup cutoff system. 

To increase systwr reliability and 
Capability. 

To disable a malfunctioning G-switch 
prior to switch selector arming 
ccuseand. 

structure Use of S-II-11 type neavier forward skirt. An S-11-11 type structure was the only 
available skirt ta replace t1 scheduled 
Itq daaged in a structural test. 

&E Addition of 57-41 blee.' orifice and redundant 
chock valve In Gti2 start bottle pressurization 
system. 

To provtde accurate s+,ge servicing 
repeatibl!ity. 

Ellmlnatlon of 57-41 propellant Incqatible 
condltjons and add a new GOX ven~lng system. 

To Ilprove sys'm safety. 

Addition of 57-41 812 vant system. including 
GN2 purge provlslons. 

To l~rovc system safety. 

REASON 

Tab;, B-3. S-IVB Significant Configuration Changes 

SVSTW 

Imtnmtatlw~ Addition of two pressura and two vlbratlm 
~asuraents to the fllght tel-try 
sys tam. 

Mdltlon of static flm or vlbratlon test 
requlraent for tclatry quipant plus 
X-ray of tworked or new caponat boards. 

Prqulsiq IncorporatIon of m seat utcrlal In 
;u&tank prepressurlratlon module chock 

Herd cep rpproalutely 29 leak check 
ports In each APS m&111@. 

Electrical Ibdlflcatlon of the LIQ dqletlon 
sensor systa l lcctrlcal clrcultrf 
to utilize the exlstl 
depletion sensor In 

(spam) fourth 
a "s 

logic. 
adz of 4 voting 

The system was formerly a 
2 out of 3 voting systa. 

NEAm 

lncorporrtlon of modlfled mea~gfw- 
mt prcqrm. 

To detect tantalu caplcltor shorts 
In telemetry qulpcrrt due to 
Internal soldor partlcla in the 
ca8acltor. 

To pmvlde neu seat uterlal of a 
nondclalnatlng uterlal. 

Roduce potential bellu leakage 
paths in APS rodule cmoseal joints 

10 protect against a single point 
fll#t failure. 
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Table B-4. IU Significant Configuration Changes 

SVSTEN CHANGE REAsa 

:22-' 
The Viton-A O-ring reals In the halt-inch 
end me-inch quick disconnect rdepters ed 
the dynamic O-ring in the me-half Inch 
quick disconnect socket were wpleced rlth 
O-rings of Ethylene Propylene (EPR). The 
Vlton-A O-rings ln the me-inch socket were 
replaced with e new low ccepressim set 
fluomcrrbrn. 

The lunr-N 0-rtng m the stem of the hand 
valve was replaced with en O-ring of EPR 
mrterirl. 

Tolqrove reel md prolmntlrkego. 

ctwrks Redundrnt battery pwer for ST-124H plrtfom. 
The 6010 end 6030 brtteries pmvlde redmdant 
peer to the plrtfom through e diode OR 
clrcui t. 

To remove potenti slqlr point 
of platform fellwr. 

Instnrcntrtlm The cannrnd end comunicrtion system trenspondrr 511 4cW2 diodn l m less susc~tlblo 
nd parer supply diodes CR 17 through CR 24 ueve 

changed fran UTR-11 to SlN 4M2. 
to physlcrl and l loctricol stms. 

zoalmicrtions 

Added Rasurerents BOOOl-601. Acoustic 
(sound detection by microphone); end 

Correlrtlam of samd pmwm lrvols 
with Per1 21 vibration. 

EOO29-603 and E0040-603. IU vibretlon 
mounted m ST-124M plrtforn Penel 21. 

Added mersumnents A0012-403. 00266401. 
W264-403. EOO42-403. l d E&38-411. 

S-Im vibration wasu-tt 
telwterod vlr IIJ ff-I. 

Deleted rrsurements EOOO7-603, COOOE-603. 
l d LOOO9-603. These rrrsurmnts WN 
ST-124M pletfonm support vibration 
rmwements. 

lbt cf*tlwa far a-510. 

:11ght 
iontro1 

Flight 
'm- 

The capensrtlng filten located In the 
flight control computer have been chuged 
In rccordence ulth the vehicle body Q&u, 
end propllmt/oxld~rer sloshlq dy,nrlcs. 

&IDS1 lNIllMIZ~ 

TD lest - Capability has been prerlW to 
cawr~ the time into the loach rln&u 
crlculrted et 6uldance Reference Rlrrrr 
rlth thrtcaputed In the propwe-to-lunch 
routine. 

nn rdlltloaof tholum A*ln( 
Mlclr to As-510 & w flltor 
chq8s noassaly. 

To prwmt 8 9-r uiwa rmr. 

T~rAvoldacr -1tulruuh touerrvoldulco 
ywwwwnrhas baonwdlfled tobqln thp 

provi(rro~pmlsst~for 

flnt~iwr leap rfterlt Is cm. 
Inltlrtla d tau -Iti. 

kolerorter lrck~ -TheL-chxmel 
ralrmterbuk~blrws md 11*S-IC 

10 rlla vodrtiq msa qumt1t1a 

oqImoutb4ckyblaahrvoboenddr( 
*Ia UC trqPt1q m. 

toumtarwtupe. 

711tkmt - ~lllty has ban proriw 
to pllfy t11t l fwt tir diffonntly far 
SIC cator agln out tha for s4c 
ovtbwdeqImout. 

To wtlJn pntorrra for IIC 
center aqln out cadltlw. 
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Table B-4. IU Significant Configuration Changes (Continued) 

Flipht 
Progrm 

FIRST BOOST (CONTINUED) 

S-In Cutoff - Equal priority given to all 
s-1~8 cutoff Indications. The first 
cutoff indlcrtion recclvcd (INl2. lMT7. 
0122. or high speed loop cutoff) will be 
honored. 

Pmgrr rellrb~lity tmmvllnt. 

Mainstage Thrust Test - A test has timI 
provided to distinguish bebwen n 
anecceptablc zero rccelerarcter change 
end e nonthrusting S-IVB engine between 
16 680.5 Wd 16 +go seconds. 

To avoid navigation l rmr (81 ttm 
event uin stage thrust I- not 
rchlrved. 

Canrand Module Computer Cutoff - Cepebillty 
has been provided to issue the S-IV8 
cutoff sbitch selector camand es e 
functtm of an interrupt frcm the ccmmd 
nodule catputer after guidance reference 
frilure and sprcecreft control. 

Addltionrl S-1VB 111 cutoff accuracy. 

ORBITAL PHASE 

Solar Heating Avoldrnce - A preprogrrrrd 
maneuver has been provided for Ill solar 
heating avoidance on the lunar impact 
tmjectoy. 

To rvold overheating of cawnd end 
cmicetion systea trmsponder. 

Lunrr Impact - The following crprbilitla 
have been added to the lunar (Ipact digital 
cavnd systm cmnd: 

To colnrnd lunar impact uneuver changes 
lndrpndent of ullrge bums. 

To negrte am ullqe bum cm by 
l previous lunar impact cmnd. 

To be able to wneuver to l different 
l ttitu& without ullege burn. me 
roll attitude chngr coyld pvw1d.s 
m rltcmete rthod fer rcblovllq 
solar heetlng rvolde~~r. 

Target to a 90 n ml parking orbit. kluirod because of l ddltlmel Ltmor 
Rovlq Vehicle weight. 

Change launch windon opening end closiq 
to 80 emi 100 degrees, respectively. 

Increased payloed caused IMU change< 

Rley the S-IC retrmtor fire slgnrl. 
S-11 start caund. l miq the S-11 

hcasery becewe of f-11 ullega 

engine-out indications end enrbllng 
engine mvel end move1 of 
4 of 8 S-K retmotors. 

the S-11/5-1% l erly staging 
crprbllity. 
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